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RENMIN RIBAO Commentary on Thatcher's USSR Visit 

[3 Apr] 
RENMIN RIBAO Article on U.S.-USSR Arms Talks [1 Apr! 

SOVIET UNION 

Xinjiang-USSR Border Trade To Increase 

USSR Border Trade Delegation Visits Harbin 

Column Discusses Issue of Sino-Soviet Relations 

{Hong Kong TA KUNG 140 4 Apr) 
XINHUA Cites Soviet Writer on Reform Difficulties 

NORTHEAST ASIA 

Korean-Ch:inese Side Demands End to Exercise 

Beijing Korean Reports on 3 Apr MAC Meeting 

XINHUA Cites DPRK President on Reunification 

PRC Opens Air Routes to Japan's Fukuoka 

New Routes Celebrated 

CAAC Inaugurates New Beijing-Tokyo Flight 

WESTERN EUROPE 

Swedish Prime Minister Carlsson Visits PRC 

Meets Zhao Ziyang 

Discusses Peace, Space 

Zhao, Carisson Hold Talks 

Carlsson Reviews Talks [Stockholm 
Opens Joint Venture 

Attends Soiree 4 Apr 

Tours Great Wall 

Meets Deng Xiaoping 

Further on Deng Meeting [AFP | 

Space Cooperation Accord Signed 

EASTERN EUROPE 

GDR Women's Delegation Visits, Meets Leaders 

Meets CPPCC Leader 

Meets Chen Muhua 

Meets Wang Bingqian 

Li Peng Meets Polish Science Minister, Party 
Polish Health Delegation Feted in Beijing 

Inaugural Beijing-Warsaw Flight Celebrated 

Polish Envoy Marks Flight 
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I. 6 Apr 87 2 HINA 

PRC NATIONAL AFFAIRS 

Vice Ministers Discuss Foreign Policy Issues 

NPC Session Continues; Leaders Air Opinions 

Financial Balance Stressed 

Feng on Villagers’ Committees 

Yang Views Macao, Taiwan 

Deputies Urge Price Control 

Deputies Stress Family Planning 

Peoples’ Congresses Role Noted 

Peng Zhen Commends Socialism 

Hunan Leader Stresses Ideology 

Fourth Plenary Meeting Held 

Peng Zhen, Others Address NPC Presidium 

Wang Bingian Addresses Presidium 

Wang Renzhong Discusses Budget 

Priorities for Army Reorganization Explained 

[JIEFANGJUN BAO 21 Mar] 
eee ee ee ee ee ee 

JIEFANGJUN BAO on New Path for Ideologica! Work K 24 

{26 Mar) 
Zhou Guangzhao on Science Academy's Goals K 2) 

[RENMIN RIBAO 28 Mar} 
Official Interviewed on Increasing Production K 3! 

Paper Promotes Rural Economic Development K 4s 

[GUANGMING “IBAO 14 Mar] 
Paper Views Experimental Zones in Rural Reform K 49 

[NONGMIN RIBAO 23 Mar] 
Comment. ry on Farming Shortages of Materia! K 4 

[NONGMIN RIBAO 23 Mar] 

LIAOWANG on Prospects for PRC's Stee! Industry K 4: 

[23 Mar] 
GONGREN RIBAO Scores Excessive Consumption Funds K 44 

[13 Mar] 

Yao Yilin Attends Export Packing Exhibition K 47 

PRC REGIONAL AFFAIRS 

EAST REGION 

Jiangxi Leader Discusses Raising Living Standard ) | 

(CHINA DAILY 6 Apr] 
Shanghai's Rui Xingwen on Foreign Exchange 0 

[JIEFANG RIBAO | Apr} 
Shanghai's Rui Xingwen Attends Meeting on Aged 0 
Shanghai's Rui Xingwen Inspects Minhang Zone 0 

Briefs: Jiangsu Production Bases; Shanghai-Jilin 0 

Economic Ties 

CENTRAL-SOUTH REGION 

Guangdong‘s Lin at Discipline Inspection Meet ing P| 

Guangdong's Lin Ruo on Overseas Chinese Work Po 

Guangdong's Lin Ruo Tours Various Counties P 

Guangxi's Chen Attends Meeting Honoring Martyr P 

Briefs: Guangdong’s Zhaoqing Bridge; Liwoyang Airport r 
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TAIWAN 

Premier States Nonrecognition of Macao Accord \ 

Legislator Asks for Review of ‘Three No’ Policy \ 

[CHINA POST 31 Mar! 

Opposition Party To Protest Security Law \ 

[CHINA POST 31 Mar| 

Briefs: Automation Software \ 

HONG KONG & MACAO 

PRC To Station Troops in Hong Kong, Macao » | 
[KYODO | 

HONG KONG 

Editorial Analyzes Political Review Options » | 

[HONGKONG STANDARD 3 Apr! 

MACAO 

Zhou Nan Comment’ on Sino-Portuguese Declaration “ 

[LIAOWANG OVERSEAS EDITION 80 Mar! 
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GENERAL 

RENMIN RIBAS COMMENTARY ON THATCHER'S USSR VISIT 

HK05S0646 Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese 3 Apr 87 p 6 

["Commentary” by Chen Tean (7115 3676 1344): “A Difficult ‘Mission’ -- The’ 

Visit to Moscow} 

[Text] Thatcher's 5-day visit ta Moscow ended on | April. Judging from foreign sews 

agency reports, we find that the British-Soviet summit was precisely like the spring 

Moscow -- sometimes warm and sometimes col!. According to THE TIMES, leaders of tt» 

two countries held their talks with an uncompromising stand, holding back nothing they 
wanted te discuss. Eventually, they appreciated their debate and agreed to reserve 

their differences. Although this visit by Thatcher was regarded as “a crucial visit 
entrusted by various Western countries,” the spring of East-West relations seemed «!ow 

in coming. 

The first official visit by a British prime minister in 12 years reflects the tact that 
relations between Britain and the Soviet Union are progressing. Each side earnest iy 

looked forward to and attached importance to the visit. 

According to British press reports, the talks between Thatcher and Gorbachev center 

on restriction of the arms race, and the agreement on medium-range missiles in 

particular. The British side tried to give impetus to reaching a “medium-range missi': 

agreement” beneficial to the West. It told the Soviet Uni... that Western Furop: 

worried about the security in Europe after the removal of medium-range missiles «od 

urged the Soviet Union to consider the interests of Europe when reaching « 

“medium-range missile agreement" with the Americans and holding other disarmement 

talks. Im the meantime, ihe British prime minister also tried to “find out about” tly 
“actual situation” of Gorbachev himself and reform in the Soviet Union, so that tty 

West could adopt “proper countermeasures.” There is no doubt that through her Moscow 

trip, British Prime Minister M. Thatcher also intended to play a further noticeatl: 
part as a “world statesman” and “spokesman of the West" in the interests of her “third 

term of office” and strengthening the position of the British Conservative Party in the 

general election. It is appropriate to say that this was her “mission” on the visit. 
As far as the Soviet Union is concerned, Gorbachev maintained that “Soviet -British 

dialogue is an inseparable and important part of the contemporary politics of Furope 

and the world” and that Britain might exert «a certain influence over the United 

States. This would enable him to solicit support and understanding from other Western 

nations for the new Soviet disarmament proposal. Therefore, Gorbachev believed ‘hat 

“it is important and necessary for the British head of government to visit” his country. 

Judging trom the results of the talks, we know that there was an acute debate in th» 

meeting, which lasted 7 hours. The open speeches published by both sides wer: 

unprecedentedly “frank.” It was reported that Gorbachev's speeches “were the mos! 

strongly worded statements issued to a visiting Western leader,” whereas ‘Thatcher onc: 

again displayed her “iron lady” character. She spoke out without beating about tly 

bush, showing no due respect for the feelings of her host. There was a very big ea: 

between the two sides on some important international issues. 

Regarding the removal of medium-range missiles in Furope, beth sides agreed that thi 

was “the most important issue” and that an agreement on medium-range missiles should ty 

reached first uncer strict supervision, after which another agreement on short -rang: 

missiles would be concluded. [paragraph continues] 
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However, Thatcher insisted that the remove! of medium-range missiles in Europe be 

linked with maintaining a quantitative beience between the short-range gwissiles of the 

Soviet Union and the West. Gorbachev accused the NATO alliance of retreating from its 

stand on a “zero option” and “imposing a full set of conditions to counter the demand 

of the Soviet Union.” He also accused the West of trying to use U.S. short-range 

missiles as “supplementary equipment.” He openly criticized the British prime minister 

for “failing to play her due role” in this regard. 

Regarding the issue of arms control, although both sides held that is necessary to Lake 

serious steps for arms control, each stuck to its version or argument. thatcher 

persisted in the viewpoint that “security may be based on the policy of strength,” 
saying that she is a “supporter of ouclear weapons and of the expansi: of British 

nuclear potential.” Gorbachev denounced that “policy of strength” as an “outmoded 
notion” and a “policy of using threat to blackmail.” He said that he “resolutely 

rejected" the idea that the Soviet Union wil’ gain an upper hand in conventiona! 
weapons after nuclear weezpons in Europe are abolished. However, he accepted the view 
of holding “overall talks” on the issue of conventional weapons. He added that it is 

“not serious” for Thatcher to try to link the arms control isswe of the East and West 

with the question of whether the Soviet Union respects human rights. 

Regarding the problem of regional clashes, there was still a widely divergent view 

between the two countries. Thatcher pointed out: Whether the Soviet Union has 

withdrawn its troops from Afghanistan, the West will mot judge by its promise alone. 
Gorbachev retorted that only after a political settlement of the Afghan issue would the 

Soviet Union withdraw its troops from Afghanistan. 

Oi course, this visit by ™M. Thatcher has undoubtedly enhanced mutual understanding 

be'ween Britain and the Soviet Union and promoted (.2 development of their relations. 
After a profound exchange of views, both sides also discovered some points in copzn: 

Both sides are willing to continue to hold talks on the elimination of chremica! 

weapons; both sid.s consider it necessary to reduce conventional weapons and armed 

forces stationed in Europe, and urge that problems related to this be resolved; both 

sides promoted to a certain extent their mutual understanding regarding the removal of 

medium-range missiles in Europe; and both siees are willing to expand and deepen their 

political dialogue to develop closer relations between the peoples of the two 

countries. During the visit, Great Britain and the Soviet Union signed tour 

agreements, including one on the peaceful use of and cooperation in outer space, and 

agreed to increase their total trade volume to 2.5 billion rubles by 1990. This shows 

that their »iiateral relations have improved. 

Notwithstanding, a river frozen 5 feet deep cannot be thawed overnight. In a “general 

atmosphere” in which East-West relations have not yet been substantially improved, it 

is impossible to dispel the fundamental differences in viewpoints and stand which have 

existed for a long time between Great Britain and the Soviet Union. 

RENMIN RIBAO ARTICLE ON U.S.-USSR ARMS TALKS 

HKO31L001 Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese | Apr 87 p 6 

[Article by Chi Li (6688 4539): “The Whole World [s Watching”] 

[Text] How much sincerity do the United States and the Soviet Union have for reduc ing 

nuclear weapons? This is a question about which more and more people in the world are 

thinking. 
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The weekly “U.S. NEW AND WORLD REPORT” recently published an article entitled “Arms 

Control Talks Enter a Substantial Stage.” saying that as the U.S -Soviet talks on 

medium-range sissiles entere4 a substantial stage, both sides were arguing endlessly on 

some minor issues. It asked: Do the two sides really hope to reach an agreement orf 

will they try to play some tricks in order to place the blame on the other side? This 

article showed that many people in the United States are still doubtful about the 

U.S.-Soviet talks on medium-range missiles. 

Such concerns 4re not groundless. Since the beginning of the medium-range missiles 

talks, the United States and the Soviet Union have added additional terms one after 

another to the basic agreement they reached at the Iceland swamit meeting. The Soviet 

Union holds that the U.S.-Soviet talks on reducing medium-range missiles in Furope 

should be separated from the talks on limiting short-range missiles and convent ional 

weapons, but the United States holds that this would represent “retrogression™ ana 

emphasizes that consideration should be given to the issue of Limiting short-range 

missiles and conventional weapons at the same time. On the other hand, the United 

States has put forth a “detailed” verification scheme, while the Soviet Union has 

called for some “comprehensive and reliable” means of examination. The United States 

holds that it should have the right to transform the “Pershing II" missiles ‘to 

“PershingIV" short-range missiles, while the Soviet Union insists that it should have 

the right to rebuild the SS-20 missiles into intercontinental missiles. 

All this has left an impression on people that the two sides are just playing tricks on 

each other rather than advancing step by step toward the objective of reaching an 

agreement. Therefore, they deliberately complicate things to outdo the other side and 

raise new obstacles to the talks. 

A lack of sincerity and mutual trust is the main reason why no progress can be made in 

U.S.-Soviet disarmament tslks. 

At present, it seems that the U.S.-Soviet talks on medium-range missiles will return to 

the old track of ‘heir disarmament talks many years ago. Im the talks, both sides are 

trying hard to maintain their respective strategic interests and to win strength 

euperiority over the other side, but disregard the world’s people's ardent desire tor 

peace and security. 

The recent UN disarmament conference in Beijing wnanimously urged the United States and 

the Soviet Union to show sincerity and take actual steps to reduce their arms rather 

than merely putting forth some disarmament proposals or signing some disarmament 

agreements. 

Will the two countries, which should bear special responsibility, tor nuclear 

disarmament, accept this advice? The whole world is watching. 
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XINJIANC-USSR BORDER TRADE TO INCREAS? 

OWO0 30206 Beijing XINHUA in English O15! GMT 3 Apr $7 

[Text] Urumqi, April 3 (XINHUA) -- Border trade between the Kinjiang Uygur Autonomous 
Region ind the Soviet Union is booming this year, a regional trade official said here 

today. 

The total import-export volume in the first half of this year will increase 75.6 

percent over the same period last year, based os contracts signed by the two sides. 

"Kinjiang-Soviet border trade opened last year, after decades of no contact, and the 

tota. volume reached |7 million Swiss Francs in 1986.” the official said. 

Kinjiang will cortinue to export shirts, c!.ildren’s tur coats, wool sweaters, towels, 

thermos bottles and enamelwace to the Soviet Union this year. and will comtiauwe to 

import steel products, chemicals, and refrigerators. 

USSR BORDER TRADE DELEGATION VisITS HARBIN 

OWO50552 Beijing in Russian to the USSR 1800 OMT 1 Apr 8/7 

[Text] As our correspondent reports, a USSR border trade delegation, comsisting of 

four persons and headed by the general director of the CSSR Vostokintorg Association, 

Lazovoy, arrived in Harbin, the administrative center of Heilongjiang Province on 3 

April at the invitation of the Foreign Trade Association of this PRC province. 

During its stay in Harbin, the Soviet delegation will hold talks with the Heilongjiang 

Provincial Foreign Trade Association om border trade between the two sides for 198/, 

and exchange opinions on possibilities for further broadening and developing bilateral 

border trade. 

The Soviet delegation will stay in Harbin for & days. 

COLUMN DISCUSSES ISSUE OF SINO-SOVIFET RELATIONS 

HKO”9640 Hong Kong TA KUNG PAO in Chinese 4% Apr 8/7 p 2 

\"Political Talk” colum by Shih Chun-yu (2557 0889 3768): “Qian Qichen Elaborates on 
Sino-Soviet Relations at Press Conference” 

(Text) Appreciation for Gorbachev's Remarks | subhead | 

Chinese Vice Ministers of Foreign Affairs Qian Qichen and Qi Huaiyuan yesterday set 

with Chinese and foreign reporters who were covering the WRC and CPPCC sessions in 

Beijing. The questions raised by reporters during the meeting concentrated on the 

status quo and futurm development of Sinoe-Soviet relations. 

The main reccon why Sino-Soviet relations have become a focus of world attention is 

because the Soviet Union has aseumed in recent years « posture in tavor of improvement 

of its relations with “hina. [paragraph continues | 
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Looking further back, ww m find that Srerhmev, in some pen temaras tt? 

éduring his later years, had already amged his hostile attitude toward 

successor, Andropov, also declared a wish tor sitivating better relat ions 

Gorbachev, who rose to power ister, has actively fostered toreign relati 

making up his g@icd to introduce reform at home. In his speech on Sovie 

policy delivered in Viadivostok last year, he stressed the need for improvi 

with China. 

Qian Qichem said at yesterday's press conferemce chat the inese side 

Soviet leader Gorbachev's ini ative ; exzptess ag On Vat ious ase ions 

imyrove relations with China. 

There Are Still Difficulties in Improving Political Relations [subhead | 

In the meantime, Qian Qichen als pointed out Jeapite gore =progres 

Sino-Soviet relations wit! regara to econom! inter itee,. trade, and 

exchange, there are still difficulties in improving political relations, whik 

t be deait with througt neg : : 5° : wie. 

Currentiy, ongoing negotiations Detween nina ma the Sowvlet 1 ire” | pete 

talks for the normalization of relations and negoiiations to seek a set 

border disputes. In addition, the two sides have ma itttained sorma!l 

economic relations and trade. 

Qian Qichen heads the Chinese delegat ior ti the negotiations orm | 

Sino-Soviet relations and on borifer disputes. Answer ina reporters jie 

disciosed that he was to depart for “Moscow to participat« in tt? both 

Sino-Soviet talks. The parpose of the talks is to remove obstacles to the 

of relations betwen the tu yuntries. For @Quise a lone time, however, 

Union has always tried to evade discussion on the removal of these obstacles. 

For the Time Being, Foreign Minister Wu Kweqian Is Not lamming To Visit 

Union | supnead] 

As everybody knows, the three obstacies to normalization of Sino-Soviet rel 

Soviet support for the Vietnamese invasior ambodia, the Soviet troops 

Aighanistan, and the deployment rf ' iter ri amtye ¢ f Soviet troops 

Sino-Soviet border. 

The ~ino-Soviet talks are now being carried wut at the vice Ministerial ie 

Qicher disclosed that so far, there has een mo pian for Chimese State Cow 

Foreign Minister Wu Kwegian to visit the Soviet Union. As tor Vice Premier 

will travel to the Soviet Union next sonth for ' routine meeting »f 

Commission, Between China and the Soviet niom for Economic, Trade, and Te 

Cooperation, in the capacity of the Chinese-deiegatet chairman of this commi«s 

The Soviet Union has repeatediy shown i' nteation to tavite Chines: 

Visit. in response, even Deng Kiaoping has openly declared that he is willin 

the Soviet Union, provided that the Soviets will take action to solwe thw 
issue. If Deng’s plan to visit the Soviet Union came truce, it would mean the 

settlement of the Cambodia isewe, which would be beneficial to al! parties 
but #0 far the Soviet Union has not ai ‘ any intention of seeking a 

solution to the tesue. 
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It ls Trwe That the Soviet ni. & sithdcrawing it« iro pp» from Northern *™ ‘ 

[ subhe ad | 

Referring to the Soviet plan of withdrawal of troops from the Sire-Sowilet ‘order, Gis 

Qichen said he sad neard nothing about it To clarify the situation he said: 

Soviet plan to withdraw troops form Mongolia mainly involwes Soviet troops sta 

the nerthern part of the country rather than those deploye4 sear the Chines. bord« 

The Sino-Soviet talks on the border issue have siready been resumed. Sech talts wee 

heid intermittently in the past, and sow the third rownd of talks is going , dia 

Qichen poizted out: The effort to seek a settlement of border disputes and to deli« 

a boundary line between two countries is different from a ‘ountry’s recovery ’ 

sovereignty over its territory. 

China‘s accomplishment of a satist a tory solution ¢t the Homg fomg and “ec a ‘sue 

through d‘plomatircr negotiations is «a mtorr event inwolving the recowery f 

sovereignty over the two places. The remaining isswes in the way fo the reanif ati 

of China and Taiwan is something to be resolwed byw th» hinese through interna 

consultations. Any toreign attempt to reate “two Ale ma to a«plit . 

territory would naturally meet with resolute poopsition bw both the hinmese Gower um 
and people. 

AINHUA CITES SOVIET WRITER ON REFORM DIFFICULTIES 

OWOSO9246 Beijing KINHUA im English 0721 OM] Apr *& 

Text | Moscow, April % (CKINNUA) “Many Soviets are howd y thw “ way ' ' " P 

and are feiuctant to shwlder new respons it jtes, A@& Ma or hata e % retore 

Soviet Union, a leading Soviet writer save. 

Daniia Granin, winner of the Fadayev Gold “Meda! i: i for “Besliegement Diary”, «a war 
. | 

novel he wrote together with sanoth- Soviet author, old SKINALA at 

hat unqualified people in government posts ft. writers’ Association last weekend ¢ 

abuse their rights for personal gains. 

Corrupt officials are fighting to hold onto their posts, Granin said, adding that 

peop.e cannot meet the demands presented Dw reform in the Soviet Unio#r 

Some people in scientif i: ircles are fing tor promotions wit haut mating «a ad 

contributions, said Granin, a writer adept at depict ing mfilict in actemtit eet “ 

Commenting on past leaders and their attitudes toward Soviet writers, rani . 

Nikita Khrushchev ciamped down on Soviet writere, especially after the Hungaria 

incidert of 1956, bee « Ause he feared | . im:tilagr Te. Site 17) t Pw Say jet ) 

Karushchev’'s successor, Lecnid Rrerinev, st Tiret ited rittle sPrernt litegrutcre Prngt 

hindered writers by turning the whion of Soviet write: nm’ i Dureaurtfacy, be added 

Frezhnev went AS far 1s to remove Aiete hy ai ry TAL . ‘¥ fy fr t Pw ead oral ' ’ “~\) a 

WORLD", a literary magazine, in orver to silemee writers, Granin said, 
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KOREAN-CHINESE SIDE DEMANDS END TO ERPS 

mT? Bei jing AINFLA io rag i iat - 

[Text] Panmunjom, April | (KINFLA) 
U.S. and Sowth Korea end iamediately *¢ 

At the 327th Korean Military Armiat 

member of the Korean-Chinese site, des 

Ar@istice Agreement signed in |»! : 

Yi moted that in order to ese ~~ 

proposed to hold high-lewe!l North-Sout?t 

Vader such circumetaces,. Yi 

that Gashington “has ao (otestions ¢ 

“seets confrontation and war.” 

The “Team Spirit 87° emercise, whict 

combat phase involving tens of thowsanrd: 

The U.S. senior member of the Armieti 

North had been notified of the “def en ive 
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But Vi refuted the U.S. statement and denonstrated 

Korean side has enlarged the ecale of the exer 

Yi stressed that the Korean problem « 

and consultations. 

BELJING KOREAN REPORTS ON 3 APR MAC MEETIN 

SK0%S0633 Beijing International Service in Korean 

‘Text] At the Military Armistice Commission [% 

Comrade Yi Taee-ho, senior member f the forea , 

called om the U.S. side to itmpediate vy -« > 

exerciee. Comrade Yi Tae-ho stressed 

peninsula and eliminating the danger t 1" 

be rapidly resolved. He stated that th 

new peace proposal for holding high-leve! 

alleviate the political and military nf 

alieo mede sincere efforte t: realize 

situation, the large-scale military emer 

now staging shwes that the inited Stat 

‘ 

willingness to hold dialogwe and allewiat: 

Comrade Yi Tae-ho demanded that thx 

joint @ilitary emerciee and act in « way 

a 

areet 
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NORTHEAST ASIA 

XINHUA CITES DPRK PRESIDENT ON REUNIFICATION 

OW060136 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Servire in Chinese 0843 GMT 5 Apr 87 

[Text] Pyongyang, April 5S (XINHUA) -- The sincere attitude and firm-set will of the 
Korean Government will definitely wuelp build confidence and unity to _ replace 

coufrontation an’ distrust within the same nation and achieve peaceful reunification of 

the country. 

This point was reiterated by Kim Il-song, president of the Democratic People’s Republic 

ot Korea (DPRK), during his interview with “PRENSA LATINA,” the Cuban news Agency on 26 

February. Kir'’s statement was carried by the leading Korean newspaper “NODONG SINMUN" 

today. 

Kim Il-song noted that if the current sharp confrontation on the Korean peninsula 

continues to develop, “the distrust and misunderstanding between the North and South 

will grow further and the confrontation will become increasingly acute. The result 

would probably be a.uther war on the Korean peninsula.” 

The DPRK leader maintained that the distrust and confrontation between the North and 

South of Korea was mainly due to political and military confrontation. The removal of 

the distrust and confrontation and the realization of reconciliation will largely 

depend on the efforts of their political and military leaders, he said. 

At the end of the last year, Kim Il-song offered a proposal for holding high-level 

political and military talks between the North and South of Korea. Not long ago, North 

Korea agreed to hold premier-level talks as proposed by South Korea, and oftered to 

hold ministerial-level preparatory talks on 23 April. 

Kim condemned the United States and South Korea tor their on-going joint war game "Team 

Spirit-87," which he described as “aggravating the situation on the Korean peninsula 

and increasing the threat of a nuclear war." He called for an unconditional end to the 

military exercises. 

Talking about the issue of co-hosting the 24th Olympic Cames by the North and South otf 

Korea, Kim Il-song said: Despite the current practical problems in realizing the plan 

of co-sponsorship, “the differences can be narrowed and solutions to the problems can 

be found," provided that the parties concerned sit down together again and hold 
consultations with no strings attached. 

The DPRK president demanded that the North and South of Korea should share ‘he 

sponsorship of the forthcoming Olympics and the games events be equally divided between 

the two sides or be divided in proportion to the populations of the North and South. 

He said that North Korea will work hard to achieve noteworthy results at the fourth 

athletic talks in Lausanne. 

As tor his country's foreign relations, Kim said his visit to Moscow last October was 

"very successful" and achieved “good results.” DPRK's relations of cooperation with 

the Soviet Union and other socialist countries will continue to expand in thy 

political, economic, and technological tields, he added. 

The Korean leader also noted that “the trend of militarism is now growing” in Japan, 

which he said has aroused “anxiety and vigilance” among the peace-loving people in Asia 

and elsewhere in the world. 
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PRC OPENS AIR ROUTES TO JAPAN'S FUKUOKA 

0WO41210 Beijing XINHUA in English 1202 GMT 4 Apr 87 

[Text] Tokye, April 4 (XINHUA) -- The first airplane of the Chinese Administration of 

Civil Aviation [as received] (CAAC) today flew in Japin's Fukuoka from Beijing to 

inaugurate the opening of two CAAC regular flights to thet city. 

According to the schedule, CAAC airplanes will make return tlights to Fukuoka from 

Beijing every Saturday and from Shanghai every Tuesday. Fukuoka is a major city in 

Japan's southwestern main island of Kyushu. 

New Routes Celebrated 

OWO41800 Beijing XINHUA in English 1536 GMT 4 Apr 8/7 

[Text] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) -- Wang Zhen, vice-chairman of the Central Advisory 
Commission of the Chinese Communist Party and honorary president of the China-Japan 

Friendship Association met a Japanese delegation led by Otsuka Kanehisa today. The 

delegation arrived here on Japan Airline’s inaugural tlight trom Fukouka to attend 

activities celebrating the opening of air routes between Beijing and Fukuoka, and 

Shanghai and Fukuoka. 

Wang said: “The opening of the new air routes shows the continuing progress between 

China and Japan.” 

In the evening tu Yizhou, director-general of the Civil Aviation Administration of 

China, held a reception to celebrate the Chinese Civil Aviation Administration's 

flights to Fukuoka avd welcomed the delegation to China. Hu said in his toast: “Since 

1974 China and Japan set up the first air route between Beijing, Shanghai and Tokyo, 

and the Sino-Japanese airline cooperation has developed rapidly trom the very 

beginning.” 

"At first there were only two flights for seach side a week but now there are 20 flights 

weekly,” Hu added, “and the volume of the air transportation between the two countries 

has increased 18 times over since 1974." 

He also said: "On the eve of the 15th anniversary of the normalization of 

Sino-Japanese diplomatic relations, the three new air routes between Beijing, Shanghai 

and Fukuoka and another new route scheduled to start tomorrow trom Beijing to Dalian 

and Tokyo will turn over a new leaf in the Sino-Japanese aviation history.” 

CAAC INAUGURATES NEW BEIJING-TOKYO FLIGHT 

OWO5S1334 Beijing XINHUA in English 1246 GMT 5 Apr 8? 

[Text] Tokyo, April 5S (XINHUA) -- The Chinese state-run national airline, CAAC [Civil 

Aviation Administration of China] inaugurated its Beijing-Tokyo flight today. The 

Beijing-Tokyo return flight will run every Sunday, with a stop in the northeastern 

Chinese port city of Dalian each way. The CAAC jet returned to Beijing via Dalian this 

afternoon following an inauguration cer-mony at Tokyo's Narita Airport. 

} On Saturday, the Chinese Administration of Civil Aviation started two regular tlights 

to Japan, Beijing-Fukuota and Shanghai-Fukuoka. Fukuoka is located on Japan's southern 

island of Kyushu. 
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SWEDISH PRIME MINISTER CARLSSON VISITS PRC 

Meets Zhao Ziyang 

OWO31228 Beijing XINHUA in English 1215 GMT 3 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 3 [XINHUA) -- Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson, who 
arrived here earlier today on an official visit, was honoured a welcoming ceremony 

presided over by Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang this afternoon. 

The ceremony, held at the plaza east to the Gree’ dal! of the People in central 
Beijing, began with a military band playing the national anthems of Sweden and China 

amidst a 19-gun salute. 

Accompanied by Premier Zhao, Prime Minister Carlsson reviewed a guard of honour made up 

of men from the three services of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army. 

Prime Minister and Mrs Carlsson also received a rousing welcome from 400 

brightly-dressed youngsters lined up at the plaza. 

Among those present at the ceremony were Chinese State Councillor and Foreign Minister 

wu Xuegian, chairman of the Chinese Government reception committee and Minister of 

Communications Qian Yongchang, and high-ranking Swedish officials accompanying Prime 

Minister Carlsson on his China visit. 

Discusses Peace, Space 

OWO40226 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 1431 GMT 3 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, 3 Apr (XINHUA) -- Premier Zhao Ziyang said tonight that China is 
willing to join the peace-loving peoples of Sweden and other countries in making 

continued efforts to achieve genuine disarmament and safeguard world peace. 

At a banquet in honor of Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson and his wife in the 

Great Hall of the People, Zhao Ziyang reiterated China's independent foreign poiicy tor 
peace. He said: Opposing the arms race to promote effective disarmament is an 

important part of China's foreign policy. The two superpowers, possessing the greatest 

nuclear arsenals and conventional armaments in the world, bear a special responsibility 

for nuclear and conventional disarmament. They should take the lead in drastica'ly 

reducing their arms. 

He said: China, as a nuclear nation, has never shirked its responsibilities tor 

nuclear disarmament. Since the first day that China had nuclear weapons it has 

declared that under no circumstances will it be the first to use nuclear weapons, and 

that accordingly, it will not use nor threaten to use nuclear weapons against 
non-nuclear nations and nuclear-free zones. China stands for complete prohibition and 

thorough destruction of nuclear weapons, and holds that nuclear disarmament and 

conventional disarmament are inseparable and should be carried out simultaneouly. 

Zho Ziyang praised Sweden for pursuing a peaceful and neutral toreign policy. He 

said: In international affairs, Sweden opposes power politics, actively promotes 

detente and disarmament, and sympathizes with the Third World. Sweden is widely 

praised by the international community. The positive contributions made by famous 

Swedish statesman Olof Palme to the safeguarding of world peace will be torever 

remembered by the world’s people. 
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On bilateral relations, Zhao Ziyang said: The Sino-Swedish friendly relations and 

cooperation, founded on equality and mutual benefit, have broad prospects. He said: 

In the last few years, leaders of the two countries have exchanged more visits, our 

bilateral trade has increased by a big margin, and cooperation and exchange between ttl» 

two countries in economy, science, technology, culture, and education have been 

expanded very rapidly. The Chinese Government has always attached importance to 

developing relations with Sweden, and is willing to continue promoting its long-range, 

stable, and mutual-benefit cooperation with Sweden. 

On bilateral relations, Carlsson said during the banquet: Sweden and China have long 

maintained good relations and there are no problems between them whatsoever. He said: 

At present, we are particularly interested in your ongoing, and maybe unprecedented, 

most comprehensive and thorough economic and structural reforms. You are creating « 

new society with stable living conditions and higher living standards for one-fourth of 

the world’s population. China is merging its traditional values and things with modern 

thinking and technology. Such a change has attracted worldwide attention. 

At the same time, China has become more active in the international areta. Sweden is 

very much familiar with these positions and shares identical views with China in many 

respects. The main lines of Swedish and Chinese foreign policies are parallel in many 

ways. 

Carlsson pointed out: China, like Sweden, is also striving to promote political and 

military detente through international negotiations, and to promote disarmament, 

particularly nuclear disarmament. Both countries resolutely defend the power of smal 

nations to decide their own destiny and their power to express their views on important 

international political issues. In the international arena, both Sweden and China ar: 

striving for peace and detente. 

Carlsson said: In the last few years, the exchanges and cooperation between the two 

countries in the economic, scientific, and technological fields have constantly 

increased. Bilateral trade volume has increased eight-fold in the past 4 years. Our 

economic cooperation has been expanded to the extent of undertaking point ventures in 

China and transferring productive technology. Sweden and China have also greatly 

increased their exchanges in scientific research and in science and technology. In the 

next few days, such exchanges will be further expanded to include cooperation in 

extremely important space technology. Both sides have reasons to be satisified with 

these very delightful developments. 

He said: The two countries may make joint efforts to further their cooperation in 

international politics, trade, scientific research, and technology and culture. 

Present at the banquet were Chinese State Councillor and Foreign Minister Wu Xueqgian 

and responsible persons “f the party and government departments concerned. Principal 

members of Prime Minister Carlsson's entourage attended the banquet on invitation. 

Before the banquet began, Premier Zhao Ziyang met with Swedish journalists and answered 

their questions. 

Zhao, Carlsson Hold Talks 

OWO40930 Beijing XINHUA in English 0923 GMT 4G Apr 8/ 

[Text] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) -- Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang and Swedish Prim 

Minister Ingvar Carlsson held talks here earlier today and shared identical or similar 

views on major international issues. 
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During the talks, which lasted for two hours and a half and proceeded in a sincere and 

friendly atmosphere, the two leaders exchanged views on disarmament. 

Zhao said: “We stand for dialogue between the United States and the Soviet Union, and 

it is our hope that through dialogue they will reach an agreement tavorable to easing 

the tense international situation.” 

On the issue of medium-range missiles in Europe, Zhao said: “We are in ftavor of 

earnest negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union to reach an 

agreement not infringing upon the interests of other countries. 

“We hope that the United States and the Soviet Union will listen to the opinions of the 

small and medium-sized European countries. We hold that the medium-range missiles in 

Europe and Asia sould be reduced in a balanced way,” he added. 

Referring to nuclear disarmament, Zhao said that the United States and the Soviet Union 

should take the lead in this matter. 

An international conference with a wide representation should be convened by all the 

nuclear powers after the United States and the Soviet Union stop testing, producing snd 

deploying nuclear weapons, and reduce their nuclear stockpiles, he urged. 

Zhao reaffirmed that China will not evade her responsibilities. 

The disarmament process should not be run by a small number of countries; all countries 
have the right to speak, he said. 

Carlsson agreed with Zhao and also gave an account of the peace and neutrality policy 

ot Sweden. 

The two leaders expressed their opposition to the militarization of outer space and 

held that outer space should be completely used for peaceful purposes. 

Zhao said that China always regards turope as an important torce tor checking war and 

safeguar4ing peace. "We welcome Western Europe to develop relations with Eastern 

Europe and appreciate the efforts made by Western Europe to ease East-West relations 

and promote South-North dialogue,” he said. 

The two prime ministers expressed their satistaction over the good relations between 

the two count? ‘es. 

The Chinese premier briefed the visitors on China's present situation and the drive 

against bourgeois liberalization. Carlsson said that he is happy that China wil! 

continue to carry out its reform and open policy. 

This morning, Carlsson laid a wreath at the Monument to the People's Heroes in 

Tiananmen Square. 

Carlsson Reviews Talks 

LDOGL9LL Stockholm Domestic Service in Swedish 1600 GMT 4 Apr 87 

[Text] Prime Minister Ingvar Carisson will see a performance at the Beijing Opera 

tonight. Everything is not however, leisure, during the visit to China. Farlier 

touay, for instance, he inaugurated a wire-drawing tactory. Above all he has had talks 

with Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang, whom he atterwards described as tollows: 
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[Begin recording] [Carlsson] He is a leader of a big and powerful country, and it is 

natural that he speaks with great authority. He is a person who has great knowledge, 

not only of international politics in general, but also, according to my perception, o! 

European politics. 

[Correspondent Thomas Hempe!] Does it appear that he is going to change China's course’ 

[Carlsson] China's course has already been changed very powerfully. According to the 

impression I received, he has a detinite ambition to continue with the open-door 

policy. The offensive against bourgeois )iberalism which is underway in China is not 

evidently going to affect the conduct of economic policy. That is the most clear 

message received both by your journalists and by myself. 

[Hempel] Trade between Sweden and China has decreased, however. Why is this? 

[Cartsson| We had a very rapid increase, and now during the recent past there has been 

a drop. In gensral, purchases trom abroad on the part of China have been decreased due 

to a balance of payments deficit. But I think this visit will give us a chance to turn 

the trend upward again, and the firms which have come here have set their minds 

absolutely on succeeding in their contacts. 

[Hempel] Sweden gives much aid to Vietnam. Has this aid posed a problem in the talk: 

you have had? 

[Carlsson] No, it has not been a problem. We have made clear our views on, fos 

example, the conflict in Cambodia, and the Chinese sides has also done this. The tact 

that we have informed Vietnam that we insist that they are out of Cambodia by |400, 

Otherwise it will become difficult to continue with long-term programs, has nothing to 

do with my visit to China. 

|Hempe | | You have also taken a list of names with you. Are these persons who ars 

experiencing difficulties in China? 

[Carlsson] Often when we are planning to travel to different countries in the world on 

official visits, some groups attract our attention and ask us to bring up in 

discussion, to discuss with the state leadership or in some way inform them of, the 

plight of these people. This has happened betore this visit to China. | have a list 

of a number of names which we will hand over to our hosts and ask them to look at and 
see if they can do anything. lend recording! 

Opens Joint Venture 

OWO41054 Beijing XINHUA in English 1048 GMT 4 Apr 8/7 

[Text] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) Visiting Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson 

attended a ribbon-cutting ceremony at the tirst completed Sino-Swedish joint: venture in 

the Chinese capital today. 

China and Sweden have launched tour joint ventures including a wire manufacturing plant 

which was set up by the Capital Iron and Steel Company of Beijing together with Kanthal! 

Ab and Swedfund of Sweden. The other joint ventures are expected to go into operation 

soon. 

Carlsson noted at the ceremony that the smooth progress of the cooperative projects 

between the two countries augurs well tor greater cooperation, 
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Beijing Vice-Mayor Han Boping said Beijing's door is always wide open to Sweden and 

other countries for economic and technica! cooperation. 

Accompanied by Chinese Comsmunications Minister Qian Yongchang and Han, Carlsson toured 

the wire production lines which is expected to have an annual production capacity of 

500 tons of high quality wire in the near f-ture. 

Attends Soiree 4 Apr 

OWO4!759 Beijing XINHUA in English 1534 GMT 4 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) -- The visiting Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson 

and his wife enjoyed a soiree here this evening sponsored by the Chinese Ministry of 

Culture. 

The guests were accompanied by Qian Yongchang, Chinese minister of communications. 

At the soiree the Chinese artists pertormed music, dance and Beijing Opera. 

Atter the performance Carlsson and his wife stepped up on the stage to congratulate the 

artists on their successful performance by shaking hands with them. 

Carlsson and his wife also toured the Temple of Heaven today. 

Tours Great Wall 

OWO51408 Beijing XINHUA in English 1315 GMT 5 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 5 (XINHUA) -- The visitiag Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson 

and Mrs Carlsson toured the Badaling section of the Great Wall and one of the Min, 

Tombs here today. 

Prime Minister and Mrs Carlsson made a round of the Palace Museum this afternoon. 

Meets Deng Xiaoping 

OW060256 Beijing XINHUA in English 0252 OMT 6 Apr 8/7 

[Text] Beijing, April 6 (XINHUA) -- Chinese senior leader Deng Kiaoping and the 

Visiting Swedish Prime Minister Ingver Carisson exchanged views on developing 

Sino-Swedish friendly relations and cooperation here this morning at the Great Hall of 

the People. 

Deng, chairman of the Central Advisory Commission of the Chinese Communist Party, said 

at the meeting that Sweden and China, as a developed country and a developing country, 

could cooperate im a broad range of areas. 

Carlsson agreed with Deng and said that the cooperation between the two countries has 

great potential. 

Deng described the relations between the two countries as very good. He said Sweden is 
one of the earliest Western countries to establish diplomatic relations with China and 

the current visit by Carlsson would promote mutua! understanding and relations between 

China and Sweden. 
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Further on Deng Meet ing 

HKO60528 Hong Kong AFP in English 0522 GMT 6 Apr &/ 

[Text] Beijing, April 6 (AFP) -- Top Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping met Swedish Prime 
Minister Ingvar Carlsson here Monday, expressing hopes for good biicteral relations 

while invoking his own advancing age. 

“I'm old, I'll soon be 83," Mr. Deng told his Scandanavian guest with reporters 

present, referring to his participation Sunday in a rural tree-planting event alongside 

other Chinese officials. 

Mr. Deng, whose birthday is August 22, has often expressed a desire to retire. But 

diplomats here say problems surroundi.g his succession since January's forced 

resignation of Hu Yaobang as Communist Party chief may have snuffed his chances of 

resigning when a party congress takes place in October. 

Mr. Deng sparked a round of laughter when Mr. Carlsson, who arrived Friday for a 

week-long official visit, asked jokingly whether he should sit to the left of the 

Chinese leader. “We're all leftist here,” Mr. Deng said. 

The Swedish leader brietly recalled talks he had Saturday with Chinese Premier Zhao 

Ziyang on energy, technological and scientific topics. 

Mr. Deng recalled that Sweden was the first Western nation to recognize the People's 
Re public of China in 1950. He called relations between the two countries “very good,” 

and expressed hope that they «culd improve even more during Mr. Carlsson's stay. 

Space Cooperation Accord Signed 

OWO60821 Beijing XINHUA in English 0656 GMT 6 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 6 (XINHUA) -- A memorandum of understanding on cooperation in 

the field of space activities tor peaceful purposes was signed here this morning 

between the State Science and Technology Commission of China and the National Board for 

Space Activities of Sweden. Visiting Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson and 

Chinese State Councillor Fang Yi attended the signing ceremony. 

The document was signed by Zhu Lilan, vice-minister of the Chinese commission, and Jan 

Stiernstedt, director of the Swedish board. 

The memorandum says that the areas of common interest lie mainly in the fields of space 

science, including material sciences in microgravity; remote sensing, including 

applications in the fields of forestry, agriculture and monitoring of the environment; 

and other elements of science and technology in the tield of space activities as 

selected by the parties. 

Prior to the signing ceremony, Carlsson met with Fang Yi. They briefed each other on 

their reepective countries’ development of science and technology and exchanged views 

on strengthening bilateral cooperation in science and technology. Earlier this 

m:uing, Carlsson also attended the opening ceremony tor a symposium on energy 

vificiency sponsored by the host commission and the Swedish Embassy. 
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GDR WOMEN'S DELEGATION VISITS, MFETS LEADERS 

Meets CPPCC Leader 

OWO21236 Beijing XINHUA in English 1224 GMT 2 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 2 (XINHUA) -- Lei Jieqiong, vice-chairman of the National! 
Committee of the Chisese People’s Political Consultative Conference, met a women's 
delegation from the German Democratic Republic led by [lse Thiele, chairman of the 

German Democratic Women's Union, here this evening. 

This is the first Democratic German delegation to visit China over the past 20 years. 

Lei, also vice-president of the All-China Women’s Federation, welcomed the delegation 

on behalf of the federation and its President Kang Keqing. 

Triele said the German Democratic Women's Union attaches great importance to China's 

experience on women's work. It is beneficial for the both sides to exchange the 

experience in this regard. 

Agreeing with her, Lei said that to strengthen contacts between the women of the two 

countries will help promote mutual understanding. “We can learn a lot trom Democrat ix 
German Women,” she said. 

During the meeting they also exchanged their views on family planning. 

The meeting was followed by a dinner given by Lei. 

The visitors arrived here this morning for a friendly visit to China at the invitation 

of the host federation. 

Meets Chen Muhua 

OWO 42043 Reijing XINHUA in English 1522 GMT 3 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 3 (XINHUA) -- Chen Muhua, alternate member of the Political 

Bureau of the Communist Party Central Committee and state councillor, met and gave a 

banquet here today to a women's delegation from the German Democratic Republic led by 

[lee Thiele, chairman of the German Democratic Women's Union, member of the Central 

Committee of Socialist Unity Party of Germany and member of [the] State Council. 

Meets Wang Bingqian 

OWO40710 Beijing XINHUA in English 0651 GMT 4 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) -- Chinese State Councillor and Minister of Finance 

Wang Bingqian met with a women's delegat.on from the German Democratic Republic met by 

[lee Thiele, chairman of the German Demo: ratic Women's Union, here today. 

Wang briefed the visitors on China's economic situation. 
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LI PENG MEETS POLISH SCIENCE MINISTER, PARTY 

OWO31215 Beijing XINHUA in English 1132 GMT 3 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 3 (XINHUA) -- Li Peng, Chinese vice-premier and minister in 
charge of the State Education Commission, met with a delegation from the Polis! 
Ministry of Science and Higher Education led by its Minister Benon Miskiewicze her: 
today. At the meeting, Li and Miskiewicz expressed their hope to strengthen bilat «4! 

cooperation in education. Vice-minister of the State Education “ommission He Dongchons 
was present. 

The delegation has come to visit China at the invitation of the State Education 

Commission. 

POLISH HEALTH DELEGATION FETED IN BEIJING 

OWOL2Z126 Beijing XINHUA in English 1617 GMT | Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 1 (XINHUA) -- Minister of Public Health Cui Yuell hosted 

banquet here this evening honoring a Polish hygiene delegation headed by Fryat Learetk, 

vice-minister of health and social welfare of Poland. 

The delegation arrived here yesterday om a visit at the invitation of the Chines 

Ministry of Public Health. 

INAUGURAL BEIJING-WARSAW FLIGHT CELEBRATED 

OWOL2121 Beijing XINHUA in English 1612 GMT | Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April | (XINHUA) -- Hu Yizheu, director general of [the] Civil Aviat: 
Administration of China, gave a banquet here today marking the inaugural flight of [ot 

Polish Airlines to Beijing. 

In their toasts, Hu Yizhou and Adam Wielondek, vice minister of transportation and he» 

of the Polish delegation, extended congratulations on the building of an air bridg: 

between Beijing and Warsaw. 

The Polish guests arrived here yesterday. 

Polish Envoy Marks Flight 

OWO21300 Beijing XINHUA in English 1228 GMT 2 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 2 (XINHUA) -- A reception te celebrate the inaugural flight ° 
Beijing of the Lot Polish Airlines was given here this afternoon by Polish Ambassador 

to China Zbigniew Dembowski and General Manager of the Lot Polish Airlines Jerzy 

Slowinski. 

Among the guests were Zhou Peiyuan, vice-chairman of the National Committee of ¢t) 

Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference and president of the China Poland 
Friendship Association, and Hu Yizhou, director-general of the Civil Aviatior 

Administration of China. 

In their toasts, Slowinski and Hu expressed the belief that the mew Warsaw-Bei jing «/) 

route would facilitate exchanges and cooperation between the two countries in many 

fields. 
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VICE MINISTERS DISCUSS FOREIGN POLICY ISSUES 

OWO31354 Beijing Television Service in “Mendarin 1135 GMT 3 Apr 87 

[“Thied” NPC press conference chaired by Leng Tao, deputy secretary general and press 

spokesman of the Fifth Session of the Sixth WRC, held im the Great Hall of the People 
at 0700 GHT on 3 April; Vice Foreign Minister Qian Qichen and Vice Fereign Minister Qi 

Husiyuan answer journalists questions; following introductory remarks by Zeng Tao, 

journalists give their affiliation aed ask questions in succession; unidentified 

interpreter provides passage -by-passage English-Masdarin and Mandar in-English 

translations -- recorded! 

{Text} [Zeng Tao] Ladies and gentlemen, comrades and friends: Today, we have invited 

Qian Qichen, vice foreign minister, and (i Husiyuan, vice foreign g@inister of the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to meet with you and answer your questions. 

Now, I give the floor to Qian Qichen, the vice foreign minister, to say a few remarks. 

[Qian Qichen] Ladies and gentlemen, we are very pleased to meet with you today. If 

you have questions comerning foreign affairs, it will be our pleasure to anewer them. 

Thank you. 

[WEN WEI PO) I represent WEN WEI PO in Hong Kong. I! would like to ask a question. 

Chima has already successfully settled the questions of Hong Kong and hweao. What 

attitude will China adopt to settle the questions comcerning the other unequal treaties 

from the past, for example, the unequal treaties imposed upon China during the Qing 

Dynasty by Tearist Russia, which caused China to lose large tracts of territory? 

[Qian Qichen] The question of Hong tong and Macao is a question of the recovery of 

these two places and the resumption of the exercise of sovereignty by China over them. 

It differs from the question comcerning the settlement of all the disputes and the 

delimitation of the borders between states. 

The boundary negotiations between China and the Soviet Union have already been 

restored. This is the third time that China and the Soviet Union have held such 

negotiations since the establishment of the People’s Republic. The negotiations were 

recently resumed. The two sides have already discussed some aspects of the border 

issues between the two countries, and agreement was finally reached between the two 

sides to verify the total alignment of the boundary between the two countries, starting 

from the eastern sector of the border. 

Several rounds of negotiations have already been conducted between China and lnadia over 

the boundary question between the two countries. The negotiations are still going on, 

and the eighth round of meetings between the officials of China and [Iadia will be held 

this year. 

The boundary questions between China and other seighboring countries have all been 

settled. 

There are also some questions relating to the boundary between China and Bhutan. Those 

discussions are still going on. 
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[Canadian Broadcasting Corporation -- in English) I! am from the Canadian Broadcast ing 

Corporation. We hear that the Soviets are going to be pulling troops out this month 

from the border with China. Could you tell us how many troops the Soviets . re going to 

be pulling out, from which part of the border, and what is the po'itical and strategi: 
significance of this pullout? 

[Qian Qichen] I have not heard this news about the Soviet withdrewal of troops from 
the Sino-Soviet border. 

[TA KUNG PAO] I represent TA KUNC PAO in Hong Kong. I would like to ask a question in 

addition to what was just now asked by WEN WEI PO im Hong Komg [as heard). The total! 
length of the Sino-Soviet border is 7,300 kilometers, divided into an eastern section 

and a western section. ‘Now the megotiations comceraing the boundary question have been 

restored. May I ask, what are the majer difficulties in the negotiations, and what 
aspects of the megotiations are most difficult? And would you please give us a 

forecast of the results of the negotiations? The second question is that in the middle 

of this month, consultations will be held between the vice foreign mini«ters of China 

and the Soviet Union. Would you please give us a forecast of the results of the 

consultations. Will there be greater progress made in the relations between China and 
the Soviet Union in the very mear future? The third question is: Vice Premier Li Peng 

will visit the Soviet Union in May. It is also reported by foreign mews media that he 

probably will meet with Gorbachev. Would you please confirm this report? Thank you. 

[Qian Qichen] It has already been agreed between China and the Soviet Union that the 

contents of the negotiations for che boundary question between the two countries should 

be kept confidential. So, I am not going to go into specific details about the 

contents of the negotiations. At the same time, the two sides have aleo agrecd that 

there are some matters in dispute concerning the boundary question which should i 

settled, and the settlement should be done in accordance with the principle of equality 

and consultation in the spirit of mutual accommodation and mutual understanding. 

As for bilateral consultations between China and the Soviet Union, I will soon leave 

for Moscow for the teath round of bilateral consultations between the two sides. from 

the verv beginning it was agreed that the main purpose of the Sino-Soviet consultations 

‘s for the removal of obstacles and the realization of normalization of relations 

between the two countries. But for a long time the Soviet (sion bypassed the question 

and refused to discuss the question of removal of obstacles. Recently the Soviet Union 

expressed agreement to discuss this question. | hope this is a good omen. 

Om the third question, my anewer is that in May of this year there will be a routinm 

meciing of the Joint Commission Between China and the Soviet Union for Economic, Trade, 

aod Technological Cooperation. This meeting takes place every other year in Moscow and 

Beijing om a rotating basis. Vice Premier Li Peng is the chairman of the Chinese 

delegation to this joint commission. And the agenda for the coming meeting has not yet 

been arranged. 

[Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation - in English] [ represent the Norwegian 

Broadcasting Corporation. How do you see developments in general terms between China 

and the Soviet Union, and what progress do you see in Mr Gorbachev's attitude towards 

China? Also, I think my friend from Canada was talking about troop withdrawals. th 
was, of course, thinking of the Soviet withdrawals of troops from Mowrvolia, on the 

border with China. 

[Qian Qichen| At present, considerable progress he been made in ecomomic, trade, ead 

persvnmel exchanges between Chima «md the Sowiet Union. 
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But there are still difficulties tor the improvement in political relations between the 

two sides. This question should be settled through meultat ioms. 

The Soviet leader, “r Gorbachev, has cxprese-d on many occasions the desire to improve 

relations between China and the Soviet Unio. « express our appreciation for this. 

As tor the withdrawal of the Soviet troops trom Mongolia, [| thiak the qumber of troops 

they plas to withdraw trom Mongolia is only ome division in addition to som ec ier 

emall qumbers of troops. Amd thie division and the other troops were deployed in the 

northern part of Mongolia; they were not deployed along the Sino-Soengolian border. 

i=Ti im Englisch) iBela Yulia), BOCWOARIAN WES ACENCY. How do vou evaluate the 

present state of relations between China and ftastern Furog And what de you expect 

trom the coming visit of Premier Zhac Ziyang to five Eastern European countries? Thant 

you. 

‘Qian Qichen| The development in the relations ower the past few years between China 

and tastern FEuropean countries has been pretty rapid. ee are satistied with that 

deve lopment . In Jume of this year, Premier Zhao Ziyanme will visit fiwe Eastern 

Furopean cowntries in his dual capacity as the party and the gowermment leader. These 

five cowntries are Poland, the GDR, pechosliowvatia, feangary, and Bulgaria. China's 

relations with these countries will be sormalized | + Comprehensive Mennmer, 

Premier Zhao will visit these cowntries ia his dual capacity a8 the premier and the 

acting party secretary general. 

AFP im FPeglieh) | @m from APP, | fememiber at the erm of | 98S the Sowtet Deion and 

China agreed to exchange visite of their foreian ministers. Since then, gore than a 

year and a halt has paseed. I! would lite to know, do you have the impression that this 

exchange of visite will happen this year, or next year, of when?” My second question is 

that in the past, China used to say that about 1,900,000 equare tilometers have been 

taken by Sussia from Chima whder wnequal treaties. So whet is the demand by China 

today? How many square kilometers have been taten by Russia? 

(Qian Qichen|] There is mo plan for foreign Minister Bua Kweqian to visit the Seviet 

Union this year. As to whem this visit will take place, it is very difficult to say. 

Now. a6 for the territorial disputes between China and the Soviet Uston, the Chinese 

Government has repeatediy tated and explained the situation ymoerniog tlhe thowndary 

question between China and the Soviet Union. It is an historical fact mot to be denied 

that Tearist Russia occupied large tracts of Ch.mese territory by imposing equa! 

treaties uwponm China. Put the hinese overnment fas aleo repeatedly stated that it is 

willing to enter inte negotiations tor the settlement of the boundary question with the 

Soviet Union om the basis of the existing treaties. 

FYoODA| [| am representing FYODO ViWS AUINEY o apean. [| wouwrd lite to ask three 

questions oncerning the Kotario [Guangthua! student building. What is the comment of 

the Chinese Government with regard the bas! position taten by the lapanese 

CLeovernment on the Keokario etudent hui lding 
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the United Nations 

the 

solution 

The situation 

convocation of an 

purpose of which 

is like this: Recently 

international conference 

is to seek a fair and just 

on 

of 

East. As one of the permanent members of the Security Council of the United Nati 

China has its obligations and responsibilities concerning irternational pea 

security. The Israeli side expressed the ‘iope to meet with the representatives 

five permanent UNSC members concerning the question of the Middle East. Und: 

circumstances the meeting took place between the permanent Chinese representat iv: 

the Israeli representative. 

The Chinese representative elaborated China's consistent position of princip! 

regard to the question of the Middle East. That is, firstly, Israel! must wit 

totally from all the Arab territories it has occupied since 1967, including 

Jerusalem. Secondly, the national rights of the Palestinian people, including, 

right to the establishment of an independent national state, should be rs 

Thirdly, all the countries in the Middle Eastern region have the right to independ 

and survival. 

The Chinese representative also expressed the view that the Chinese Government 

the convocation of an international conference under the auspices of the United } 

for the settlement of the question of the Middle East with the participation of 

parties concerned to the question of the Middle East. All the parties to the f 

including the PLO, have the right to participate in the international conferenc: 

basis of equality. 

Judging from this, it can be seen that the meeting between the Chinese per 

representative to the United Nations and the Israeli representative is part 

efforts China has made to express its support for the convocation of an internat 

conference for the settlement of the question of the Middle Fast. It does t 

that China's policy with regard to these questions has been changed. 

[BBC -- translated from Mandarin; English unrecorded] I am a BBC reporter. Chin 

the Soviet Union already announced in Moscow that talks on the border would be r- 

but no date was given. Can you tell us when this is likely to take place, and 

verification of the alignment of the boundary will begin? [Hong Kong WEN WE! | 

Chinese on 4 April publishes the “full text" of this press conference. This and 

following additions and variations are trom the WEN WEI PO version. Here WEN \ 

adds: "Second, you have come up with a package plan regarding the spouses of dip! 

representatives stationed in Beijing. The main feature of this plan th 

restricts these spouses from working in Beijing. Can you tell us how many peop! 

be affected by this regulation? Why has this regulation been made? Is it | 

purpose of efficient tax collection? Does such a regulation accord with the \ 

International Convention?" 

[Qian Qichen] I think it is to be clearly understood that the boundary negot iat 

between China and the Soviet Union have already been restored, that is, restor 

“ebruary of this year. As for what kind of meetings will be held, and how w 

yroceed with the work after the restoration of the border negotiations betwee. t 

sides, this is the work of the second stage. 

[WEN WEI PO adds: “Regarding the spouses of foreign diplomats in Beijing, spou 

both sexes enjoy the same diplomatic immunity as do the diplomats. If a spous: 

to engage in some other work, then his or her status is changed, and thi: 

problem. If a spouse does not enjoy the same diplomatic immunity as the diploma! 

There is other reasor 

Convention." ] 

neo or she can engage in other work. 

accords with the Vienna International 

question 

PRC NATIONAI 

adopted a resolution 

of the Middle 

the question of 

i for the regulation, 

t he 

t " . 
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{China Special Dispatch Agency] [| am a reporter from China Special Dispatch Agency. 

In the group discussions during the current NPC session, some deputies criticized our 

government for not taking a strong attitude with regard to the question of the Kokario 

student dormitory and the visit paid to the Yasukuni Shrine by Prime Minister 

Nakasone. I wonder whether the vice foreign minister has any comment on this. 

{Qi Huanyuan] We sympathize very much with the feelings of the NPC deputies in raising 

criticisms of these two events. The minister of foreign affairs will, according to the 

direction of the Chinese Government, make appropriate representations with the Japanese 

side in an effort to seek a proper solution of these two questions. 

(WEN HUI BAO in Hong Kong} China has said that with regard to the question of Taiwan, 

the United States can play a role. What role can the United States play, and what part 

can the United States play? Would you please explain? I am from WEN HU! BAO, base’ in 

Hong Kong. 

[Qian Qichen] There are three joint communiques between China and the United States 

which were signed by three presidents of the United States representing both the 

Democratic and the Republican Parties of the United States. In these three joint 

communiques, the United States undertakes some obligations with regard to the 

settlement of the question of Taiwan. Therefore, the U.5. Government is obliged to 

abide earnestly and strictly, by the provisions contained in the three joint 

commun iques. 

Therefore, the United States can do something with regard to this question. The United 

States saying that they will have no involvement and have no obstruction with regard to 

this question is not genuine. 

[Unidentified male reporter, in English] [WEN WEI PO identifies questioner as AFP] My 

question concerns the statement made this week by the foreign minister of Taiwan, Mr 

Chu Fu-sung. He said, in effect, that Taiwan would not change its policy of no talks, 

no compromise, no contacts. If China continues to threaten to use force to liberate 

Taiwan -- I have two questions: One is, do you see the statement as a moderating of 

the Kuomintang's past position on the subject? And second, would China renounce the 

use of force to gain unification with Taiwan if this should allow the Kuomintang to 

open up contucts with the mainland? 

{Qian Qichen] The policy adopted by the Taiwan authorities of having no talks, no 

compromise, and no contacts with the mainland is opposed by many people in Taiwan. We 

advocate the establishment of the three links -- that is, mail, trade, and aviation 

links -- between the mainland and Taiwan. This is the main trend of development, and 

is in conformity with the fundamental wishes of the people. We advocate the settlement 

of the question of Taiwan through peaceful means, but we mot undertake any 

obligation not to make use of nonpeaceful means for the settlement of this question, 

because if we were to do so it would make it more difficult to realize a peacetul 

settlement of this question. 

{Unidentified female reporter] [WEN WEI PO identifies questioner as Tian Tian Jia 
Pao] It is reported that recently Foreign Minister Wu Xuegian met in Switzerland with 

Sir Geoffrey Howe of the United Kingdom. My question is: during their meeting, did 

the two foreign ministers discuss che recent developments in Hong Kong; and, if they 

did, what kind of question did they discuss? [WEN WEI PO words previous pause: “What 

will be the differences between the Chinese diplomatic organs established in Hong Kong 

after 1997 and those there now, and what role will they play?”| 
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{Qian Qichen] The question of Hong Kong was discussed during the meeting between 

Foreign Minister Wu Xueqian and Sir Geoffrey Howe in Switzerland. Since the signing of 

the Joint Declaration on the Question of Hong Kong between China and the United 

Kingdom, the two foreign ministers have kept in close touch, and they have been meeting 

frequently. I tnink the close contact that the fcreign ministers of China and the 

United Kingdom have maintained is conducive to the maintenance of stability and 

prosperity in Hong Kong. [WEN WEI PO adds: "As for the question of diplomatic organs 
in Hong Kong after 1997, the PRC Foreign Ministry will not establish si-4 organs there. 

{"“TIME magazine: Former General Secretary Hu Yaobang played a lively role in China'‘s 

diplomatic work. How should his performance in that field be assessed? 

["Qian Qichen: I can tell you all that the reshuffle in the CPC Central Committee will 

have no effect on our pursuit of a foreign policy of peace and of independence and 
maintaining the initiative in our own hands, nor will affect relations between China 

and other countries."] 

[Bulgarian Telegraph Agency] I am from the Bulgarian Telegraph Agency. Before meeting 
Sir Georfrey Howe in Switzerland, Wu Xuegian went on his first trip to Bulgaria, 

Czechoslovakia, and Poland. How do you evaluate the results of these visits? 

[Qian Qichen|] This was the first time Foreign Minister Wu Xueqian visited these three 

countries. Well, he was accorded a warm welcome by the Ministries of Foreign Aftairs, 

the governments, the leaders, and the peoples of Czechoslovakia, Poland, and bulgaria. 

Foreign Minister Wu is very pleased with his visits to these three countries. 

[L*HUMANITE, in English] I am from L'HUMANITE. This is a question on disarmament in 

Asia: The Chinese position, expressed on several occasions, is for a reduction of 

missiles in Asia as well as in Europe. This is widely seen or interpreted, at least in 

the Western press, as wholly concerning the Soviet SS-20 missiles installed in 

Siberia. So I would like to know if your demand for reduction of nuclear arms 

includes, too, the short-, medium-, and long-range American missiles deployed in South 

Korea, Japan, and the Pacific as a whole? As far as Asia is concerned, how do you 

evaluate the military balance in the region, and what is the main obstacle to peace and 

disarmament in Asia? 

[Qian Qichen] We hold that the United States and the Soviet Union, which are the two 
nuclear superpowers, should adopt the same principle with regard to the reduction of 

their missiles stationed in Europe and in Asia in the course of their negotiations for 

the nuclear disarmament. Their missiles stationed in Asia and Europe should be reduced 

in a balanced and sane manner. It should not be the case that the missiles stationed 

in Europe can be reduced, or even reduced to zero, while some missiles can remain in 

Asia. Of course, this is a question that the United States and the Soviet Union must 

discuss. As for the major problems concerning peace and security in Asia, I think the 

major questions are the elimination of tensions in certain areas --— the elimination of 

hot spots and regional conflicts in some areas in Asia: For example, the questions of 

Cambodia and Afghanistan, the tension on the Korean peninsula, and other questions. 

[WEN WEI PO adds: “Hong Kong Asia Television: Have China and Britain discussed at the 

diplomatic level the question of political reforms in Hong Kong? Will political issues 

in Hong Kong be discussed at the meetings of the Sino-British Joint Liaison Group? 
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{("Ancther question is, is there any difference between the former expression ‘We do not 

exclude the use of force to settle the Taiwan problem’ and the curreat expression ‘We 

do not exclude the use of nonpeaceful means to settle the Taiwan problem?’ In 
addition, will the role of the PRC Foreign Ministry's visa office in Hong Kong be 

changed after 1997? 

{"Qian Qichen: On the Hong Kong question, just now I replied that China and Britain 

are keeping close contact, which is of extremely great benefit for preserving Hong 

Kong's prosperity and stability. As for the future of the visa office, that is 

something to be handled after 1997, 10 years hence, you are asking the question too 

early. As for the Taiwan issue, the meanings are about the same."| 

NPC SESSION CONTINUES; LEADERS AIR OPINIONS 

Financial Balance Stressed 

OWO31515 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0650 GMT | Apr 87 

[By RENMIN RIBAO reporter Wang Jingu and XINHUA reporter Chen Naijin| 

[Text] Beijing, 1 Apr (XINHUA) -- In his Government Work Keport, Premier Zhao Ziyang 
pointed out that in order to ensure long-term and stable development of the national! 

economy, we should strive to strike a basic balance between tinancial revenue and 

expenditure and between credit receipts and payments. Xue Mugiao, NPC deputy and 

director general of the Economic Research Center under the State Council, reiterated 

this at a group meeting to examine the Government Work Report. He said: Striking a 

balance between financial revenue and expenditure and between credit receipts and 

payments is a valuable experience we learned in economic construction in the 30 years 

since the founding of the PRC. We must strictly control investments in fixed assets 

and money supply to check the overheated economy and to ensure the basic balance 

between financial revenue and expendiiure and between credit receipts and payments. 

Xue Mugiao said: Last year, many enterprises lacked adequate circulation funds. The 

main course, we know, is excessive investment in tixed assets. The best way to deal 

with this problem is to put a brake on fixed assets investment. Another cause is that 

although we develop a commodity economy we lack a sound commodity and finance market. 

Instead of depositing money with banks and converting it into circulation capital, 

people keep a large amount of money in their own hands. Because of the lack of a sound 

short-term bank loan market, enterprises make transactions by using large amounts of 

cash. With the development of the commodity economy, we should establish a sound 

commodity and financial market. And with the coexistence of state owned, collectively 
owned, and individual enterprises, a consumer goods market is now taking shape in 

China. The problem is poor information flow and lack of a sound market management 

system. The production materials market is still at its starting stage. Take steel for 

example. Because of a poor materials exchange market, some areas are seriously short 
of steel while others are unable to dispose of their stocks of steel products. For a 

financial market, the most pressing need now is the creation of a short-term bank loan 

market. 

Xue Mugqiao pointed out: In reforming our economic structure, we are firmly committed 
to a course of switching gradually from administrative to economic regulation. With 

the lack of a sound financial system, the impertect commodity pricing structure, and 

our inadequacy in exercising macroeconomic control by using economic means, we are, for 

the time being, forced to rely on administrative control in certain areas. 
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This year we should, by cooling the overheated economy, promoting the campaign to 

increase revenue and practice economy, and, raising economic benefits, accelerate the 

pace of production growth. 

Xue Mugiao said: At present the national economy is at a turning point. If we permit 
the overheated economy to go unchecked and fail to control the scale of capita! 
construction projects, we will be faced with snowballing financial deficits and be 
confronted with an increasingly larger money supply, which will force us to make 

another major economic readjustment. To avoid this, it is necessary for us to make a 
small readjustment before it is too late. We must str’ve to achieve a basic balance 

between financial revenue and expenditure and between credit receipts and payments 
within 2 or 3 years, and to eliminate unstable and unbalanced factors in economic 
development so as to create favorable conditions for sustained economic development and 
in-depth reform of the economic structure. He stressed: Despite difficulties, this is 

the course we must take. 

Peng on Villagers’ Committees 

OWO30825 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0705 GMT 2 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, 2 Apr (XINHUA) -- Peng Chong, vice chairman of the NPC Standing 

Committee and chairman of the NPC Law Committee, said that the Regulations Governing 

the Organization of Villagers’ Committees, which are drawn up according to the relevant 

provisions of the Constitution and on the basis of the experience gained in various 

parts of the country, will ensure a sound and smooth development of villagers’ 
committees and expedite socialist construction in the rural areas. 

Explaining the Draft Regulations Governing the Organization of Villagers’ Committees at 

the plenary meeting cf the Fifth Session of the Sixth NPC today, Peng Chong said: 
Villagers’ committees are organized by the peasants themselves. They are managed by 

the masses themselves to handle affairs concerning their own interests, observing the 

democratic principle. They are an important basic part of promoting socialist 

democracy. 

Peng Chong said: The Draft Regulations Governing the Organization of Villagers’ 

Committees state: “A villagers’ committee manages public affairs and social services 

in its area, mediates civil disputes, helps maintain public order, and conveys 

villagers’ opinions and demands and makes suggestions to the people's government." 

This constitutional provision clearly defines a villagers’ committee's nature and 

responsibilities, stating clearly that a villagers’ committee is a mass organization of 

self-management set up at the grass-roots level to serve villagers and manage their 

attairs. As mass organizations of self-management, villagers’ committees should 

protect villagers’ legitimate rights and interests. And since it is every citizen's 

obligation to abide by the Constitution and laws, villagers’ committees should 
contribute to disseminating legal knowledge, improving the legal system, and promoting 

socialist ethics. Thus, the draft regulations state: ‘Villagers’ committees should 
propagate the Constitution, laws, rules and regulations, and state policies; protect 
villagers’ legitimate rights and interests; educate villagers to fulfill the 

bligations they should fulfill according to law; and carry out all types of activities 

to promote socialist ethics." 

Peng Chong continued: Villagers’ committees are mass organizations of self-management 
at the grass-roots level. They are not primary government organizations, nor are they 

organizations subordinated to the grass-roots level government. The grass-roots level 

government's relations with them are relations of guidance, not leadership. Villagers’ 

committees serve as a bridge linking the government and the masses. 
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The draft regulations provide that villagers’ committees may convey villagers’ opinions 

and demands and make suggestions to the people's government and, to forge closer ties 

between the government and the masses, the government may also inquire about vil lagers 

opinions and demands through the villagers’ committees. Presently some departments 

have indiscriminately assigned work to villagers* committees, thus overburdening them. 

To prevent such a situation and protect the villagers’ committees’ self -managemen( 

capacity, the draft regulations provide that villagers’ committees “have the power to 

turn down assignments given them by any organ, group, enterprise, or institution.” 

Peng Chong said: These organizations of self-management of the masses at the 

grass-roo|. level in the rural areas should foster democracy, maintain a democratic 

system, and cultivate democratic habits. To this end, the draft regulations provid 

that members of a villagers’ committee are designated by direct election among 

villagers in the village. The villagers’ committee shall hold itself responsible to 
the villagers’ council and report its work to the council. The villagers’ committe: 

must refer any issue concerning villagers’ interests to the villagers’ council for 

discussion and decision; funds needed by a villagers’ committee for managing village 

public affairs and social services shall be determined by the villagers’ council 

through discussion; and the villagers’ council has the power to replace members of the 

villagers’ committee through a by-election. 

Peng Chong continued: Considering the actual situation in China, villagers should 

essentialy conduct their work within a natural village that has shaped ‘tself over 4 
long period of time. Since villagers of the same village have direct common interests 

and everybody knows each other, meetings, elections, supervision, and self-management 

are more convenient. Thus, the draft stipulates: “A villagers’ committee should 

generally be set up within a natural village.” However, since China has a vast 

countryside, and the size, population density, and degree of economic development of 

the various villages differ, there should be no arbitrary uniformity. Some natur.! 

villages are very small; in that case, a villagers’ committee may be set up jointly by 

several natural villages; and each of the very large natura! villages should be al | owed 

to have several villagers’ committees. Those villagers’ committees which are set up ov 

the basis of former people's communes or production brigades -~ in which the masse: 

live in compact communities, the economy is relatively developed, the work is good, an 

the masses do not want a division into smaller units -- may remain unchanged. Thus, 

the draft provides: “According to the villusers’ wishes, several natural villages may 

set up a joint villagers’ committee, and a large natural village may set up severa! 

villagers’ committees.” 

Peng Chong added: The organization and staffing of a villagers’ committee should tw 

simple so that they will not become a burden for the masses. The draft states: “A 

villagers’ committee is composed of three to seven people, including a chairman, viv 

chairman, and members.” “According to needs, a villagers’ committee may set up 

mediation, public security, and public health subcommittees, and a villagers’ committer 

of a village with a small population may have only committee members and no 

subcommittees. Members of a villagers’ committee my also be members of 

subcommittees.” All localities should proceed according to actual local conditions and 

needs; they should promote the principle of simplification. 

Yang Views Macao, Taiwan 

OWO50257 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 1215 OMT 3 Apr 87 

[Excerpts] Beijing, 3 Apr (XINHUA) -- Beginning yesterday afternoon, the various 

delegations attending the Fifth Session of the Sixth National People’s Congress ‘wid 

group discussions. 
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They examined the report delivered by State Councillor and Foreign Minister Wu Xuegian 

on the initialed “Joint Declaration of the Government of the PRC and the Government of 

the Republic of Portugal on the Question of Macao.” The deputies held that China's 

basic principles for solving the Macao question and its basic policies on Macao as 

mentioned in the report are absolutely correct. To settle the Macao issue according to 

the one country, two systems concept is conducive to the aspirations of all the people 

of China. It signifies that the Chinese nation has marched another giant step forward 
toward the great cause of reunification of the motherland. 

NPC Deputy Yang Dezhi, PLA chief of staff, said: The initialing of the “Joint 

Declaration” on the Macao question by the governments of China and Portugal is another 

major event in China's modern history after the settlement of the Hong Kong issue. 
Smoothly settling the Macao issue according to the one country, two systems concept 

will have a large impact on settlement of the Taiwan issue. It is our hope that the 

Taiwaa authorities will rid themselves of their biased views left over from history, go 

with the tide of historical developments, conform with the aspiration of all the people 

throughout China, including the people in Taiwan, and make positive contributions to 

reunification of the motherland. 

NPC Deputy Huan Xiang, director of the International Studies Center under the State 
Council, said: The decadent government of the Qing Dynasty lost sovereignty over Hong 

Kong and Macao. The government of the northern warlords dared not touch this issue. 
When the Kuomintang held sway, it twice filed requests to the then British Government 

for the restoration of China's sovereignty over Hong Kong. However, the Kuomintang was 

turned down. Under the leadership of the Communist Party of China, we have finally 

settled the two issues left over from history. This has demonstrated our strong 

national strength. Successful settlement of the issues of Hong Kong and Macao has set 

a good example in peacefully solving international problems. i{t will have a strong 
impact in the world. Facts have proven that the one country, two systems concept put 
forward by Comrade Deng Xiaoping is completely correct. [passage omitted] 

NPC Deputy Lin Liyun, president of the All-China Federation of Taiwan compatriots, 

said: Settlement of the Hong Kong and Macao issues has helped China completely remove 

the vestiges of colonialism by the end of the century. All the Chinese people should 

feel happy about this. In his report on the work of the government, Premier Zhao 

Ziyang called for efforts to use the principle of effecting peaceful reunification and 

the one country, two systems concept in settling the Taiwan issue. We at the All-China 

Federation of Taiwan Compatriots must try our best to unite with even more Taiwan 

compatriots at home and abroad, help them understand the motherland's policy on Taiwan 

and the nation's beautiful future after Taiwan's reunification with the mainland, and 

work hard for reunification of the motherland and rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. 

[passage omitted] 

NPC Deputy Chen Zhisen, member of the Hebei delegation and vice chairman of the Wuji 

County CPPCC Committee, said: The implementation of China's concept of one country, 

two systems over Macao is conducive to promoting economic development in Macao, to 

executing the policy of opening to the outside world and invigorating the domestic 

economy, and to developing the motherland's modernization program. 

Deputies Urge Price Control 

OWO40904 Beijing XINHUA in English 0852 GMT @ Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) -- While acknowledging the success of China's price 
reform, deputies to the National People's Congress have called for etfective government 

measures to “crack down on illegal price rises.” 
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At panel discussions on Premier Zhao Ziyang's Covernment Work Report, Qingge Frtai, 

trom the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, said, “Unless we carry out price retorm, it 

will be impossible for us to boost production and reduce the heavy financial burden on 

the state of huge price subsidies.” 

He also stressed the need to tighten price control to keep prices basically stable. 

“Unbridled prices will disrupt China's economy, stability and unity,” he warned. 

He called attention to the fact that differentials between anima! by-products and goods 

manufactured from these products are too big, hence the need to raise their prices to 

arouse the initiative of herders. 

Chen Tianren, from east China's Anhui Province, described the price reform over the 

past few years as “successful.” But consumers are now complaining about illegal price 

hikes and price rises in disguised forms. 

He urged governments at all levels to intensify price inspections and penalize 

violators of price control rules. He also recommended that, state-run shops to play 

their due role in regulating prices. [sentence as received] 

"Vegetable prices directly concern people's livelihood, so we must keep them stable,” 

chang Shizhen, from Tianjin, told his fellow NPC deputies and urged the government § to 

set ceilings on prices of major vegetables. 

According to Zheng Yansu, from north China's Hebei Province, the present illegal price 

rises result from both mismanagement and the fact that total social demand exceeds 

total social supply, hence the necessity of striking a balance between demand and 

supply as soon as porsible. 

He said that it is imperative to introduce a nationwide price supervision system in a 

bid to protect consumers’ interests. 

Liu Ji, from northwest China's Shaanxi Province, expressed the view that price reform 

is absolutely necessary. We also called the attention of the government to the 

question of whether the state, enterprises and people can withstand strains resulting 

trom price rises, both economically and psychologically. 

Deputies Stress Family Planning 

OWO41248 Beijing XINHUA in English 1227 GMT 4 Apr 87 

“No Relaxation of Family Planning Effort’: NPC deputies -- XINHUA headline] 

Text] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) -- Leading economist Xu Dixin and some other deputies 
to the National People's Congress have called for unremitting efforts to promote tamily 

planning, which remains a “very arduous task" for China. 

\t panel discussions on Premier Zhao Ziyang's Government Work Report, Ku, 81, president 

{ the China Population Science Society, said that China has scored remarkattle 

uccesses \n family planning, with its natural population growth rate dropping from 0 

per thousard in the early 1970's to 11 per thousand in the 1980's. 
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However, a sample survey of half a mill.iom people throughout the country . that 

China's population growth rate rose to 14.05 per thousand last year. 

Under the Seventh Five-Year Plan (1986-90), China aims to stabilize its population at 

1,113 million by the end of 1999 and limit its population growth rate at below 12.5 per 

thousand a year. The rate in the first year of the plan topped the quota, “which 

merits our close attention,” Xu said. According to him, the countryside, which is 

inhabited by 800 million people, is tie focus of family planning work. Today, many 

farmers still want more sons as a4 way to increase earnings. 

“This brings considerable difficulties to tamrily planning work,” he said, “and we must 

solve this problem by further publicizing the sigrificance of family planning and 

improving medical care in the rural areas.” 

The success of family planning Lies in encouraging couples to have only one child, Xu 

said, adding that China faces a baby boom this year, with women aged 21-29 numbering 

86.4 million -- 3.2 million more than in 1986. 

At present, about one-third of Chinese couples have had only one child. Xu expressed 

the conviction that if the rate reaches »°0 percent in both urban and urban areas over 

the next four years, China will certainly meet the population control target set in the 

Seventh Five-Year Plan. 

Tang Lianying, from the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, said that after the 

introduction of the initiative-based responsibility system in |979, the authorities in 

some areas relaxed their family planning efforts, resulting in an increase in the 

number of families with more than one child. “If we do not take effective measures, 

China's population will grow considerably,” he warned. 

Yan Zaishun, from northeast China's Liaoning Province, urged the government to grant 

higher wages and subsidies to family planning workers in rural areas so as to spur 

their initiative. 

Wu Zhengyi, from southwest China’s Yunnan Province, urged the government to solve the 

inbreeding problem in some areas by ‘legal measures and by intensifying education and 

publicity among local residents. 

Peoples’ Congresses Role Noted 

OWO41512 Beijing XINHUA in English 1431 OMT & Apr 87 

{"Roundup: People's Congresses Urged To Tighten Legal Supervision” -- XINHUA headline] 

[Text] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) -- Deputies to the current session of the National 

People's Congress (NPC) have called for strengthening the role of peoples’ congresses 

and their standing committees in supervising the work of the governments at all levels, 

particularly administrative and economic work. 

They all agreed with Chen Pixian, vice-chairman of the NPC Standing Committee when he 

said that it is essential to strengthen the legal supervision by the people's 

congresses and their standing committees and perfect the supervisory organizations. 
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The people's congresses and their standing committees at all levels must tully «x is 

the power invested in them by the Constitution to examine and approve pla fos 

economic and social development, the state budgets and relevant amemiment>s. 

Song Shaowen, a NPC Standing Committee member and advisor to the State Pleoning 

Commission, said that the governments at all lewels must strictly implement deve! opment 

pians and budgets in accordance with the legal procedures stipulated in tte 

Constitution. “Adjustments to plans and budgets are subject to the approve f tt 

people's congresses or their standing committees,” he said. 

While acknowledging China's achievements in political and economic areas over the past 

year, many deputies expressed great concern over the seven-billion-yuan budget deficit 

last year resulting largely trom overextended capital construction scale. 

In 1986, the expenditure on capital construction was $8.79 billion yuan more than the 

budgeted figure, with the extrabudgetary investment increasing Sy 7.5% 1 limes mpared 

with 1978 and its proportion in the total investment rising from 1.7 percent 78 

to 64.1 percent. The main cause is that the investment system was unable to keep up 

with the changes in the channels for making investments. 

Wang Guangyu, chairman of the Standing Committee of the Anhui Provincial People’s 

Congress and deputy to the NPC, said that it is not surprising to have some deficit. 

“However,” he added, “if the deficit is big and lasts, it will adverse.y affect the 

normal growth of the economy. Therefore, it is essential to adhere to the principle of 

striving for a balance between revenue and expenditure and between credit receipts and 

payments.” 

He said that the National People's Congress and its Standing Committee should sot only 

examine and approve the budget and final accounts but also the changes and ad justment« 

in the course of implementing the budget. 

Meng Fulin, vice governor of Anhui Province, said that governments at al! leve!s should 

be ready to accept the supervision by people's congresses, making timely reports to 

people's congresses on total financial expenditures and budgets, including investment 

in major construction projects, and studying in real earnest their riticiems and 

opinions. 

So .ong as the governments and the people's congresses at al! levels mintain oa 

constant interflow of information and strengthen the supervisory role of the people's 

congresses, Meng said, many problems can be solved. 

According to Meng, governor of Anhui Province Wang Yurhao twice reported to the 

provincial People's Congress on the provincial budget and increased the bhadgeted 

educational funds and investment in irrigation projects this year in accordance with 

the suggestions of the People’s Congress. The provincial government has also suspended 

the construction of several large office buildings upon the suggestions of the 

provincial People's Congress. 

Meng said that another measure for reducing capital tavestment lies in ientiti 

evaluation, which can help avoid repeated = investment. Besides, thos wople 

responsible for arbitrary decisions resulting it. excessive investment and waste should 

be disciplined and those who have made mistak « in launching major projects must be 

held responsible by the State Supervisory Depart sent. 
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Peng Zhen Commends Socialism 

OWOS1LO05 Beijing KINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 1638 OMT 4 Apr a? 

[By reporter Zhou Kei jin] 

[Text] Beijing, 4 Apr (XINHUA) -- At a joint group meeting of the Beijing sunicipa! 

delegation to the current session of the WPC this afternoon, Peng Zhen, NPC deputy, 

Political Bureau @ember of the CPC Central Committee, and chairman of the NPC Standing 

Committee, pointed owt that the only way to develop the various fields of endeavor is 

to expand production and that the only way to expand production is to stick to the 

socialist road. 

At the joint group meeting, the deputies expressed their opinions on building socialist 

spiritual civilization, economic development, and the role of NPC deputies. while 

listening to their remarks, Chairman Peng Zhen busily took notes and occasionally 

chimed in. The atmosphere of the meeting was lively. 

After listening to the remarks made by the deputies and their questions, Peng Zhen 

said: “In my capacity as an NPC deputy, | would like to offer some of ay views.” He 

said: The comrade deputies are right in saying that the Government Work Report made by 

Premier Zhao Ziyang on behalf of he State Cownei! is « good ome. It earnestly and 

realistically sums up the tasks carried owt in the past year, affirming successful 

achievements while pointing out shortcomings, ond lays down the tasks, policies, and 

measures for planning the work for the mext |2 months. At the same time, the deputies 

have made criticiems and suggestions om the work in variows areas. As for the NPC's 

supervision of the work of the grvernment, hearing and examining work reports, plans, 

and budgets should be a very good, comprehensive, and effective form of supervision. 

Although the NPC differs from the government in its functions and responsibilities, 

both follow the same principles and pursue the same objective, namely, striving to 

serve the people and socialism, concentrating efforts on the four socialist 

modernizations, developing social! oroductivity, promoting socialist democracy, 

perfecting the socialist legal system, ,-orsisting in reform, opening to ihe outside 

world, and revitalizing the economy, and building socialism with Chinese 

characteristics. 

Peng Zhen said: At present, the overal! situation in China is good; the political and 

economic situation is good. However, difficulties indeed exist amd there are quite a 

few problems. The deputies talked a great deal about problems in finance, commodity 

prices, agriculture, and education, and about unhealthy tendencies. In the economic 

field, we must carry out capital construction, especially in the energy, transport, and 

raw and semifinished material industry fields. Otherwise, production on an expanded 

scale will met be possible. Therefore, what shall we do in a year, 2 years, or 10 

years trom now? Every kind of endeavor, ecludiog education, must be developed. 

However, having a large population and weak foundation, we are still relatively poor. 

What shall we do? We aust solve probleme in the order of their importance and 
urgency. The essential point is tow to properly hendle the relationship between 

immediate long-term interests. The crux of the matter lies in production. Nothing can 

be accomplished without doing a good job in production. The people's living standards 

can be improved only by expanding production. loecreasing consumption and “spending our 

earninge” without relation to realities is harewful. We must strive for self-reliance, 

arduously struggle to build the country through thrift and hard work, increase 

production and practice economy, and increase revenues and reduce expenditures. This 

is owr good tradition and a good way to solve difficultios. 

Peng Zhen said: What road shall we take to develop production? Only the socialiat 

road. Who will be the leader? The CPC. 
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Some persons object to, and even cause damage to the socialist road the people want to 

take. What shall we do! There must be people's democratic dictatorship; democracy 

must be carried out fully among the people; and dictatorship must be exercised against 

the enemy of the people. The ideological weapon is Marxism-Leniniam-Mao Ledong 
Thought. Nome of the four cardinal principles can be dispensed with. This is the 
fundamental experience gained from the long-term revolution and construction carried 

out in our country, and the consensus of ome billion people. It has already been 

incorporated in the Comstitution. Advocating bourgeois liberalization and “total 
Westernization™ means megating the socialist system. Advocating the capitalist system 

in tantamount to turning back the wheel of history. By mo means is it “reform”; it 

contravenes the Constitution; and as far as Communist Party members are concerned, it 

also violates the party Constitution. While adhering to the four cardinal principles, 
we must first of all require all Communist Party members and cadres to serve the people 
and socialism wholeheartedly. Once we have tackled this key Link, we will have grasped 

the essential; and then, those various unhealthy practices will be comparatively casy 

to rectify. 

In conclusion Peng Zhen said: The comrades have presented quite a oumber of good 

suggestions on legislation. Over the years, the NPC and its Standing Committee have 

enacted a cumber of laws; and the State Council has drawn up many administrative 

decrees and regulations and, with the NPC's authorization and approval, has laid down 

some provisional rules and regulations. However, the task of legisiation is still very 
heavy and needs to be grasped firmly. At the same time, enacting a law requires 

cautious, serious, and conscientious investigation and study. Once a law has been 

carefully comsidered, it must be enacted. Seriousness in enacting « itaw is a 
prerequisite of strict enforcement of the law. 

funen Leeder Stresses Ideology 

HKO60137 Changsha Hunan Provincial Service in Mandarin 2300 GMT 5 Apr 87 

[Excerpts] According to HUNAN RIBAO, Lia Zheng, deputy secretary of the provincial 

party committee and a deputy to the SPC, said at a panel meeting of the Hunan 

delegation to the NPC session that Premier Zhao pointed out in his Government Work 

Report that ideological and political work cannot be weakened but must be strengthened 

in the new period of history, to suit the mew situation of reform, opening up, and 

invigoration. 

Liu Zheng said: Why could the ideological trend of bourgeois liberalization, preached 

by a very emall sumber of people, run rampant in the previous period, causing some 

ideological confusion? A very important reason was that ideological and political work 

was slackened and the principle of building the two civilizations together was not 

implemented properly. This state of aftairs shows that it is very essential to carry 

out deep-going and systematic propaganda and education in socialism with Chinese 

characteristics, to enhance people's and their awareness of implementing the two basic 

points in the Lime since the id Plenary Session of the Lith CPC Central Committee. In 

grasping this propaganda and education, the firet thing is to resolve the problem of 
the degree of attention paid by the leadership. Another important aspect is to rely om 

a variety of forms in conducting vivid and effective ideological and political work, 
[passage omitted] A certain emount of funds is also required for lawnching ideological 
and political work. At present, the managers of the enterprises have manager funds and 
the trade unions have wnion funds, but why there is no permanent source of activity 
funds for the party committees’ | cuggest that some regulations be laid down on this, 

Various whites in Hunan, such as the Changling el! refinery and the Lianyean iron and 

steel plant, have taken some of the manager funds for use by the party committees as 
activity funds of to meet the costs of ideological amd political work, 

ee 
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This practice has played a very good role im running the enterprises well. 

Lia Zheng said: We should organize more book-reading meetings, general knowledge 

contests, literature and at contests, and other muss activities. we should also 

strengthen infrastructural construction for spiritual civilization, to meet the 

requirements of ideological and political work in the mew period. These things are of 
great significance both at present and in the long term. 

Fourth Plenary Meeting Held 

0W060732 Beijing KINHUA in English 0716 GMT © Apr 8)? 

[“NPC Session Holds Fourth Plenary Meeting” -- KINHUA head! ine 

[Text] Beijing, April 6 (XINHUA) -- The on-going National People’s Congress annua! 

session held it« fourth plenary meeting here this afternoon to hear reports on the 

country’s work of courts and procuratorates. 

The meeting was presided over by Zhu Kwefan, vice-cNairman of the WPC Standing 

Committee, with Chairman Peng Zhen and Vice-President Ulanthu attending. 

The reports were delivered respectively by Zheng Tianxiang, president of the Suprem 
People's Court, and Yang Vichen, procurator-genera) of the Supreme People's 

Procuratorate. 

Both speakers pointed to the marked improvement in China's social order by combat ing 

criminal offences with a firm hand in the past year. 

According to them, big decreases were registered in most parte of the country in the 

number of cases of violent offences which directly jeopardized social order, people's 

safety and public security, and the frenzied increase in the oumber of economi 

offences was basically checked. 

Both Zheng and Yang called for perseverance in cracking down on grave criminal and 

economic of fences. 

Zheng Tianxitang said that last year saw a marked drop in the occurrence of seven kinds 

of serious crimes, including murder, rape, robbery, explosion and abduction, whereas 

the crime of infringing upon other's property, such as swindling and theft, row 

substantially. 

Yang Yichen noted although great achievements have been meade in cracking down on 

economic offences, a number of major economic offences has yet to be handled in quite a 

few places and new crimes keep cropping up. 

Methods employed by crime perpetrators are changing, and sometimes there are wrong 

charges, be added. 

Both Zheng and Yang called for efforts to strengthen China's courts and procuratorates, 

especially those at the grass roots, and intensify the campaign to lam down on beth 

criminal and economic offences in order to ensure a fine social end ecomomic order for 

China’s open policy and reforms and consolidate China's present situation of stability 

and unity. 
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The meeting also adopted the draft resolution on the implementation of the 1986 state 

budget and on the 1987 state budget and decided that the draft should be examined by 

the NPC plenary session after it has been discussed by all delegations. 

The meeting then approved the draft decision of the Fifth Session of the Sixth NPC on 

authorizing the NPC Standing Committee to examine and ratify the Joint Declaration of 

the Government of the People’s Republic of China and the Government of the Republic of 

Portugal on the question of Macao and decided that the draft should be discussed by all 

delegations and examined by an NPC plenary session. 

Based on Premier Zhao Ziyang'’s nomination, today's presidium meeting adopted a draft on 

the appointment and dismissal of several ministers under the State Council and decided 

that the draft should be discussed by all delegations. 

Because of death of committee members or other reasons, the Sixth NPC Standing 

Committee now has five vacancies. The permanent chairmen of the Presidium proposed 

that a by-election be held so that the vacancies can be filled by candidates chosen 

from among NPC deputies. Members of the Presidium endorsed the proposal and decided 

that the names of the nominees should be discussed by all delegations. 

Wang Bingian Addresses Presidium 

OW041400 Beijing XINHUA in English 1322 GMT 4 Apr 87 

[Excerpts] Beijing, April 4 (XINHUA) -- The Presidium of the current National People's 

Congress (NPC) session he'd its third meeting and adopted two draft resolutions here 

today. 

The druit resolutions concern the report on the draft 1987 plan for national economic 

and social development and the report on the implementation of the 1986 state budget 

and the draft state budget for 1987, which were submitted last week to the session tor 

examination and approval. 

The meeting also approved in principle a report by the NPC Financial and Economic 

Committee on the examination of the report on the implementation of the 1986 state 

budget and the draft state budget [words indistinct] said at the meeting that in 

overcoming difficulties encountered in national construction, the key lies. in 

increasing production and carrying forward the spirit of hard struggle and plain living 

in building up the country. [passage omitted] 

Chinese State Councillor and Minister of Finance Wang Bingqian gave explanations to 

questions raised by members of the Presidium about education [words indistinct] 

financial and other matters. 

He said that the overheated economic growth at the end of 1984 through 1985 led to 

excessive expenditure. This excessive expenditure had to be readjusted step by step 

because a sharp reduction would hamper steady economic development. To collect idle 

funds for national construction, he said, it is necessary to issue bonds. The 

important thing is to make proper use of them and be able to repav them. 

Today's meeting also passed a dratt resolution on Foreign Minister Wu Xueqian’s report 

on the initialled Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration on the question of Macao, to be 

submitted to the NPC session for deliberation, and approved a draft list of 

appointments and removals of ministers of the State Council and another draft list of 

candidates to be added to the NPC Standing Committee. 
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Wang Renzhong Discusses Budget 

OWO50941 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0909 GMT 4 Apr 87 

[Text] Beijing, 4 Apr (XINHUA) -- In a Financial and Economic Committee report to the 
third meeting of the Presidium of the Fifth Session of the Sixth NPC on the examination 

of the report on the implementatior of the 1986 state budget and the draft state budget 

for 1987, Wang Renzhong said: The current political and economic situation in China is 

good. Despite the various difficulties of our road of advance, so long as we work with 

one heart and one mind and persist in the line, principles, and policies adopted by the 

party since the 3d Plenary Session of the llth CPC Central Committee in launching the 

campaign to increase production and practice economy, increase revenues and 
expenditures, the 1987 state budget wil! surely be fulfilled. 

Wang Renzhong said: According to the State Council's report, total revenues of the 

state in 1986 amounted to 222.03 billion yuan, or 3.7 percent over the target, and 
expenditures to 229.11 billion yuan, or 7 percent more than the targeted figure, 

creating a 7.08 billion yuan fimancial deficit. The Financial and Economic Committe: 

holds that in order to promote reform and invigorate enterprises, especially large and 

medium-sized enterprises, the state has over the past year increased the depreciation 

rate of fixed assets and reduced the regulatory tax of some enterprises, while allowing 

some trades a:4 enterprises to pay less taxes and retain more profits and increasing 

price subsidies to them. During the year, the state increased, by a relatively large 

margin over the preceding year, its investment in key energy, transportation, and raw 

and semifinished material industry projects, and expenditures on cultural, educational, 

scientific, and public health undertakings. However, in some areas the budgetary 

figures were over exceeded, which is unreasonable. For instance, the quota for 
extrabudgetary investment in capital construction was surpassed by a big margin, and 

the investment structure was irrational. Many departments and localities opened up a 

great number of processing factories, built many luxurious buildings, hotels, and other 

nonproductive facilities, and spent state funds lavishly. This is beyond our financial 

capability and has no relation to China's actual conditions. This must be firmly 

checked. The financial deficit in 1986 was caused mainly by the excessive sca'te of 

investment in fixed assets and the quick growth of consumption funds, in addition to 

loose financial management and supervision, with which the nation is not capable to 

deal. In 1986, state-owned units increased investment in 1985, and consumption funds 

by 12.5 percent, following a 23.7 percent increase, surpassing the rate of growth of 

the national income. Quite a number of enterprises yielded very poor economic results, 

leading to soaring production costs and tinancial losses. As a result, spending grew 

rapidly while earnings increased slowly, creating a contradiction between the two. 

This is a reflection of the financial problems ir our economic work. 

Wang Renzhong added: According to the draft state budget for 1987 proposed by th 

State Council, total financial revenues will be 237,929 million yuan, and expenditures 

245,946 million yuan, making for an 8,017 million yuan deficit. The Financial and 

Economic Committee holds that it will be very difficult to make proper arrangements tor 
supplying the necessary funds tor economic reform and the various fields of endeavor 

this year and to correctly handle the contradiction between supply and demand. The 

principles and principle methods embodied in the State Council's draft) budget are 

appropriate and necessary. After concrete arrangements are made, there remains an % 

billion yuan deficit in the 1987 state budget. While striving to gradually achieve a 
basic balance between total demand and supply, the deficit will be difficult to avoid; 

by allowing this amount of deficit, we will be able to gradually alleviate 
contradictions in the course of economic development and avoid economic losses caused 

by applying a “sudden brake” or making a “major readjustment.” 
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He said: Based on its examination, the Financial and Economic Committee proposed that 

the NPC approve State Councillor and Finance Minister Wang Binggian’s “Report on the 

Implementation of the 1986 State Budget and the Draft Budget for 1987" and the State 
Council's proposed budget for 1987. The Financial and Economic Committee also proposed 

that the NPC authorize its Standing Committee to approve the 1986 final accounts after 

they have been drawn up. 

Wang Renzhong said In order to deepen reform, promote sustained and stable economic 

development, and ensure the fulfillment of the 1987 budget, it is mecessary to pay 
attention to the following areas in financial work this year: 

It is necessary to vigorously publicize and carry forward the fine traditions of 

working hard, building the country, and doing things frugally, oppose all kinds of 

waste, and carry out the campaign to increase production and practice economy, increase 

revenues and reduce expenditures, in an extensive, penetrating, and sustained manner. 

This is not only the key to fulfilling the 1987 state budget but also the fundamental 

way to accumulate funds for China's socialist construction. 

It is necessary to deepen reform ard practice the economic responsibility system in 

order to invigorate enterprise, especially large and medium-size enterprises, spur the 

enthusiasm and creativity of enterrrises and their workers, improve social and economic 
benefits, and produce more wealth for the country. 

It is necessary to continue to strengthen macroeconom:c control to curb excessive 

demand. The key points in this counection are to strictly control the scale of 

investment in fixed assets, tc rationally readjust the investment structure, and to 

curb excessive demand in order to gradually achieve a basic balance between tota! 

social demand and supply. 

It is necessary to try our utmost to strike a balance between revenue and expenditure. 

Efforts must be made to reduce, and not to increase, the deficit allowed by the state 

bu-zet this year in the course of its implementation. Striving to achieve a basic 

balance between financial revenue and expenditure and between credit revenue and 

expenditure continues to be the principle to which we must adhere. 

It is necessary to enhance understanding of the legal system, strictly enforce 

financial and economic discipline, and intensify supervision in ali fields. Those who 

have carried out unauthorized construction projects, wilfully expand the scale of 

construction, evaded taxes or retained revenues that must be delivered to the state, 

upgraded wage scales regardless of merit or indiscriminately handed out bonuses and 

subsidies in cash or in kind, wantonly increased prices or arbitrarily collected fees 

in violation of the price policy and relevant regulations, squandered public funds, or 

appropriated state property for use by small groups or individuals in violation of 
state regulations are all serious acts of violating financial and economic discipline, 

and must be firmly checked and dealt with. Those who have violated the law must be 

investigated for their legal responsibility. It is necessary to step up supervision 

over finance, credit revenue and expenditure, and audits. It is also necessary to 

strengthen supervision over the economic work of people's congresses at various levels 

and their standing committees. Major readjustments of the state budget in the course 

of its implementation must be examined and approved by the people's congress standing 

committees at the corresponding level. 

He said: The Finance and Economic Committee proposes that the State Council and 

people's governments at various levels adopt concrete and effective measures to carry 
out step by step the work in the above-mentioned areas and supervise its implementation. 
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PRIORITIES FOR ARMY REORGANIZATION EXPLAINED 

HKO20055 Beijing JIEFANCJUN BAO iu. Chinese 21 Mar 87 p | 

(Commentator's article: “Army Building Is Centered on Modernization” 

[Text] To study and implement the spirit of the enlarged meeting of che military 

commission an important thing for us to do is to firmly form a concept of centering 
army building on modernization. 

Revolutionization, modernization and regularization are the three main aspects for 

strengthening the building of our Army during the new historical! period. These three 
aspects are interrelated and promote each other. None of them is dispensable. 

todernization is the center of all three aspects. This is the inevitable demand of 
modern warfare and is also the path that China's Armed Forces must follow in developing 
to a higher stage. 

The emphasis on modernization is determined by the main contradiction facing the 

building of our Army. At present, what is the main contradiction in the building of 
our Army? It is the contradiction between the objective demand of modern warfare and 

the comparatively low level of modernization. This also reflects a main contradiction 

in our present society which should be solved; namely the contradiction between the 

increasingly higher material and cultural demand of the people and the backward social 

productive iorces. China has a large population and a weak foundation. Moreover, for 
a long time in the past stress was laid on “grasping the class struggle as the key 

link" and on basing work on preparations for fighting an early war, st major war, and 

nuclear war. As a result, economic construction could not be promoted, while the level 

of the Army's modernization could not be raised. From the present up to the end of 

this century and to the middle of the next century we will build our country into a 

socialist modernized country with a high level of civilization and democracy in two 

steps. Under these circumstances it is undoubtedly logical that the building of our 

Army should be centered on modernization and that under the prerequisite of 
subordinating to the general situation of the economic construction of our country, we 

should gradually build our Army into a modernized and regularized arvy which is in 
accord with our national strength and the needs of national defense. 

In centering army building on modernization it is essential and indeed only possible to 

proceed in a planned and measured way within the framework permitted by the national 

Strength. Here there is a problem in understanding which must be solved. Our country 

must concentrate its material and financial strength on economic construction. 

Consequently there cannot be a big increase in military spending in the near future. 

How should we carry out the modernization of our Army? It is indeed not an easy task. 

The amount of our military spending is limited and our existing scientific and 

technical national defense level is not high. Some necessary rules and regulations 

have not yet been formulated or improved. All these are our difticulties. However, 

there are a number of favorable conditions: a peaceful international environment which 

has lasted a fairly long period of time; a lot of attention devoted by the CPC Central! 

Committee and the State Council to national defense; the establishment of a powerful 

contingent in science and technology for national detense, and the national defense 

industry; the foundation for development laid over the past 30 years or so; the 

promotion and support given by the policy of the reform, opening up and enlivening to 

the building of the Army; subjective factors such as earnest desires of comrades of the 
whole Army for modernization and their concerted efforts to contribute their talents 

and wisdom, and so on. [paragraph continues] 
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All these are unprecedented. With these favorable conditions we are surely able to 

overcome difficulties and gradually attain our hoped-for targets. Even under the 

present conditions much can be accomplished in the building of the Army. For example, 

how should we make good use of the limited funds and spend money where it is most 
needed? Much can be done to deal with this issue. Various tasks such as streamlining 

administration, improving establishment for Army units, doing well in education and 
training, strengthening the study of military theories, grasping well the building at 

the grass-roots level, and so on, which have been done, or are being carried out, have 

actually laid a foundation for modernization. 

will centering on modernization weaken revolutionization? The answer is, of course, 

no. The modernization of our country is a socialist modernization. This is also the 
case with the modernization of our Army. What our Army needs is the modernization of 
the people's Army. Such a modernized Army is led by the party and upholds the four 
cardinal principles. Its sole purpose is to serve the people wholeheartedly. It is an 

Army which has lofty ideals observes strict discipline, pursues patriotism and 
internationalism, and follows the spirit of giving life for the country bravely. All 
these have determined that our Army cannot be separated from revolutionization. Apart 

from ensuring a correct orientation, revoflutionization has provided modernization 
programs with spiritual motivating forces. Through powerful political work we are able 
to give full play to the enthusiasm and creativity of the broad masses of officers and 
men so that they can overcome various obstacles and difficulties arising in the process 

of moernization and speed up the progress of construction. Therefore, taking 
modernization as the center will never weaken revolutionization. On the contrary, 

revolutionization will be continuously strengthened wit: the development. of 
modernization. This is also the case with regularization Tie more we do to arm our 
troops with sophiticated weapons, the stricter the discipline we should observe in 

running our troops. We should systematically establish regular order in terms of 

preparations for war, training, combat, command, work daily life, etc. Scientific 

management should be carried out. There is no doubt that when we have a higher ievel 

of modernization we should set stricter demands on regularization. Furthermore, 

centering on modernization also demands that we accordingly change the development of 

our weapons and equipment, education, training, study of military theories, work style, 
work methods, etc. It is obvious that through grasping the main contradiction we will 

achieve vigorous, stable and coordinated development in building the entire Army. 

Centering on modernization is not only expressed in the improvement of weapons and 

equipment but, more important still, in improving the quality of the officers and men. 

Of course, the modernization of weapons and equipment is an important mark in the 

modernization of the Army. However, the present reality is that there can be no 

fundamental improvement in China's weapons and improvement in the near future, and the 

updating of weapons and equipment is a very rapid process. In peacetime we can only 

engage in more development and less production and equip units in key aspects. In the 

meantime, fundamentally speaking, people play the leading role in wars. Weapons and 

equipment based on high technology should be mastered by people who acquire the 

corresponding scientific knowledge. Hence, the decisive factor in modernizing China's 

Army is to train and forge propl+ with ideals, faith and morality, who observe 

discipline, and who can grasp modern military scientific knowledge and technical 

skills. Without this kind of people it is impossible for us to modernize our Army as 
required even thought we have modern weapons and equipment. in a situation in which no 

war is being fought, the main thing is to improve people's military and political 

qualities through education and training. This is the reason why we assign a strategic 
position to education and training and regard that as routine, essential work. 
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JIEFANGJUN BAO ON NEW PATH FOR IDEOLOGICAL WORK 

HKO30925 Beijing JIEFANGJUN BAO in Chinese 26 Mar 87 p 3 

{Article by Wang Yan (3769 1750): “Open Up a New Path for Ideological and Political 
Work During the New Period] 

[Text] The “resolution” points out: “Ideological and political work is a guarantee of 
success in our economic work and other undertakings. Now we must adapt such work to 

the requirements of the new period Ly exploring new possibilities.” This penetrating 

exposition expounds the important role of ideological and political work in the 

building of spiritual civilization, and points out the direction for opening up a new 

path for ideological and political work during the new period. 

Ideological and Political Work Must Be Adapted to the Requirements of the New Period 

[ subhead ] 

With our country entering a new historical period, penetrating changes have taken place 

in social life. This will inevitably pose new tasks and questions for study for 

ideological and political work. 

1. The situation and tasks which ideological and political work face have changed. 
During the new period, the work focus of our party has been shifted to economic 

construction. This has determined that ideological and political work must be 

subordinated to socialist modernization. As far as the political work of the Army is 
concerned, it should also be subordinated to the modernization of the state and the 

Army so that the revolutionization, modernization, and regularization of the Army can 

be ensured. In light of the changes in the situation and the tasks, how should 

ideological and political work guide the broad masses of cadres and people to unify 

their understanding and action in the modernization program and in the policy of reform 
and opening up to the outside world, organize people to actively = study 
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought so that they uphold the four cardinal principles, 

and master the skills for modernization? This is undoubtedly a new question to study. 

2. The social environment for ideological and political work has also changed. The 

policy of overall reform and opening up to the outside world implemented by our country 

has promoted our economic, political, cultural, and social progress. It has also 

brought about some negative factors. For example, opening up to the outside world has 
enabled us to overcome the situation of long-term seclusion, and stimulated our sense 

of responsibility and sense of urgency for invigorating the Chinese nation. However, 

the decadent things of capitalism seize this opportunity to penetrate. The development 
of the commodity economy has enabled people to gradually form and strengthen the 

concepts on time, benefits, information, competition, and so on. However, we should 

not neglect the negative factors such as showing no consideration for general 

interests, “taking money as everything,” and so on. As tar as the building of our Army 

is concerned, a peaceful environment has provided a very useful condition for the 

modernization of the Army. However, this is apt to engender a false sense of peace and 

security. Some new problems will also occur in the relations between officers and men, 
the relations between the Army and people, discipline, leadership methods, work atyle, 

and so on. In light of the changes in social environment, how should we give the 

fullest play to the positive factors and overcome negative factors, and ensure the 
smooth progress in the reform of the Army amid the implementation of the policy for 

reform and opening up to the outside world? This is a strenuous and complicated task. 
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3. The targets of ideological and political work have also changed. Workers, 
peasants, intellectuals and revolution ry soldiers in the 1980's, especially those 

young men who have become the core members and backbone on various fronts, generally 

have a higher educational level and a stronger consciousness of democracy, and are 

eager to train themselves to be useful persons. However, they lack a profound 
understanding of the glorious history of our sation, the revolutionary tradition of our 

party and Army, the grave calamity experienced by our nation, and the course of 

struggle against imperialism and feudalism. A great number of new cadres have been 
promoted to leading posts. They are full of vigor and drive, and are better educated. 

However, they lack experience and theoretical training. These changes in the targets 

of our work also demand that we add new contents and devise new methods for our 
ideological and political work as required by the new period. 

Persist in Unifying the Inheritance of the Fine Tradition, Reform, and Blazing New 

Trails [subhead) 

Ideological and political work should adapt itself to the requirements of the new 
period, constantly promote reform, and blaze new trails on the basis of inheriting the 

fine tradition. Specifically, the following should be done: 

1. We should respect history and inherit the fine tradition. Im the long-term 

practice of revolution and construction, our party and Army have gradually established 
a full set of basic principles and a fine tradition for political work. Reform and 

blazing new trails should not be separated from this. It is not only because the 

development of history is characterized by its continuity, but also because the nature 

and purpose of our party and Army have not changed. The fine tradition of political 

work which reflects the nature and purpose is, naturally, mot outdated. For example, 

the fine tradition includes: Sticking to the principle of the party leading the Army; 

adhering to the purpose of serving the people wholeheartedly; upholding the unity 

between officers and men, and the unity between the Army and people; promoting the 

three great points of democracy, observing the three main rules of discipline and the 

eight points for attention, and persisting in the fine tradition of seeking truth from 

facts, struggling hard, and so on. This fine tradition has reflected the essence of 

our party and Army, and is full of vitality to date. It should be effectively 

inherited and carried forward. Of course, in the past our ideological and political 
work was influenced and obstructed by the “leftist” ideology. We should seriously 

consider this matter. The Central Military Commisssion has recently made a decision on 

the political work of our Army during the new period, further summed up the historical 

experience of the political work of our Army during the new period, and correctly 

expounded the guiding thinking and tasks for the political work of our Army during the 

new period and the way to unde stand and inherit the fine tradition of our Army. 

2. We should base ourselves om practical reality, carry out reform, and blaze new 

trails. With the changes in tne situation, tasks and target of political work during 

the new period, we should constantly sum up ne experiences and add new contents to our 

political work in the process of studying the new situation and solving new problems. 

Through reform and blazing new trails, new development has been achieved in our 

political work. For example, we encourage soldiers te study scientific and cultural 

knowledge, so that they will become useful personne «ho can do both military and 
civilian work. This has enriched the contents of edweation, training, and political 

work. The activities to promote the building of spiritual civilization by the Army and 

the people have enriched and developed the mass work of our Army. The idea of the 
“eight prohibitions” has strengthened the discipline of our Army. In the future, with 

the deepening of reform, the contents and cethods for the political work of our Army 
will be further improved and developed. 
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3. We should have our eyes on the future and mace a scientific prediction of the 
future. Making a scientific prediction of the future and grasping the law governing 

the development of ideological and political work during the new period. For example, 
what kind of new problems will arise after the strategic change in the guiding ideology 
toward the building of our Army? How should ideological and political work encounter? 

How should we explore a new path so that our work wi'l be in accord with the 
requirement of the war of opposing aggression? Under the cusditions of further opening 
up to the outside world, enlivening the domestic economy, and pursuing a planned 
commodity economy, how should we effectly carry out ideological and political work? 

All these questions should be conscientiously studied. With regard to the study of 
ideological and political work, only by unifying the practical conditions with the 
prediction of the future can we keep abreast with the progress of our times, and 
maintain the vigor in our ideological and political work. 

In addition, we should blaze new trails in ideological and political work. We should 
also pay attention to absorbing the experience and modern scientific achievements made 

in other fields. For example, persons engaged in ideological and political work may 
study the knowledge of ethics, aesthetics, pedagogics, psychology, and so on in order 
to strengthen the attraction and appeal of ideological and political work. We should 
make use of the knowledge of sociology, and carry out ideological and political work in 
a comprehensive, multichannel, and multilayer way. We should pay attention to learning 

from the experiences gained by other trades and services, departments, and units. Of 
course, learning from or using for reference the experiences of others does not mean 
copying from them indiscriminately. Their experiences should be tested and developed 
in light of the conditions and characteristics of our troops. 

Be Bold in Exploring the Way Forward in Practice [subhead] 

Practice is the source of knowledge for mankind and the source of all creation. To 
explore a new way for ideological and political work during the new period, we should 
follow a down-to-earth manner by going deep into the practice of ideological and 
political work. We should create new experience for political work in the process of 
studying and solving practical problems. 

We must be good at integrating the spirit of the instructions issued by the party 

Central Committee and the Military Commission with the practice of our ideological and 

political work, and at blazing new trails in the process of integrating them. In 

recent years, there has been much success in blazing new trails and achieving 

development in the ideological ard political work of owr Army. This is the product of 

such integration. Let us take the training of personnel who are able to do both 

military and civilian work as an example. As early as in 1977, Comrade Deng Xisoping 
proposed a strategic idea of trainice personnel who are able to do both military and 
civilian work. In accerdance with the instructions issued by Comrade Deng Xiaoping, 

some Army wnits carried out ‘avestigations apa studies and made explorations in light 

of their own practical conditions. They eventually found a key to enabling soldiers to 

study scientific and cultural knowledge, and to training personne! who are able to do 

both military and civilian work. They found a new way for the building and 

consolidation of the troops under the new situation. 

We should be good at discovering the creativity of the masses and summing up their 

experience. Our party has always done its ideological and political work by mobilizing 

and relying on the masses. [paragraph continues! 
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To open up a new path tor ideological and political work during the new period, we 

should also rely on the masses to make joint exploration and creation. For example, 

activities jointly carried out by the Army and the people to promote the building of 

spiritual civilization, training personnel who can do both military and civilian work, 

encouragiag people with lofty deals to talk about their ideals, and so on are devised 

by the masses. We should respect the pioneering spirit of the masses and the 

grass-roots units, encourage the masses to promote their creative work. 

enthusiastically support the newly emerging things among the masses, and expeditiously 

sum up am! popularize their experience. 

We should be good at solving difficulties that arise, and in selecting breakthrough 

points for blazing mew trails. There are many difficult questions arising in the 

ideological and political work during the new period. We must dare to grasp and touch 

upon them, and to advance despite difficulties. Only thus can we devise methods for 

solving problems. for example, some cadres and soldiers thought that they “suffer 

losses through serving in the Army.” In the past, many leaders felt that it was a 

difficult problem to solve. During party rectification, some units brought the issue 

up for discussion among party members. [It was later discussed by various units. In a 

general discussion of the whole Army on treating the gains and losses of servicemen, 

very good results were obtained. This has also provided valuable experience for the 

reform of political education. 

ZHOU GUANGZHAO ON SCIENCE ACADEMY'S GOALS 

HKO20700 Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese 28 Mar 87 p 4 

[Article by Zhou Guangzhao (0719 0342 0664), president of the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences: “The Chinese Academy of Scieaces Advances in the Course of Reform"| 

(Text | The Chinese Academy of Sciences is a comprehensive research institution of 

natural sciences, with more than 40,000 scientific personne! and a complete range of 

branches. it has made contributions to the development of the country's economic 

construction and technology for many years in the past. Under the current situation, 

the Academy ot Sciences is facing three major tasks, that is, to make greater 

contributions to the country's economic construction in the course of reform, to more 

ettectively develop its science and technology, and to take greater reform steps and 

further deepen the reform of its scientific and technological structure. 

Scientific circles throughout the country are all concerned about the reforms in the 

Chinese Academy of Sciences. In the past few years, under the leadership of the old 

academy leaders Comrade Lu Jiaxi and Comrade Yan Dongsheng, the academy has actively 

made explorations in retorm and has gained useful experience. This has enabled us to 

keep firm mtidence in retorm and realize the main targets of the reforms in the 

science academy: Through decontrolling the activities of the research institutes and 

personne! and strengthening the overall organization and coordination, send the main 

scientific and technological torce of the Academy of Sciences to the main battlefield 

of serving economic construction and promote the benign cycle between scientific 

research and production, at the same time maintaining a crack force to carry on basic 

research and high technology development. 
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Mobilizing the Main Force of the Academy To Fight on the Main Battlefield of Serving 

Economic Construction [subhead! 

Since the 34 Plenary Session of the Lith CPC Central Committee, in particular, since 

the central authorities put forth the principle that “economic developmnt relies on 

science and technology, and science and technology serve economic development,” the 

efforts of the science academy have been shifted gradually to supporting the 

development of the national economy. In 198), over two-thirds of the 1,411 successful 

research projects met urgent needs in national economic construction or were required 

by various departments, provinces, and enterprises. Now, 72 percent of the applicable 
research achievements have been adopted by the production units. The research 

institutes of the academy have established fixed cooperation relations with more than 

3,300 industrial and wining enterprises in the whole country. Some ‘echmologics and 
products developed by the academy have been exported to international markets. The 
Oriental Company under the Academy of Sciences has begun to undertake foreign 

projects. All this has earned a total of 16.5 million in foreign exchange in the few 

past years. Horizontal income (including that [trom undertaking research projects, 

transferring research achievements, developing new products, and offering technical 

consulting services) reached some 84.5 million yuan. 

Recently we made it clear that the main ecientific and technological effort of the 

academy should be devoted to the main battlefield. Then, many comrades asked: What is 
the main battlefield? We hold that the main battlefield of the Academy of Sciences 

during the Seventh 5-Year Plan mainly includes work in the following three aspects: 

First, we will actively undertake the major technological projects of the state, 

actively participate in the technological transtormation of the traditional iedustries, 

properly digest, absorb, and develop imported technologies, take part in the “spark 
plan” and the work of offering technological assistance to poor areas. 

Second, we will make use of the scientific and technological advantages of the academy 
to help production enterprises develop an integrated system of research, technological 

development, production, marketing, and service support, actively participate in the 
development of technology-ittensive industries to make contributions to the 

modernization of our country's industrial structure and export production structure. 

Third, we will strengthen our research work in the fields of resources, environment, 

ecology, agriculture, and oceanic development, and increase the acewmlation of basi: 

data in these fields. We will provide scientific foundation for the plans concerning 
the transformation and improvement of the country's land, the development of resources, 

the protection of the environment, the comprehensive development of agriculture, and 

other macroeconomic projects. 

According to this idea, at present, some two-thirds of the academy's scientific and 

technological force has been devoted to the main battlefield. Then, why should we 
continue to consider this as a primary target for further reform? There are two 

reasons: First, the economic construction of our country requires us to @evote greater 

force to the main battlefield; and second, most of our force on the main hattlefield 

remains spontaneous and scattered at present. We need further reform measures to 

mobilize more resources and organize them better so as to make it a more effective 

force which can make greater contributions to the state. 
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Maintain a Crack Scientific Research Contingent and Work Hard To Raise Our Country's 
Scientific and Technological Level [subhead! 

As the state center for the comprehensive research of natural sciences, th: Chinese 

Academy of Sciences must actively contribute to the development of our country's 

science and technology. In particular, the Academy of Sciences bears unavoidable 
responsibility in advancing basic researches and high technology development. 
Therefore, we must maintain a crack scientific research contingent to work at raising 

our country’s scientific and technological level. 

Most research institutes of the academy are established in light of the branches of 

science. Through the accumulation in the past decades, these institutes have built up 
their forces in conducting the basic research of their respective scientific branches, 

and most of them have reached the advanced level at home or in the world. In the 
course of reform, what should be done in this regard? This is a question that ail! 
scientific workers of the academy and all scientists throughout the country are 
concerned with. Through careful consideration and serious study, we hold that work in 

this area should also be reformed and that we should strive to reach world-class 
levels through international competition and attract and train first-class research 

personnel and scientists. Now, our research projects still lack proper coordination; 
research personne! cannot move from ome whit to another; and the whole research system 
remains closed. This state of affairs should be changed, and «a new open, 

well-coordinated, and mobile system of basic research should be built. Therefore, the 
academy leadership has decided: 

Firet, om the basis of some major research institutes (offices) which have a strong 

technological force and have made major contributions to the scientific development, 
and on the basis of some large-scale scientific research projects, we will establish a 

oumber of state laboratories and scientific centers which are managed by the leading 

experts of the country in each branch of science and are open to both domestic and 

foreign ecientists. 

Second, we will encourage the research institutes of the academy to establish various 
forms of cooperative relations with schools of higher learning and other relevant 

research organizations. For example, they can set up joint laboratories with the 
schools of higher learning and can open them to the whole country. 

Third, we will encourage the research imetitutes to make full use of their advantages 

and favorable conditions to carry owt international cooperation and to set w 

international research centers. 

Fourth, under the leadership of the State Council's ecience and technology leading 

group, we will assist the State Science and Technology Commission and the Nationa! 

Defense Science and Technology and Industry Commission in organizaing the work of high 

technology development. 

Fifth, inside the academy, we will rationalize the arrangement of research in various 

branches and coordinate research policies on the basis o strategic research. 

Starting From the Structure and System, Firmly Carrying Out All-round Reforms [| subhead! 

Throwgh the reform practice in the past years, we have realized that reform in the 
Academy of Sciences must start from readjusting our structure and system to thorough!y 

change the old system which is not favorable to the combination of scientific research 

with production and to bring about a benign cycle between these two sides. [paragraph 

cont ioues |} 
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Through extensive 4. .cussions and on the basis of soliciting opinoms from al! partics 

concerned, the Academy of Sciences has decided to take the following reforms measures: 

First, those research institutes which are mainly engaged in developing sew 

technologies and applied research should firmly orient their work to the needs of the 

present and future markets and to the seeds of the users. Their structural reform 
should be carried out through running joint ventures with the production enterprises or 

setting ap their own business companies. This will strengthen the links between their 
research work and the economy, and will facilitate the application of the research 

achievements in production and turn technologies into commodities. 

Second, we will gradually form « oumber of research and development centers with 

comprehensive capabilities to handle work in the areas of resources and environment, 
and some rationally distributed and highly efficient nationwide aetworks will be built 

to link these centers with forefront stations. The research inetitetions will be 

subject to the dua| leadership of the Academy of Sciences and the relevant economic 
departments, and they should first fulfill the tasks assigned by the departments and 

local govermments concerned. 

Third, an open, well-coordinated, and mobile system should be established for basic 

research and other basic work in applied research. 

Each research institute has ite specific conditions, and should realistically work out 
its own reform echeme. The Academy of Sciences will support all research wits’ 

selection of their approprate development patterns and subordinate relations step by 

step in light of their actual conditions, and no uniform pattern will be arbitrarily 

imposed on them. 

The Academy of Sciences will selectively support a oumber of new technology development 
conpanies (groups) of combination bodies in order to help their products enter 

international markets. This wil! also contribute to the modernization of China's 

export product etructure. 

In order to strengthen cooperation with localities, the 12 branch academies in all 

parts of the country will subject themselves to the leadership and guidance of the 

local governments in light of the requirements of the reforms, and will make more 

contributions to the development of the local economies. 

The Academy of Sciences will begin to pursue the director responsibility syetem in all 

research institutes, and work targets will be set for each director in his tenure. Al! 
research institutes and grassroots units should also lay down clear tenure targets for 

their chief leaders. Responsibilities shoud be clearly divided between the academy and 

various research institutes so as to ensure the realization of ork targets. 

In the long rum, the Academy of Sciences will be compose. of state laboratoric 

(research institutes), state ecientific engineering centers, research and development 

centers for resources and environment, joint and open laboratories, and high techwolcey 

enterprise groups, thus forming a national center in the comprehensive research of 

natural eciences. [paragraph cont inues| 
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The main tasks of the academy are: Carrying out the hard struggle in the forward 
positions of sciemce so as to raise our country’s scientific and technological level; 

developing mew technologies through scientific research to promote the development of 
high technology industries in our country; fulfilling major research tasks assigned by 

the state; accumulating scientific data; and providing scientific foundations for major 

state decisions im construction by making full use of the academy's advantages in 
related scientific branches; and traiaing scientific persomme!] for the state. Al! 

research institutions of the Academy of Sciences should be really open and mobile and 
their work should be oriented to the whole country. In the lomg rum, the structure of 

the Academy of sciences should be favorable to the close combination of sciences, 
tectmology, and economic development and be favorable to the vigorows development of 
science iteelf. 

The reform of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is an arduous task, which requires the 

conscious efforts of all comrades in this academy and the great support of al! circles 
of the country. We bellewe that through reform, the Academy of Sciences wil! certainly 
see greater development and make greater contributions to tse country’s economic 
construction and ecientific and technological development. 

OFFICIAL INTERVIEWED ON 1 ING PRODUCTION 

WOLORS] Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0636 GMT 31 Mar 87 

{Text} Beijing, 31 Mar (KINMUA) -- Title: Deeply and Earmestiy Carry Out the Campaign 

To Increase Production and Rewenuwes and Coreerve Resources and Expenditures -- Leading 

Member of the State Economic Commission Anewers Questions Raised by RENMIN BIBAOD and 

XINHUA Reporters 

Question: It hae been over 2 months since the CPC Central Committee and the State 

Cownell launched a nationwide campaign to increase production and revenues and conserve 
resources and expenditures. How has the campaign progressed so far? 

Anewer: It is the fundamental principle for China's socialist modernization, as we!! 
as the central task of this year’s economic work, to increase production and revenues 

and conserve resources and expenditures. In his report to the current WRC session, 

Comrade Thao Ziyang has again stressed ite great significance. Currently all 

localities and departments have attached great importance to and made arrangements for 

launching the campaign. Some leading comrades have even taken a personal hond in 

giving guidance at the grass-roots level. Generally speaking, the trend of the 

campaign is good, as reflected mainly in the following manifestations: 

|. The campaign has a clear guiding ideology, which focuses on increase of economic 

efiicieney and calle for efforts to raise the output of readily marketable goods, 

improve product quality, lower conswaption, conserve expenditures, and earn tore 

foreign exchange through exports. There are fewer cases sow of omesidedliy holding down 

output valve in pursuit of speed. 

2. It hes more epecific goals. For example, Hubei Province: aime to increase the 

output of 250 kinds of readily marketable goods, limit the production of ‘52 kinds of 

products in excessive supply, introduce an overall quality control system in 7,900 

enterprises, put into effect 4600 different kinds of international standardization, and 

develop 2,900 kinds of new products. 
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3. It is being carried out with practicel measures. For example, Shengh «|! 

Municipelity has decided to instituting leasing and contracting systems among 164 «ma! ! 
enterprises, increase the oumber of large and medium-sized enterprises trying out the 
system of linking the total volume of wages with the economic efficiency, and enfor 

the eystem under which «a tactory directory assumes overall responsibility is 

enterprises which hawe tried owt the system. Qingdao City has embodied the tasks of 
the campaign into the provisions for contracting at various levels, and has especialy 
designated such indexes a6 lowering cost, reducing consumption, and conseryv! ng 
expenditures a6 important provisions to be implemented by work groups and teams and 
workers at variows levels. Of course, the tasks of the campaign need to te further 
carried cut, and @ore specific measures have to be worked out. Economic department« at 
various levels showld contioue to make efforts to do « meticulous and earnest job co 

that the campaign can proceed in a protracted and substained manner. 

Question. Could you please explain how to properly handle the relationship between the 

campaign and other work in the economic field? 

Anewer: ina order te deepen the campaign, it is of utmost importance to publicize its 

significance through education, by positive examples, by upholding the four cardina! 

pr'eciples, and combating bourgeois liberalization, so that the large oumbers of 

workers and staff can be fully aware that the campaign is not an expedient measure ¢ 
overcome current financial difficulties, but a component for building socialiom wit) 
Chinese characteristics and «a long-term principle in the entire course of building 

soc alies, which @ust be advered to at all times. It is necessary to cont inuows!y 

expiore sew ways for expanding the campaign wader new circumstances brought about by 
the policies of making reform, opening to the outside world, and enlivening th« 

economy, and to properly handie tic relationship between the campaign and other work i» 

the economic field, thereby increasing economic efficiency through deepening the reform 

of enterprises, readjusting product mix, and upgrading technology of enterprises in th» 

course of the campaign. 

Reform is th fundamental approech in launching the campaign to increase production and 

revenues and comeerve resources and expenditures. The campaign must be closely 

combined with deepening the enterprise reform. In this conmection, we intend to gerany 

well four thingst Firet, promote the reform of ways to run enterorises by adopting th-« 

multiforme contracted responsibility system which will be adopted mainly by com! ' 

eoterprices and enterprises making emall profits or suffering deficits. Amme th 

large and mediue-eized enterprises, it is necessary to invigorate the mecheniom of 

mneagement «cording te the principle of separating ownership from the power of 

moaagement, ond grasp the economic responsibility system which combines the target 
responsibil ty system and the contracted system. Second, continue to promote thx 

implomentation eof the CPC Central Committee's and the State Cowncil’s thre 

“reculations” and two “cireulare” comcerning the estructural reform of enterpri«« 

leadership by adopting the system of plant directors assuming overall! respomsihi! ity 

amone state industri! enterprises. Third, continue to improve the econem) 

respomsibility system » thin an enterprise, improve the ways to distribute wages, ond 
grasp the reform in the iabor system well. Fourth, resolutely stop apportioning 

enterprises’ expenses arbitrarily, stop reising tumds at random among enterprises, 

reduce enterprises’ financial Surden, and seriously protect enterprises’ legit imat. 

rights and interests The State Council ae established an office in charge of 
stopping apportioning enterprises expenses and will soon draw up a specific plan to « 

thie work. 

Question: Currently, some wnite arbitrarily raise the prices of certain means of 

production which are in short supply and charge fees at random, thus making it wery 

difficult for comsuwmerse to laweeh the campaign. Please tell me how to correct th: 

phenomenon. 
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Answer: Today, quite a few enterprises producing raw and other materials are covertly 
raising the prices of means of production listed under the state plan, especially the 
principal raw and other materials, by adopting a variety of methods. This results in 

an increase in the cost of products of other trades, heavier financial burden on 

enterprises, and eventually losses to the state's interests. This has become a serious 
issue, and we must adopt measures to solve it. 

The State Council recently dec‘ded to conscientiously strengthen the state's 

examination of and supervision over the supply of materials listed in the state plan. 
Rolled steel comes first. A number of state organization cadres will receive training 
and be assigned to iron and steel enterprises on a rationa! basis to examine and 
supervise the supply of rolled steel listed in the state plan, including ~arieties, 
quality, quantity, prices, and date of delivery. Enterprises which reduce the supply 
of rolled steel listed in the state plan must deduct the exact amount accordi.; to the 

market prices from their year-end profit reserve and deliver it to the state. If a 
violation of the law is involved, departments concerned should handle the case 

seriously. It is necessary to consider setting the maximum price limit for rolled 

steel not listed in the state plan. In accordance with the State Council's decision, 

the State Economic Commission and departments concerned are organizing work groups and 

assigning them to all large plants to carry out their supervisory tasks. Other 

enterprises of means of production must also fulfill tasks by strictly observing the 
mandatory state plan. It is absolutely not permitted to covertly raise prices or tail 
to fulfill the task of allocating and transfercing means of production according to 
plan; otherwise, the enterprises in question must be held responsible economically and 
legally. All enterprises must fully tap their own internal potential and strive hard 
to offset the increased expenditures by launching the campaign to increase production 
and revenue and conserve resources and expenditures. Without approval, oo enterprises 

are permitted to raise the prices of products or shift the burden onto others. To 

increase revenue, enterprises must rely on their capability and great proficiency. 

They must not play tricks on the prices of products. 

Question: In increasing production, what questions should we pay attention to and what 
measures should we adopt? 

Answer: By increasing production, we mean increasing the production of marketable 
products and export products; we do not mean increasing production indiscriminately, 

without regard to products whose suppiy exceeds demand, or products whose supply falls 

short of demand, or regardless of the market demand. Departments concerned and 

enterprises in all localities must adopt resolute measures to eliminate the phenomenon 

of increasing production only to overstock products and producing more only to 

overstock more products. All departments in all areas must prepare a list of 

marketable products and a list of slow-selling products and let units at all levels 
bear them in mind. In addition, it is necessary to strengthen the organization, 

delivery, and coordination for production and circulation. The production of 

marketable products must be given priority in using electricity, oil, coal, and 

materials in short supply so as to protect the light industry market, products in 

support of agriculture, and export. Communications and transport also have priority, 

and their key demand must be guaranteed. It is necessary to resolutely limit the 
production of poor-quality and high-priced products, slow-selling and overstocked 

products, or suspend the production of these products and start to produce other 

products. It is necessary to seriously readjust the structure of products. It is 
necessary to pay attention to promoting a balanced production chain and safety in 

production. In addition, it is necessary to strictly control the import of mechanical 
and electrical products so as to economize on foreign exchange and protect domestic 

production. 
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Another important measure to reach the goal of increasing production and revenue during 

the whole year is to grasp technical transformation well and import technology so that 

a project can start production in accordance with its designed capacity. At the end of 
last year, 60 percent of the more than 3,000 technologies imported during the Sixth 

5-Year Plan started production. This year will see the peak of starting production. 
It is hoped that no efforts will be spared in all localities to firmly grasp this work 
so that their economic efficiency can develop as soon as possible. 

Question: In practicing economy, what should we do? 

Answer: Currently, it is necessary to further mobilize enterprises to eccnomize so as 
to increase production; greatly reduce the consumption of fuel, power, and raw and 
other materials; and strengthen management over the consumption of coal, electricity, 
and oil. Today, the waste of electricity is quite serious whether in its consumption 
for production purpose or for non-productive purposes. Departments and enterprises in 
all places must conscientiously implement the guidelines of the State Council's fourth 
office meeting on conserving energy and “Certain Regulations on Further Economizing on 
Using Electricity,” which will soon be issued, and seriously use electricity in a 
planned and economical way. In order to cut down the stock of rolled steel, the State 
Economic Commission, the State Materials and Equipment Bureau, and departments 
concerned have jointly drawn up a plan on cutting down rolled steel stock by 1.5 
million metric tons. The materials and equipment departments and enterprises must 
speed up this work. In addition, it is necessary to firmly grasp well the multipurpose 
utilization of resources and salvage and reclamation of waste and used material. 

Another important way to economize is to reduce the amount of funds held for use. 
Enterprises must strive hard to strengthen the management of circulating funds, reduce 
the funds held irrationally for use, and speed up its turnover. It is necessary to 
persist it. producing according to demand, make an inventory of warehouses, and clear up 
arrears of loans. Commercial departments must actively organize marketing of 

commodities and help enterprises handle overstocked products. The materials and 
equipment departments must organize all enterprises to regulate their overstocked 
materials and equipment. It is also necessary to regard the use and management of 
circulating funds as an important content and incorporate it into the enterprise 

economic responsibility system to develop staffs’ and workers’ enthusiasm for 
economizing on using funds. 

What is particularly necessary is to emphatically point out that improving product 
quality is the best way to economize. In the campaign to increase production and 
revenue and conserve resources and expenditures, enterprises must adhere to the 
principle “quality first,” firmly grasp quality control, speed up the preparations for 
production in accordance with international standards, strive hard to improve designs 
of products and solve difficult technical problems, and guarantee the steady 
improvement of product quality. The State Economic Commission will further strengthen 
the state system of supervising and spot-checking product quality. (nterprises whose 
products are not up to standard will be reorganized in good time, while plant directors 

who play tricks in product quality must be fired. It is necessary to prepare to launch 

the activities of “reducing water product rate and poor-quality product rate by %0 

percent.” 

In reaching this year's goal of increasing production and revenues and conserving 

resources and expenditures, we are facing many favorable conditions as well as quite a 

few difficulties and questions. All cadres and staffs and workers must actively join 

the campaign, pool the wisdom and efforts of everyone, tap potentials, surmount 
difficulties, and make more contributions. [paragraph continues] 
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The campaign must not only be carried out with great force and be made known to every 
household but must also stress concrete results while guarding against formalism. 

Leading cadres in particular must go down to grass-roots level units to study and solve 

questions in good time, so that the campaign can be launched in a deep-going, 
sustained, and down-to-earth way. 

PAPER PROMOTES RURAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

HKO30515 Beijing GUANGMING KIBAO in Chinese 14 Mar 87 p 3 

[Article by Bai Yihong (4101 0122 1347): “The Way to Prosperity for China's Rural 
Areas” -- capitalized passages published in boldface] 

[Text] The rural economic system reform promotes the development of our nation's rural 
economy. But most places in our country are far from the path that leads to 

prosperity. Can our nation's rural economy be developed further and quicker? The 
economic development of Sunan region has thrown much light on this for us. The total 
output value and the income generated from the production in this region were increased 
one-fold within 3 to 5 years after the implementation of the rural economic reform in 
1978. If half of our nation's rural areas reach this economic level, it is expected 
that our rural output value will grow four to five-fold while the total output value in 
both the industrial and agricultural sectors will grow one to two-fold. In this case, 
what light has been thrown on us by the rapid economic development of Sunan? 

I. THE LARGE EXCESSIVE LABOR FORCE WILL CONTRIBUTE MUCH TO RURAL ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT. THE EXPERIENCE GAINED FROM THE SUNAN REGION SHOWS THAT IF THE EXCESSIVE 
LABOR FORCE IS PROPERLY ALLOCATED AND USED, SUPPORTING INDUSTRIES CAN BE DEVELOPED FOR 
OTHER INDUSTRIES OF THE STATE. 

The greatest problems that exist in the pattern of our rural productive forces are the 
limited availability of land resources, the excessive supply of labor, and the lack of 
flexibility to turn to other lines of industries. On the one hand, an increase in 
agricultural output value depends entirely on an increase in agricultural output value 
depends entirely om an increase in per unit area yield. However, when the per unit 
area yield has reached a certain level, capital input has to be at a much higher speed 
than the increase in production capacity. This causes a continuous drop in net profits 
earned. Un the other hand, with a growth in the rural population, the ratio between 

consumption and net profits rises. This explains why our agriculture industry cannot 
accumulate income for its own growth even over a iong period of time. 

The possible solution to this problem is to transfer the majority of the labor force to 
other industries. This is strategic in rural economic development. The Sunan example 
tells us that the lest way to remove the excessive labor force is to develop an 

industry that supports other industries of the state in light of rural land 

conditions. If the matter is arranged properly, the excessive labor force will become 

the largest resource of the rural areas and will take a dominant position in rural 

economic development. Since industrial development is only restricted by land 
resources to a emall extent, it has a large capacity to accomodate the resources of the 

labor force, especially when industrial productivity is much higher than that of the 

agricultural and other diverse economic undertakings. Industrial development is, in 
fact, the most effective means to utilize the labor force. Wuxi County is an example. 

When village and town enterprises were not developed, a laborer engaged in agricultural 

activities could only earn an average income of 300 yuan per year, and his payable 
agricultural tax was 10 yuan. (paragraph continues) 
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However, in 1985 a laborer engaged in industrial activities earned an average yearly 

income of 13,700 yuan, and his payable tax was 709.56 yuan. Moreover, with the outflow 
of this excessive labor force an equivalent agricultural output value can still be 
achieved with less labor input. This causes a one-fold growth in both the yield and 

the agricultural tax per labor and helps increase the capability of agricultural 

activities in accumulating income and profits. During the past few years over 10 

percent per year of the agricultural labor force has been transferred to village and 
town enterprises in various counties in Sunan. The industrialization of rural areas 
has been achieved, the outlook for rural areas has been thoroughly changed, and 

peasants’ living standards have been maintained at more or less the same level as that 
of the people residing in urban areas. 

The Sunan example illustrates that there is a law governing the development of our 

nation’s rural economy. To arrange excessive labor resources properly, to make proper 

adjustments for the allocation of the productive forces and to develop rural 
industries. It is certain that if output value is to be increased merely by the 
transfer of the labor force, growth will be limited and remarkable effects will only be 
seen at certain stages in rural economic development. The Sunan region is now 

considering the question of expanding its existirg capacity for reproduction and 

developing its production by raising the labor-production ratio. 

Il. THE EXPLORATION OF RURAL AREAS BY URBAN AREAS WILL POTENTIALLY CONTRIBUTE TO THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RURAL ECONOMY. THE EXPERIENCE GAINED FROM THE SUNAN REGION SHOWS 

THAT IF CITIES AND COUNTIES ARE TO BE OPERATED UNDER A SINGLE ECONOMIC SYSTEM, GREAT 

EFFORTS HAVE TO BE MADE IN PROMOTING LATERAL ECONOMIC TIES. 

In promoting rural industries and developing village and town enterprises, the 

following fundamental problem arises at the outset. The natural and seminatura! 

economy do not render rural areas necessary requisites for industrial development. 

Therefore, under the condition that the rural population is not free to flow to the 
urban areas, the rural areas can never transfer their excessive agricultural labor 

force from agricultural activities. In this case, how do rural areas develop their 
village and town enterprises? Susan handles the matter by establishing lateral 

economic ties with urban areas. 

These ties cannot be made possible merely by the rural areas’ initiation. Its success 

requires the mutual agreement of both parties and a strong motivating force. This 

force comes from two areas. 

In the first place, the development of urban industries needs a wide market. The key 
to the development of a commodity economy lies in the market. The size and capacity of 

the market determine the future development of the commodity economy. The fact that 

our urban industries do not make up a large portion of the world market gives them no 

room to develop and expand. But we have vast rural areas and the Chinese economy is a 

consolidated economic structure where the urban areas lead the way while the rural 

areas form the foundation. The rural areas are the largest economic resources of our 

nation's urban industries. The expansion and development of the rural market and the 

investment of capital into rural areas constitute a basis that makes rural areas serve 

urban indue*ries. By doing so the development of the rural economy is also promoted. 

Still, no piece of land is by nature a market. If our nation's urban industries are to 

make use of the rural market adequate development has to be carried out. [paragraph 

continues | 
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It is impractical for the rural areas to be a market for consumer goods, since narrow 

agricultural businesses do not enable peasants to have high purchasing power for 

high-priced industrial consumer goods. Modern production is characterized by a well- 
developed system of labor divisions and a high degree of professionalism. Thus, mostly 
intermediate products and means of production are in circulation. These types of 

products occupy a larger proportion of the market as the economy develops further. If 

rural areas are not industrialized they will not become a market for intermediate goods 

and means of production and the commodity capacity cannci be substantially increased. 
Therefore it is necessary to promote by ail means larg<-scale industrial and ccmmercial 
activities in rural areas and place rural areas on the commodities and capital 
circulatory track of the entire society's production. 

Industrial cities in the Sunan region understand the above point and are active in 
developing and making use of the rural market. They equipo rural areas with proper 

machinery, give technical advice, provide them with capital through loans and 
commercial credit, send them raw materials, and look for sales markets. A large number 
of village and town enterprises are thus set up. The line of tusiness of these rural 
industries lies mainly in the production of spare parts for factwries in urban areas or 
the manufacturing of finished goods by using spare parts or raw materials supplied by 
factories. They thus become an important market for intermediate products in both the 
middle and lower reaches of the Chang Jiang and are further regarded as an important 
market for consumer goods. 

The second motivating force of urban lateral economic ties originates from both 
parties’ desire for profits. The parties that participate in the economic ties must 
have the'r respective access to profit sharing. Otherwise this association will not 
become the internal demand of various economic units and its effects will not be 
remarkable. On the one hand, urban industries send part of their spare parts to rural 

areas or even assign them the manufacturing responsibility. They leave a profit of 

about 5 to 8 percent to rural areas and purchase the products back at a low price, 
taking advantage of their low tax rate. Most of the profits earned by village and town 
enterprises are sent back to urban industries which benefit from the low tax rate in 

rural areas. In this case a strong motivating force is established in which urban 
industries are keen on developing their operations in rural areas. On the other hand, 
since urban industries tend to move their operations to rural areas, rural industries 

are able tc develop at an accelerated rate. Though a large portion of profits earned 

are taken away by urban industries, rural industries are required to develop production 

since they are secure in technology, equipment, capital, cupply, and salts. In various 
Sunan counties, it is always possible to build 10,000 new factories every year. Old 

factories develop production at a yearly increase of 40 to 60 percent. Rural areas of 

Sunan are not turned into impoverished places though much of the profits earned by 
village and town enterprises are taken away by urban industries. Instead they become 

better off quickly and their wealth accumulates steadily. Again, this becomes a strong 
motivating force to rural areas in th ir active search to support urban industries. 
Since their interests coincide with each other, the economic ties between the cities 
and counties of Sunan are developed at a fast rate while the urban economy and village 

and town enterprises are developed at Lightning speed. 

The economic ties between the cities and villages of Sunan illustrate the following 

economic law. The greatest potential of our nation's economic development lies in the 
exploration of rural areas by urban areas. If cities and villages are developed 
separately their paths will be narrower as development progresses. [ paragraph 

continues |} 
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If cities and villages are to be operated under the same economic system, latera! 
economic ties have to be promoted to help bring cities and villages together. The 

prerequisite that promotes economic ties between cities and villages is to let the 
former have access to the interests of the latter while the former contributes its 

efforts in developin; che latter's industries. 

III. THE SHORTAGE OF CAPITAL IS THE MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEM THAT RURAL ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT IS FACED WITH. THE EXPERIENCE GAINED FROM SUNAN REGION SHOWS THAT THE 
VILLAGE AND TOWN COLLECTIVE ECONOMY SHOULD BE CHOSEN AS AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF CAPITAL. 

Industrial development requires a large capital input. Our rural areas are 
impoverished. Consequently, the shortage of capital becomes the greatest problem that 

peasants are faced with in industrial development. How can this problem be solved? It 
is certainly impractical to rely on state investments. Since the state has only 

limited financial strength, it is impossible for it to invest large amounts of money in 
rural areas. In addition, our rural areas are too vast. Even if there were stete 

investment, rural industries could not be developed at a rapid pace. Their development 
is not a large-scale one nor does it cover a variety of scopes. 

At the initial stage of rural economic development it is of considerable significance 
that development capital come from savings and accumulated funds of private individuals 
and independent joint households. But it is certainly impossible to rely on private 
individuals or independert joint households to accumlate sufficient funds for 
establishing enterprises that owe assets of several millions or over tens of million 

yuan like those in Sunan. The reasons are: First, it takes a long time for 

independent bodies to accumulate funds, and a large amount of capita! is required to 

start a modern industrial production. If the start of an undertaking relies entirely 
on the builder himself, it will perhaps take a few generations’ time to accumulate 
funds. This condition is definitely impractical in the rapid strides of the modernized 
industrial environment. Second, there is usually no long-term planning in an 

independent joint household economy. It handles small-scale productions and those 
processing productions tha’ rely on labor consumption and handicrafts. Though this 

production method allows laborers to earn higher personal incomes, it cannot provide 

the state with a large amount of accumulated funds. Moreover, it cannot help establish 
a profound industrial system. nor can it provide urban areas with a rural market with 
enough potential. 

On the superficia! level, the question of capital is a question of accumulation. But 
the procurement of capital is actually a question of ownership, because the source of 

the initial building capital determines who is entitled to own the enterprise. The 
Sunan region has established an ownership mode that fits its characteristics in the 

course of its economic system reform. Its basic means of production belong to the 
village or rural collectives while there are investments from some state-owned 

enterprises and individuals. 

As a village and town collective economy its financial strength is far beyond that of 

an individual economy. It can allocate funds for new businesses within a very short 

period of time. Moreover, the goodwill of the collective economy is also far beyond 
that of the individual economy. It therefore becomes easier for it to establish 

lateral economic ties with urban areas, to borrow large amounts of money from urban 

areas, and to arrange compensation trade, etc. Funds can also be gathered trom 

individuals on a wider scope and a larger scale. [paragraph continues | 
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Therefore, when the capital market is not very developed the collective economy wil! 

develop at «a much faster and steadier pace than the individual economy and the scale of 

capital accumulation will be much greater too. How can the various counties in Sunan 

increase their fixed assets by | billion yuan every year? It is made possible because 
the ownership mode that they choose to use fits the conditions of the rural areas and 
funds are thus gathered at 4 high speed. 

The event of capital raising in the rural areas of Sunan tells us that the kind of 
ownership mode that suits our rural areas must be one supported by the state and is, in 
fact, a mixed ownership system that is made up of the major element of the collective 
economy and a large number of individual economies. It can raise a lot of capital 

rapidly to promote the development of the rural economy. 

PAPER VIEWS EXPERIMENTAL ZONES IN RURAL REFORM 

HKO20815 Beiji.g NONGMIN RIBAO in Chinese 23 Mar 87 p 1 

[Commentator’s article: “Running Experimental Zones Is a Requirement of the Deepening 
of Rural Reforms -- 12th Talk on Deepening the Rural Reforms”| 

[Text] When rural reform is entering a stage of further development and running in a 
planned and guided way, a number of experimental zones which take early steps to solve 
problems that should be solved in reform within a certain scope and carry out practical 
experiments, is an important measure for promoting the progress of reform. It is also 

a requirement of the deepening of rural reforms. 

Rural reform is a process of readjusting and transforming the former production 

relations. Reform will inevitably involve the relations of ownership between men, 
relations of distribution, and so on. New changes will take place in the former social! 
benefits and structure, and economic mechanism. In the process of reform, various 

kinds of contradictions, and some difficulties and obstacles will inevitably occur. 

Properly solving these contradictions and problems, and proposing practical and 

effective plans aimed at establishing a new system is an important condition for 

deepening the reform, and ensuring its healthy development. 

The main force for rural reform is millions upon millions of peasants. Fully trusting 
the masses and mobilizing them to take part in the reform is a distinguishing feature 

and strong point of the rural reform in our country. We should also rely on the masses 

to solve contradictions and problems arising in reform. However, all this does not 
mean that reform will progress spontaneously and the new system will grow 

automatically. Reform should be carried out under the leadership of the party and 

government. The deepening of reform particularly demands that leaders go right to the 

front line, work together with the masses to study and solve problems, and provide 

guidance. 

Rural economic reform in our country is the self-improvement of our socialist system. 
While unswervingly carrying out the reform, we should do our best to minimize the 

tremors which will occur in the society, and to promote the development of production. 
While negating the outdated old system, we should exert efforts to establish the new 

system and improve the socialist system. Therefore, we should actively and prudently 
carry out the reform. We should repeatedly conduct investigations and studies before 

making an important decision. In some cases, experiments must be conducted within a 

certain scope. [paragraph continues] 
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During the period when our reform is deepening, ~ ckers should work together with the 
masses to conduct experiments in accordance with the plan for reform within the scope 

of an area or 4 country. This is an effective working method which can solve new 
contradictions and provide direct experience for the establishment of the new socialist 
system in the rural area. 

Experimental zones are 4 component part of rural reform, which precede reform. With 
regard to problems which occur in all areas, experiments must be conducted in 

experimental zones to seek methods of solving them. Therefore, when experimental zones 
are selecting their topics for study, they should consider particular problems in a 
small number of areas. They should pay more attention to the problems occuring in al! 
areas. The topics tor study should be typical. Plans should be examined and approved 

by the higher authorities prior to the establishment of experimental zones. Leading 
organs should send cadres to participate in the work in the experimental zones. The 
main leaders should personally study and solve problems. Experiments on special topics 
and comprehensive experiments can be carried out in the experimental zones. 
Experiments of the same topic carried out in different experimental zones may result in 
different plans tor reform. Experimental zones must give full play to the creative 
initiative of the masses. It is even allowed to go beyond certain existing policies in 
order to explore the oew ways for development, perfect the party policy, provide 
experiences for reform in all areas, and formulate relevant rules and regulations on 

the basis of experiment. 

Running experimental zones is mot just to create a good impression. Through creative 
work in experiments, we can seek experience and explore the way. Neither formalist 
method, nor “window dressing” is allowed. All experimental zones, no matter where they 
are located, should pursue the spirit of seeking truth from facts and adopt a 
scientific attitude. They should do solid and meticulous work, and resolutely discard 

the methods of “showing favouritism to someone,” and artifically “setting up typical! 

cases." In the meantime, we should stop all boastful and exaggerated propaganda and 
reports. 

COMMENTARY ON FARMING SHORTAGES OF MATERIAL 

HKO30410 Beijing NONGMIN RIBAO in Chinese 23 Mar 87 p 1 

[Commentary by reporter Zhang Kiaoou (1728 2556 7743): “Base the Solutions on the 
Locality, Rely on the Masses, Coordinate the Steps -- A Discussion on Ways of Solving 

the Shortage of Capital and Material in Spring Farming”] 

[Text] How can the contradiction between the supply and demand of capital and material 

in spring farming be resolved? By asking the higher level for help? This is not an 

effective method. We should base the solutions on the locality, and rely on the 

masses. We should organize various departments to coordinate their actions, distribute 

capital and material rationally, stop back-door deals, stabilize market prices of means 

of production, and take the initiative to complete one job after another, and protect 
the enthusiasm of peasants in planting grain. 

The general team on rural investigation under the State Statistics Bureau has recently 
conducted an investigation of spring planting in 4,310 peasant households in &%4 

countries of 14 provinces such as Shanxi, Shandong, Zhejiang, Anhui, Henan, Sichuan, 
Shaanxi, and so on. In the areas where these peasants’ households are located, more 
than 80 percent of the irrigation and water conservancy facilities have been repaired 

and gone into operation. Fuller preparations have been made with regard to 

agricultural machinery, tools, and draught animals. [paragraph cont inues |) 
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The amount of capital to be used in production will be 9.5 percent higher than last 

year. The quantity of improved varieties of crops, chemical fertilizer, farm 
chemicals, and so on oveded this year is alsc greater than last year. This has shwon 
that peasants” enthus’asm in planting grain is wigher than last year. There is no 

doubt that this will be very beneficial to producing a good harvest in agricultural 
production for the whole year. 

However, at present there are two main problems to be solved: fairly great shortages 

of capital for production, and agricultural mears of production. In mid-February, the 

above-mentionec peasant touseholds only got 55.8 percent of the capital needed for 

spring farming. They did not get 84.8 percent of the loans they needed. The amount of 

improved varieties of crops needed is 13.9 percent higher than last year, but only 67.1 

percent is available. The amount of chemical fertilizer needed is 13.6 percent higher 

than last year, but only 31.2 percent is available. The amount of agricultural 

chemical needed is more than 50 percent higher than last year, but only about 5 percent 

is available. Some 3/5 of the plastic film, and 90 percent of oil for agriculiural use 
are still lacking. 

According to the investigation, about 50 percent of the agricultural means of 

production was bought by these peasant households through various channels at fairly 

high negotiated prices. Production costs are also higher than the previous years. 

How can these contradictions between supply and demand in spring farming be resolved? 

Some people suggest that we ask the higher levels for help. It seems that this is not 

an efttective method for solving problems. Judging from the situation throughout our 
country, the strain on capital and means of production for agricultural use has existed 

for quite some time. The state is also taking active measures to increase the capacity 

ot producing means of production for agricultural use, and raise funds in various 
quarters to support agriculture. This being the case, it does mot mean that various 
localities can do nothing about this. They should not completely rely on the state. 

They should first base the solutions on locality, give play to the rule of various 

departments, and rely on the strength of the masses to solve practical problems. Some 

counties and townships in Henan have organized agricultural, supply and marketing, 

commerical, and financial departments and other units to help peasants mutually 
exchange good varieties of crops, and redistribute chemical fertilizer, oil for 

agricultural use and agricultural chemicals to ease the shortage of material supplies 

in spring farming. 

Agricultural banks in some localities have also paid attention to controlling the use 

of capital in other aspects to guarantee the supply of capital for spring farming. 
Grain, commerical, petrochemical, and agricultural departments in some localities have 

coordinated the supply of agricultrual goods and materiais to ensure the progress of 

agricultural production. Proceeding from practical conditions, various localities 
should take the initiative to do their own work, and complete one task after another. 

This is the effective way to resolve the contradiction between supply and demand of 

material and capital in spring tarming, and satisfy the pressing needa of peasants. 

At present, peasants have strongly urged that the irrational distribution of capital 

and material be changed. There is a strain on the supply and demand of capital and 

material. If their distribution is irrational, the strain will be aggravated. We 

should go about things according to the instructions issued by the State Council, and 

should never break faith with the people. With regard to goods and materials supplied 
at a lower price, we should not intercept, or divert them, and backdoor deals should be 
stopped. We should stabilize the market prices of means of production for agricultural 

use, the prices of several kinds of main goods and materials in particular. [paragraph 

continues] 
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we should investigate and affix the responsibility of those who use illegal means to 
embezzle means of production for agricultural use, and obstruct the market. 

The momentum for the spring agricultural production this year is fairly good 
Peasants’ enthusiasm for production is high. This is generally reflected in various 
localities. To maintain and develop the good momentum, at yresent we should do the 
service work mentioned above well. 

LIAOWANG ON PROSPECTS FOR PRC'S STEEL INDUSTRY 

HKO 30656 Beijing LIAOWANG in Chinese No 12, 23 Mar 87 p 4 

[Article by Kiao Yan (2556 1484): “The Magnificent Blueprint for China's [roa and 
Steel Industry”] 

[Text] Recently, when inspecting the Kiangtan steelworks, Vice Premier Li Peng said 
that iron and steel have a special position in the cause of the four modernizat ions. 
Both the Seventh 5-Year Plan and the long-term development program require us to go al! 
out to develop the iron and steel industry. The iron and steel industry in our country 
is tacing a situation of further development. 

Reportedly, the state has drawn up a grasa development blueprint: Raising the stee! 
output to over 60 million tons by 1990, and to 80 million tons by 1995, or fulfilling 

the target for the end of this century ahead of schedule and, at the same time, 

enriching the variety of steel products which are suited to the market demands. 

Since the founding of New China, the state has always given priority to the developmen’ 

of the iron and steel industry. By the early 1980's, our country had built a huge iron 
and steel production system, with an armual production capacity of 40 million tons of 
steel and with steelworks of various sizes being distributed reasonably in al! partes of 
the country. Through the implementation of the Sixth 5-Year Pian, the steel output in 
1985 reached more than 46 million tons. is 1986, owr steel output saw the largest 

growth margin in recent years. According to the figure offered by the Ministry of 
Metallurgical Industry, the annual steel output reached nearly 52 million tons, and 
increased by 10.9 percent over the previous year; the output of processed stee! 
products reached more than 40 million tons, and incrcoased by 10.6 percent over the 

previous year. At present, China has 56 large enterprises with an annual stee! 
production capacity of over 100,000 tons, and 14 large enterprises with an annua! stee! 
production capacity of over 1 million tons. <A number of enterprises, such as the 

Baoshan iron and steel complex, have reached the world's advanced level in their 

equipment and technology. 

Although China is now the fourth largest steel producing country next to the Soviet 
Union, Japan, and the United States, the per capita steel output of our country remains 

at a rather low level. In 1984, Japan's per capita steel output was about | ton; that 
of the Soviet Union was 0.7 to 0.8 tons; and that of the United States was a bit more 

than 0.4 ton; however, China's per capita steel output last year was merely some 

kilograms, about one-20th of Japan's per capita steel output. According to the 
experts’ forecast, if China is to reach the objective of becoming a comparatively 
well-off mation, the energy, transportation, and machine-building industries which rely 
heavily on steel products must first be greatly developed, and this wil! at least 

require some 100 million tons of steel each year. 
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As tor the variety and specifications of the steel products, now our cowitry can 

produce more than 1,000 kinds of steel products, and cam produce more than 20,000 kinds 

of rolled steel with different specifications. However, this is far from meeting the 
needs in technological transformation and sew product development in the modernization 
process. For example, the facilities for high-speed railway transportation, the 
intensive extracting of coal sines, offshore oil exploitation, and the building of 
large items of mechanical equipment al! urgent!y need sew-type steel products, but we 

still cannot produce some of these steel products or cannot ensure the supply of the 

whole set of steel products for some projects. Therefore, we are forced to import 
large quantities of processed steel. To solve this prodles, our iron and steel! 
industry seeds to develop substanciially in both quality and quantity and to raise the 

standards of the products. 

How should we ensure the realization of the above-mentioned target? During tis 

inmepection in the Kiangtan steelworks, Vice Premier Li Peng once again pointed out: 

The development of the iron and steel industry should continue to rely on the methods 

of tapping potential, transforming technology and equipment, coordinating product ion, 
and expanding production capacity. Through construction in the past 30 years or more, 

China has built up a rather large scale of iron and steel production. The problem at 
present is that production in many enterprises is still not well coordinated, the 
technological and management lieve! is still mot high enough, and their equipment has 
not been fully utilized. This is the weak link of owr irom and steel industry and is 
also precisely wmre the great potential lies. During the Sixth 5-Year Plan, ows 

country increased its steel output by nearly 10 million tons mainly through 
transforming the technology and equipment of the old plants, coordinating their 

production, and expanding their production capacity. This represents a short cut that 
can achieve quick results and requires less investment. 

The immediate tasks for our iron and stee! industry are: While increasing output, make 

efforts to raise product quality and enrich the variety of products; make development 
under the condition of limited financial resources; ami adopt foreign advanced 
technology and management while mainly relying on the old enterprises. Therefore, it 

is necessary to absorb foreign funds, and introduce foreign advanced technology and 

management methods. Since the founding of the People’s Republic, we have imported 
quite a lot of technology and equipment for iron and steel production from abroad. in 
the 1950's, we imported large-scale equipment from the Soviet Union and othe: 

countries, and this laid the main foundation for the forming of our own independent and 
integrated iron and steel production system. However, with the lapse of time, a large 

part of the equipment has become outmoded and urgently meeds to be renewed. in the 

1970's, we imported some important equipment from Japan and the FRG. Since the WW 

Plenary Session of the lith CPC Central Committee, we have quickened the pace in 

opening up to the outside world on a larger scale to import @ore and larger equipment 

and advanced technology. For example, the first phase project of the Baoshan iron and 
steel complex was the largest in scale and the most advanced in technology. We have 
also adopted the principle of importing the software at the same time as we import the 

hardware, that is, we have strengthened the import of the manufacturing, production, 

and management technology. When importing foreign things, we make careful selection 

through comparison. So long as the deal is made on the basis of equality and qutual 

benefit and on the basis of fulfilling that contract faithfully, we are willing to 

import equipment, no matter whether it is made by the United States, Western Furope, 

Japan, or other countries and regions. 

In order to develop the iron and stee! industry in our country, we have aleo developed 

various forms of foreign cooperation. /paragraph continues | 
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for example, we have absorbed foreign loans, set up joint ventures with forcis 
companies to run plants and mines, and are studying the action to purchase some foreign 
steelworks which are to be closed down and to transport the steel produced there to ou 
country. Compensation trade and leasing are also forms which have been taken and mey 
become an important form in the future. 

GONGREN RIBAO SCORES EXCESSIVE CONSUMPTION FUNDS 

HKO30602 Beijing CONCREN RIBAO in Chinese 13 Mar 8? p 3} 

\Article by Liu Yaowu (0491 6008 2524): “The Harms Rendered by the Excessive Growth of 
Consumption Funds and the Methods of Controlling and Guiding It”) 

{Text) The relevant data released by the state statistical department shows that, on 
the basis of remarkable increases over the previous years, the acutal income of th 
urban and rwral residents throughout the country has increased again considerably io 
the past 2-3 years. With its growth surpassing that of the national income end soria! 

productivity over the corrc- onding period, an abnormal phenomenon characterized by the 
excessive growth of consusiton funds has emerged. in this article [I ehall try to 

express my superficial views on the harm dome by the excessive growth of consumption 
funds and the methods of controlling and guiding it. 

Marxiem tells us that the proper growth of the socialist consumption fund in line with 
the development of production can arouse the enthusiasm and creativity of the workers 
and help further develop production. However, given a fixed national income, ther: 

must be an appropriate ratio in the distribution between the accumulation fund and th» 
consumption fund. Otherwise, it will adversely affect the development of the aationa! 

economy. After applying the basic principles of Marxist economics in owr analysis, we 
discover that the current excessive growth in China's consumption fund has at least hed 
the following harmful effects: First, excessive growth in consumption funds imposes « 
burden exceeding the strength of the national economy and the capacity of the 

productive forces for consumer goods, bringing about a contradiction between product ion 

and sales and a strain betweeen supply and demand. Being subject to the Law of value, 
this will imewitably give rise to price increases. The steady rise of commodity prices 
will also generate fear of inflation among people, giving rise to panic buying. As a 
result, a chaotic situation characterized by anxiety and wmease will emerge in the 

society as a whole, the political stability and wnity, which have been wom with great 
difficulty, will be undermined, and it will be difficult to ensure the deep-going 

implementation of the policies of reform, opening up, and economic invigoration 

Second, given a still relatively low per capita national income in China at the moment 

high consumption wil! inevitably lead to accumulation. in the course of time, with the 
aging of enterprise equipment, production will sehrink and enterprise will lowe the 

capacity for future development. This will seriowsly affect expanded reproduction. 

Moreover, it will bring about slow growth in state revenue, cawee finanria! 

difficulties, affect investments in such key capital construction projects as energy, 

communications, education, and science, and delay the progress of the four 

modernizations. Third, the excessive growth of the consumption fund has provided 
favorable objective condition for realizing “high consumption,” which does set confors 

to our national conditions. It should be noted that the serious phenomena of 
extr vagance and waste tha: have eserged in some localities in recent years, such as 

going in for ostentation aad extravayance, parading one's wealth, eating and drinking 

extravagantly, inviting people to inc. casingly sumputous dinners, sending inmcreasing!y 

expensive gifts, setting off an upeurge of purchasing high-grade consumer goods in the 

urben and rural areas, and holding wedding and funeral ceremonies in « big way, are 

directly related to this. (paragraph continues) 
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Fourth, the excessive growth of consumption funds and the publicity for high 

consumption will stimulate the lopsided dewelopment of some industrial departments, 

causing « rapid shift of society's financial and material resources and manpower {row 

the production departments of production means to those of comsumer goods, as well as 

the variows sectors within each category, cannot develop in a proportionate and 

coordinated way. This will ultimately lead to the imbalance between the major branches 

of the mational economy. Moreover, in pursuing and catering to the needs for certain 

consumer goods, some localities and wits have either developed sew projects of 

expanded the scale of production. Others have spared no money in indiscriminately 

importing production lines of high-grade consumer goods. The reas. for the many 

excessively large construction projects on the consumer production front, the excessive 

development of national production, and state tinancial difficulties ower the past few 

years aiso has much to do with it. It should be noted even more that since there is a 

rush into the production of certain consumer goods, people will probably wie with one 

another to suspend production once there is more supply than demand for these products, 

thus causing a great waste in the financial and material resources of the state and 

localities. Im the final analysis, the state and the people will suffer. Fifth, the 

excessive growth of consumption funds can easily put the domestic economy in a passive 

situation, depriving it of ite witality and bogging it down in satisfying domestic 
demand. Given an inflated desire for high comeumption and the low lewel of China's 

current productive forces, science, and technclogy, an ideological trend characterized 

by “indiscriminate praise for foreign products” and “popular demand for imported goods” 
will develop om the domestic market. As a result, our domestic products will be 

atfected, discriminated against, and even «! ckpiled. This is unfavorable to the 

protection and development of China's national «sndustry. On the other hand, we shal! 

be busy meeting the consumption demand in the country. This will directly affect the 

export of our products and our competitive ability on the international market, mating 

it dittlealt ter «as te earn more foreign exchange and to import urgently needed 

advanced foreign technology and equipment. This self-service economy represents a 

great obstacle to the accelerating development of china’s productive forces. Sixth, 

the excessive growth of consumption funds wil! inevitably stimulate people's urgent 

desire for high consumption and induce the decadent bourgeois idea of putting money 

first im ewerything, making pe»yple ignore and forget the communist ideal amd faith, and 

the epirit of building the country through thrift and hard work and running enterprises 

end managing households industriows!ly and thriftily. This will also bring pressure to 

bear on enterprises, forcing some of them to ignore geality, to indiscriminately 

include various expenses in the cost of production, and even to put prof it -making 

firet. Consequently, bonuses will become the only criterion in judging business 

performance and socialist enterprises will be led to the ewil capitalist path. 

In short, the excessive growth of consumption tunds has many defects and dors a very 

great deal of harm. It poses a serious obstruction, «nd causes damage, to the steady 

development of the national economy and the strategic plan to penetratingly carry out 

reform, open ep to the outside world, and invigorate the economy. For this reason, it 

merite owr full attention. Ali localities, enterprises, and waits should proceed trom 

the overall situation, strictly observe the relevant stipulations of the State Council 

om tightening cenmtrole over consamption funds, correctiy handle the interests between 

the state, the collectives, and the individuals, closely integrate the overall and 

lomg-term interests of the estate and the people with the partial and inmediate 

interests of the enterprises and the individuals, and uphold the principle of gradually 

improving the people's living standards on the basis of increased production. The 

whole mation from the leadership to the masses and all trades and professions should 

make concerted efforts. [paragraph cont inues | 
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They should look forward, conserve strength for tuture dewelep sent, guard against blind 

competition, and teep the growth of consumption funds within an appropriate limit. 

Moreover, in light of the practical conditions, whereby the wast oumbers of consumers 
im the urban and rural areas have possessed « comsiderable amount of currency in recent 

years, it is mecessary to adopt vigorous and effective measures and ways to step up 

publicity and to do a good job of guiding the consumers with momey to spend. in oy 
view, it is better to adopt the guiding method of “consumption -- accumulation 

consumpt ios.” 

The “consumption -- eccwmlation -- consumption” ysattern means: It is secessary to 
guide the messes sot to spend the consumption funds at their disposal emtirely om 

consumption but to voluntarily turn the additional portion inte a consumption fund 
belonging to the individuals and use it in expanded reproduction for the state, the 

collectives, or the individuals. The additional income derived from this wil! in ture 
promote the consumption level of the masses. This pattern tallies quite well with the 

existing actual conditions in Chima and suite the seeds of modernization. it is 

favorable to upholting the policy of steadily developing the economy. Even if our 

country is relatively prosperous in the future, it will still be necessary te uphold 

this pattern. The specific methods of guidance may be flexible and waried im light of 

the actual conditions. First, we should vigorously launch a mase savings activity. 

The savings deposits of the urben and rural residents have considerably iacreased over 

the pest few years. However, compared with their income and the money in their hands, 

there is still a great potential in this respect. If we make an analysis from a 
psychological point of view, we can see that the depositors mostly consider savings 

deposits from the following favorable points, such as safety, security, and the 

possibility of making a profit, rather than from increasing their interest incom. 

Over the past few years, the state has raised the deposit interest rates several times 

but this does mot have a strong appeal. Therefore, many people do not deposit their 

money although they are in a position to do so of can economize on their pocket money. 

For this reason, while vigorously publicizing the significamce of savings, the state 

should make further efforts to appropriately raise the current deposit interest rates 

or, wnder the centralized and wnified leadership and planned regulation of the central! 

authorities, decentralize power to the localities (because the resources and economic 

conditions ia various localities are wreven and, therefore, their demand for , and wee 

of, funds are aleo different) so that the localities have the power to set the saving 
deposit interest rates at their own discretion and thus increase the appeal of savings 

Geposits. We showld enable the vast sumbers of consumers to understand that deposit ing 

their surplus money of the money they have saved by foregoing unnecessary expenses 

means that they can take part in the production and operation activities of the state 

or collectives and carry out things which they canmot afford to or which they do not 

have the necessary conditions to do. “Turning dead money into live money” is not only 
sate and secured but also can increase income. And so, when the overall of seperate 
accounts are added up, it is beneficial to both the state and the people. We should 
vigorously encourage production and business units, iocluding various forme of ecovomi: 

associations and individual operators, to abeorh the idle funds in society and use them 

to expend production of to develop tertiary § indwatry. Residents may become 

shareholders of their own wnits or other writs of different trades. The write of 

individual operators raising funds should be allowed te compete with one another in 

order to increase through competition the appea! te idle funds. Third, we should 

vigorously encourage the favorable social practice of individual intellectual 

investment and constantly improve the quality of leborere in the whole society with the 

methods of simultaneous development by the e«tate, the collectives, amd = the 

individuals. [paragraph continues | 
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It should be noted that a number of young people, especially a sizeable number of young 

people in cities and towns, have neglected their studies due to the turnmoil in the |9 

years of Cultur>l Revolution but they think what they lack most is money rather than 

general knowledge and specialized technical skills. For this reason, they are bent on 

making more money to parade their wealth, to go in for ostentation and extravagance, 

and to vie with one another to follow the fashion. A top priority of the moment is to 

guide their pursuit for high consumption to general and specialized knowledge. We 

should step up education in current affairs and prospects and advocate the <' 

tradition of hardworking and thrift to arouse their concern for, and attention io, 

individual intellectual investment so that they will be able to consciously save some 

of ibheir income and use it in acquiring an elementary education and learning science 

end technology, by purchasing useful books and reference materials, subscribing to 
newspapers and periodicals, attending spare-time classes, lectures, and other forms of 
in-service training, such as television university classes, correspondence university 

clases, and classes conducted through periodicals. Fourth, we should set up various 

public funds of immediate interests to the masses, such as education funds, scientific 

and technological data development and research funds, welfare funds, welfare funds for 
aged, and funds for the building of civilization. 

Through energetic work in guiding the use of consumption funds, the practice of waging 

arduous struggle, tunning households and the country through thrift and hard work, 

increasing income, and reducing expenditure will become the order of the day in the 

society as a whole. The development of this common practice will not only be able to 

effectively prevent and overcome the various malpractices brought about by the 

excessive growth of consumption funds and remove the unstable factors in economic life 

but also to transform and expand the state policy decision on the distribution of 

consumption and accumulation into a policy decision of every member of the society. 

The immediate and long-term interests of the masses and individual interests will thus 

be closely linked with the overall interests. This is of great importance to our 
efforts to further quicken the pace of building socialist material and spiritual 

civilization. Naturally, the question of controlling and guiding the growth of 
consumption funds is a very complicated one. It is often affected by economic and 

noneconomic factors. Still lacking experience in theoretical and practical fronts. 

Despite my meagre knowledge, I have offered a few remarks here so that others may come 

up with valuable opinions. 

YAO YILIN ATTENDS EXPORT PACKING EXHIBITION 

OW300115 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 1527 GMT 29 Mar 87 

(By reporter Fu Gang] 

Text] Beijing, 29 Mar (XINHUA) -- After viewing an exhibition of China's improvements 
in the packaging of export goods at the Exhibition Hall of Building Industry in Beijing 

this evening, State Council Vice Premier Yao Yilin said: China will suffer a shortage 

of packing materials for its export commodities for a ling time to come. The key to 

maximizing the economic results lies in upgrading packing designs and in standardizing 

and systematizing packaging. 

Yao Yilin stated: It is necessary to provide incentives for stepping up research into 

packing designs. Requirements are varied for different export commodities. The 

packaging for exported handicrafts should be characteristic of the Chinese culture. 

Yao Yilin praised the major achievements made by China's packaging departments in 

increasing state revenues and reducing state expenditures through the standardization 

and systematization of packaging in recent years. 
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JIANGX! LEADER DISCUSSES RAISING LIVING STANDARD 

HK060602 Beijing CHINA DAILY in English 6 Apr 87 p 3 

[By staff reporter Ma Lixin] 

[Text] China’s inland Jiangxi Province, a major base of the Chinese revolutionary 

army, 50 years ago, is now fighting to raise the living standard of its nearly three 

million people in its poor areas. Jiangxi has a population of 44.21 million. 

Some 180,000 families in the poor regions of the province were saved from extreme 
poverty last year and about another 200,000 poverty stricken families will emerge trom 

poverty this year, with their average personal income reaching or surpassing 200 yuan 

annually, said Wan Shaofen, Party Secretary of the province, in an interview with CHINA 
DAILY. 

The provincial government is trying to improve the average personal incomes of half of 
the “00 poverty stricken villages by 20 percent in i987, the second year of a three 

year plan in the province to improve the economy, said Wan, who is also head of the 

Provincial Construction Commission of the “Old Liberated Areas” and the first woman 

provincial Party secretary in China. 

More than 12,000 government officials in the province had been sent to rural areas in 

recent years to learn about natural resources, production and people's § living 

conditions. What they found was unexpected, she said. 

They found 402 villages, containing about three million people, living under extreme 
poverty. Nearly 100,000 families seriously lacked food, clothing, oil, medicines and 

production materials. 

The campaign to fight poverty started in 1986. it aims at enabling the people's 

average annual personal income in poor areas to reach or surpass 250 yuan in five years. 

“Under China's present policy to encourage farmers to get rich, people in the poor 

regions are changing,” the secretary said. “They now have the desire to study science 

and technology and to emphasize the importance of education.” 

Also, people in these areas have broken away from old traditions and in 1986 contracted 

over 3,230 technical cooperative projects with other provinces, she added. 

The local authorities are making realistic and preferential policies to attract 

investment in a bid to turn the area's rich natural resources into economic advantages, 

she said. 

Measures to increase economic development in these regions this year include helping 

people set up enterprises in planting, breeding, processing and mining, Wan said. 

A training programme has been planned tor secondary school graduates and demobilized 

servicemen in these regions to ensure that each family wiil have a member who can 

master one or two skills in a diversified economy. 
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Another goal of the provincial plan is to link the poor regions with highways and 

provide them with electricity. She noted that this year the province will build a 

1,000 kilometre highway as well as an electricity generating unit with a total capacity 
ot 20,000 kilowatts. 

“We must be realistic in viewing the present situation in these areas,” she explained. 

SHANGHAI'S RUI XINGWEN ON FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

OWOS1235 Shanghai JIEFANG RIBAO in Chinese | Apr 87 p | 

lExcerpts| “Foreign exchange is an important means to build socialism and develop the 
tour modernizations. Shanghai must strive to expand its exports, earn more foreign 

exchange, and make still greater contributions to the nation. This is not only a 

matter that involves foreign trade departments, but also an important requirement in 
developing the movement to expand production and practice economy and to increase 

revenues and reduce expenditures. All trades must do their work in a down-to-earth 
manner.” Rui Kingwen, secretary of the Shanghai Municipal CPC Committee, made this 

remark at the Shanghai sausage casings factory where he conducted an investigation. 

Yesterday, Rui Kingwen, Shanghai Vice Mayor Li Zhaoji, and other comrades visited four 

factories, including the Shanghai embroidery products factory, the Shanghai carpet 
tactory, and the Shanghai Peicai clothes embroidering factory, to study how ‘to further 

expand exports and earn more foreign exchange. Rui Xingwen asked the various 
enterprises to “earnestly study the domestic and international markets, learn from the 
experience of other localities, bring inte full play Shanghai's strong points in 
technology, manpower, transportation, and information gathering, and make good use of 

funds and raw materials at home and abroad.” He also urged them “to expand production 

for export through various channels, further study strategies in doing export business, 
and carry out the work of earning more foreign exchange in Shanghai in a planned 
manner.” 

At 0900 on the morning of 31 March, Rui Kingwen, Li Zhaoji, and other comrades visited 

the Shanghai embroidery products factory, and listened to a briefing made by the 
factory's leadership. [passage omitted] factory's efforts to expand exports and enter 
the international market. 

In the afternoon, Rui Kingwen, Li Zhaoji, and other comrades visited the Peicai clothes 
embroidering factory and the Shanghai sausage casings factory, and listened to 

briefings by the factory leaderships. The Shanghai sausage casings factory made use of 

imported raw materials to manufacture casings for export. The factory's per-capita 
earning ot foreign exchange reached 27,000 yuan a year. Rui Xingwen, Li Zhaoji, and 

other comrades were pleased to hear about these achievements. | passage omitted) 

SHANGHAI'S RUI XINGWEN ATTENDS MEETING ON AGED 

OWO41120 Shangahi JIEFANG RIBAO in Chinese | Apr 87 p | 

[txcerpts| China's population is rapidly aging. There are now about 89 million people 
age 60 or older. It is predicted that the number of elderly Chinese will reach 130 
million by the end of this century, or about 11 percent of the population. By then, 

China will become an aging country. This calls for heightened concern in all 

quarters. Th's was raised yesterday at the National Meeting to Exchange Experience in 

Old People's Work, beld in Shangahi. 
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Nei Rongzhen, honorary chairman of the National Committee of Gerontology of China, sent 

a letter to the meeting. [passage omitted] 

Wang Zhaohua, chairman of the National Committee of Gerontology, presided at 

yesterday's meeting. Rui Xingwen, secretary of the Shanghai Municipal CPC Committee, 

attended to extend congratulations to the meeting. [passage omitted] 

SHANGHAI'S RUI XINGWEN INSPECTS MINHANG ZONE 

OWO51021 Shanghai City Service in Mandarin 0100 CMT 3 Apr 87 

[Excerpts] Rui Xingwen, secretary of the Shanghai Municipal CPC Committee; Li Zhaoji, 

vice mayor; and Shen Beizhang, director of the municipal commission of foreign economic 

relations and trade, visited Shanghai's Minhang economic and technological development 

zone yesterday morning for an investigation and inspection there. As of the end of 

March, 15 enterprises have begun operation in the Minhaug economic and technological 

development zone. Total investment in these enterprises is 860 million yuan, including 

28.27 million yuan in foreign investment. [passage omitted] 

Rui Xingwen said: When Minhang is well developed, it will mean a breakthrough for 

Shanghai in opening to the outside world. Still more toreign businessmen = and 

investment will be drawn to Shanghai. But we will need some policy measures that offer 
more favorable terms to foreign businessmen that will guarantee them profits when they 
invest in Shanghai. [passage omitted] 

BRIEFS 

JIANGSU PRODUCTION BASES -- Beijing, March 25 (XINHUA) -- Jiangsu Province has 

converted 286,700 hectares of river valley and low-lying reclaimed land = into 
market-oriented production bases. Last year the bases generated total output value of 
1.1 billion yuan (297 million U.S. dollars), which accounted for five percent of the 
province's total agricultural output value. [Excerpt] [Beijing XINHUA in English 1318 
GMT 25 Mar 87 OW] 

SHANGHA!-JILIN ECONOMIC TIES -- Shanghai Municipality and Jilin Province signed a 

summary of talks for further strengthening lateral economic ties yesterday afternoon. 

Huang Ju and Li Zhaoji, Shanghai vice mayors, and Gao Wen, Jilin's vice governor, 

attended the signing ceremony. Jilin Province is to provide Shanghai with grain end 

timber every year, and Shanghai is to assist Jilin Province in the development of the 

electrical home appliances and light and textile industries. During its l-week visit 

the Jilin Province delegation for economic and technical cooperation has signed 74 

agreements and letters of intent with various sectors in Shanghai. [Summary] [Shanghai 
City Service in Mandarin 0100 GMT 22 Mar 87] 
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CENTRAL-SOUTH REGION 

HK040357 Guangzhou Guangdong Provincial Service in Mandarin 1000 GMT 3 Apr 87 

[Text] A 7-day discipline inspection work conference convened by the provincial party 
committee concluded in Guangzhou yesterday. Comrade Lin Ruo made a speech and Comrade 

Wang Ning delivered a summation. The meeting decided that preserving the party's 

political discipline, making discipline inspection work an important force stimulating 

the reforms, continuing to correct unhealthy trends, stepping up education in party 

spirit, and playing a supervisory role should be the five main tasks in the province's 

discipline inspection work this year. 

Comrade Lin Ruo spoke on five issues in close connection with the actual state of party, 

style in the province, integrating theory with practice: First, he fully affirmed that 

the main current of party style in Guangdong is good, and also pointed out that in 

Straightening out party style it is necessary to continue to implement the principle of 

acting with resolution and in a sustained way, to consolidate and develop the good 

situation in which the whole party is working to improve party style. It is necessary 

to lay particular stress on upholding the four cardinal principles, opposing bourgeois 

liberalization, and strictly enforcing the party’s political discipline. Maintaining 

ideological and political unity with the CPC Central Committee and taking a ficm and 

clear-cut stand in opposing bourgeois literalization is the current major aspect of 
strictly enforcing the party's political discipline. 

In accordance with the demands of the Central Discipline Inspection Commission and in 
connection with Guangdong realities, Lin Ruo said that the current unhealthy trends 

should be corrected in the province: 1) Vigorous construction of nonproductive projects 

and serious extravagance and waste; 2) abuse of powers in organizational and personne! 

work; 3) gravely irresponsible bureaucratism; 4) the unhealthy trends indulged in by 
cadres in building houses; and 5) sectoral malpractice. 

Lin Ruo also stressed that it is essential to step up supervision over leading 
party-member cadres. It is also necessary to implement Comrade Chen Yun's instruction 

on making discipline inspection work an important force in promoting the reforms. 

In his summation, Comrade Wang Ning outlined specific arrangements on how to fulfill 

the tive tasks laid down by the conference for discipline inspection work this year. 

GUANGDONG'S LIN RUO ON OVERSEAS CKINESE WORK 

HKO50046 Guangzhou Guangdong Provincial Service in Mandarin 1000 GMT 4 Apr 87 

[Text] Provincial party committee Secretary Lin Ruo pointed out at the provincial 
conference on Overseas Chinese affairs which concluded today that the party and 

government must strengthen leadership over Overseas Chinese affairs work, take 

advantage of Guangdong's strong point in having many Overseas Chinese, raise Overseas 

Chinese affairs work in the province to a new level, and create a new situation in it. 

Lin Ruo said: In recent years, the initial advantage has been taking advantage of 

Guangdong's strong point in having many Overseas Chinese, but not enough has yet been 

done in this respect. 
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We should currently get a good grasp of the following tasks in Overseas Chinese affairs 

work: 

1. Seriously implement the policies on Overseas Chinese affairs, especially on houses 

belonging to Overseas Chinese, and continually expand contacts and ties with the 

Overseas Chinese compatriots living abroad. 

3. [As heard] Do a good job in overseas propaganda and reception work. 

4. Pay attention to cultivating representative figures among the Overseas Chinese and 

work together with them to do a good job in Overseas Chinese affairs work. 

Lin Ruo expressed the hope that the departments concerned will continually enhance 

their understanding of the importance of Overseas Chinese affairs work, pay attention 
to work methods, and strive to achieve still greater success. 

GUANGDONG'S LIN RUO TOURS VARIOUS COUNTIES 

HK060609 Guangzhou Guangdong Provincial Service in Mandarin 0400 GMT 2 Apr 87 

[Text] According to NANFANG RIBAO, after his recent inspection of mountainous areas in 

western Guangdong and some coastal areas, provincial party committee Secretary Lin Ruo 

pointed out that the large-scale development of new work in agriculture in the province 
has revealed bright prospects for the rural commedity economy. The experience of a 
great number of peasants who have become rich by exploration in all areas indicates 

that whether in mountainous, hilly, or coastal areas, the development of new work in 

agriculture can enrich peasants and has a bright future. 

During his tour of western Guangdong, Comrade Lin Ruo first inspected Gaozhou County, 

which has achieved significant results in developing new agricultural work, in getting 
rid of poverty, and in becoming rich over the past few years. When Comrade Lin Ruo 

learned that Gaozhou has asked for little money from the state and mainly relied on 

itself and the money raised by the masses in developing production over the past few 

years, he highly praised it. He said: Mountainous areas are poor and have a weak 

economic foundation. To develop mountainous areas, we must have a spirit of working 

and struggling hard; rely on labor accumulation of the masses; advocate a hardworking 

and thrifty spirit; and use every cent in developing new agricultural production work. 

Only thus is it possible to become rich by exploiting the mountain areas. 

Comrade Lin Ruo also inspected some coastal counties, such as Dianbai, Wuchuan, 

Haikang, and Lianjiang, and some towns and townships in suburban areas of Zhanjiang 

City. 

Upon seeing the lively, vigorous development of commodity production on Leizhou 
peninsula, Comrade Lin Ruo delightedly told the responsible comrades of the Zhanjiang 

City party committee: Hainan is a precious island of our country, and Leizhou 

peninsula is a treasure-land in our province. You must take full advantage of the 

‘(rong points of this treasure-land and vigorously develop fruit production and aquatic 
preeding. This is the only way for coastal areas to get rid of poverty and become 
rich. Practice has proved that this is the correct road. You must fear neither 

difficulties nor setbacks, and resolutely take this road. 
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GUANGCXI'"S CHEN ATTENDS MEETING HONORING MARTYR 

HKO60229 Nanning Guangxi Regional Service in Mandarin 1030 GMT 2 Apr 8/7 

{Excerpts} This morning [2 April], the regional party committee held a report meeting 
at the auditorium of the regional people's government to mark the 100th anniversary of 

the birthday of martyr Zhu Xiang, an outstanding member of the CPC and a prominent 
leader of the proletarian revolutionary movement of the region in early years. 

Regional party, government and army leaders and responsible persons of the regional 

CPPCC Committee, Chen Huiguang, Li Zhenquan, Hou Depeng, Guo Kiquan, Gan Ku, (Zhang 
Kexuan), Duan Yuanzhong, Cheng Qejie, and Ou Jiwen attended the report meeting. 
Comrade Qiao KXiaoguang, member of the CPC Central Committee now in Nanning, also 

attended the meeting. Also seated at the rostrum were Comrades Chen An, (Hou Libing), 

Lin Kewu, Li Yindan, Liao Lianyuan, (Huang Zheng), Liu Yisheng, (Zhang Hua), and (Yang 

Li). 

Comrade Hou Depeng, Standing Committee member and Propaganda Department director of the 

regional party committee, presided over the report meeting. Comrade (Li Zhengian), 

deputy secretary of the regional party committee, delivered a report. [passage omitted] 

More than 1,000 people from all circles of Nanning city attended the report meeting. 
Before the meeting, the regional leaders cordially met with relatives of martyr Zhu 

Xiang and had a group photo taken with them to mark the occasion. 

BRIEFS 

GUANGDONG'S ZHAOQING BRIDGE -- Beijing 2 Apr (XINHUA) -- A combined railway-highway 
bridge has been put into operation in the city of Zhaoqing in south China's Guangdong 

Province. The 1,63l-meter bridge is a key project in the construction of the 
Guangzhou-Maoming Railway that crosses the Xijiang, a major tributary of the Peal 

River. [Text] [Beijing XINHUA in English 1308 GMT 2 Apr 87 OW] 

LUOYANG AIRPORT -- Zhengzhou, April 4 (XINHUA) -- Test flights went successfu ly today 

at the newly opened Luoyang Airport in Henan Province. Luoyang is a famous historical 

site and developing industrial center. In a bid to develop the area's economy and 

foreign trade, in 1985 the State Council and Central Military Commission decided to 

invest 73 million yuan (19.7 million U.S. dollars) to build an airport there. The 
site, ten kilometers from the city's center, covers 160 hectares, and bowsts a runway 

2,900 meters long and 60 meteres wide, which can land Boeing 73/7 jets. “he project was 
under construction for 15 months. The airport will be a stopover point tor planes 
travelling from Guangzhou to Ki'’an, Beijing to Xi'an, Shanghai to Xi'an and Beijing to 

Guangzhou. [Text] [Beijing XINHUA in English 1531 GMT 4 Apr 87 OW] 
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PREMIER STATES NONRECOGNITION OF MACAO ACCORD 

OWO 31455 Taipei CNA in English 1446 GMT 3 Apr 87 

{Text] Taipei, April, 3 (CNA) -- Macao is part of the territory of the Republic of 
China, [ROC] and the Portugese Government, before reaching any agreement on Macao's 

future, should first consult with the ROC Government, Premier Yu Kuo-hua said Fridav. 

Responding to an interpellation by Legislator Hsu Kuo-tai, Yu reiterated that the ROC 

Government will never recognize any agreement on Macao reached between Portugal and 

Comssunist China. 

LEGISLATOR ASKS FOR REVIEW OF "THREE NO’ POLICY 

OWO41243 Taipei CHINA POST in English 31 Mar 87 p 12 

[Text] Veteran Legislator Hu Chiu-yuan yesterday asked the government to review its 
“three no” policy and allow mainlanders here to visit relatives and exchange 

correspondence with relatives on the Chinese mainland, the local Chinese-language 

INDEPENDENCE EVENING POST reported. 

In a written interpellation submitted to the Executive Yuan (Cabinet), Hu criticized 
the government for never having come up with a justification for its anti-communist 

policy. 

The government also has never studied why it was defeated by the Chinese Communists 
before retreating to Taiwan, Hu said, adding that it “blindly believes in force and 

foreign power.” 

Atter Washington recognized Peking, the government's fear of the Chinese Communiets 
grew daily and the government took delight only in denouscing the Communists, the paper 

quoted the lawmaker as saying. 

The Cabinet recently approved a huge budget for gathering intelligence on main) and 

affairs, but researchers hired to do the job lack basic, knowledge of the Chinese 

Communists and are not systematic, he said. 

The ROC's (Republic of China] intelligence is not original, the legislator said. It is 

either copied from Chinese Communist publications or the views of foreign reporters, he 
said. 

Intelligence, especially on the negative aspects of the Chinese Communists, is 

exaggerated to please high-ranking government officials here, Hu said. 

“Fighting communism should not be equivalent to simply replacing the Chinese 

Communists’ one-party dictatorship with the Kuomintang's one-party dictatorship,” he 

said, calling for the reunification of China under democracy, the paper said. 

OPPOSITION PARTY TO PROTEST SECURITY LAW 

0WO41223 Taipei CHINA POST in English 31 Mar 87 p 12 

[Text| The opposition Democratic Progressive Party's leaders voted on Sunday to stage 

a peaceful demonstration in tront of the Office of the President on April 19 to protest 

the enactment of the proposed National Security Law, which is to replace martial law, 
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The decision came after a heated debate between Legislator Fei Usi-ping and ftormer 

Taipei City Councilman Chen Shui-pien. In the end, the DPP voted 61-32 to stage the 

demonstration. 

Fei and fellow iawmakers Yo Chiang and Chu Kao-cheng argued that a large crowd is hard 

to contain ane: if violence were to mar the demonstration, undecided moderates would 

reject the party. 

Meanwhile, members of the right-wing Patriotic Society of All The People will march to 
the legislative Yuan building this morning to ask the lawmaking body to quickly pass 

the proposed National Security Law. 

The Private Republic of China Public Opinion Poll Association said over 58 percent of 

438 local university professors surveyed supported the enactment of the proposed 

National Security law, 338.8 percent were against it and eight percent had no comment. 

BRIEFS 

AUTOMATION SOFTWARE -- Taipei, April 4 (CNA) -- Commissioned by the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, the Institute for Information Industry (III) has recently developed 
the first “office automation” (0A) software package in Chinese and has officially 
transferred it to Sertek International, Inc. to be marketed. The price of the system 

will be less than NT dirs [new Taiwan dollars} 100,000, (about U.S. dirs 2,858). 
Working with the operating system of UNIX and MS-DOS, the OA package includes the 

functions of electronic filiez, electronic mail, efficient control of paper 

information, streamlined briefing and information editing. [Text] [Taipei CNA in 
English 0351 GMT 4 Apr 87 OW] 
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PRC TO STATION TROOPS IN BONC KONC, MACAO 

04041307 Tokyo KYODO in English 1257 GMT 4 Apr 87 

iText] Hong Kong, April 4 KYODO -- A high-ranking Chinese Army officer said Saturday 

Beijing will station troops in Hong Kong and Macao after the territories are retursed 
to Chinese rule, 4 Hong Kong newspaper reported. 

The pro-Beijing evening paper HSIN WAN PAO said the Chinese policy was made clear at « 

news conference held in Beijing Saturday by Ku Kin, deputy chief of gemera!l stat! of 

the Chinese People’s Liberation Army. 

Ku was quoted as saying the PLA will definitely be deployed to Hong Kong and Meceo and 
that the central government would decide whether to draft people in the regions in to 
the Army. 

Mu was the first Chinese official to mention the Army plan after the two territorics 
are returned to Chinese administration. 

Ku said the future deployment of troops to the British colony and Macao have been 
agreed upon in Anglo-Chinese and Chinese-Portuguese negotiations. 

The Anglo-Chinese declaration isewed in 1984 said the Chinese Government would «fat ion 

defense forces in Hong Kong at its own expense to ensure security in the British colony. 

Hong Kong authorities have repeatedly asked China to drop their plan to dispatch 

garrisons troops to the territory. 

EDITORIAL ANALYZES POLITICAL REVIEW OPTIONS 

HKO 30719 Hong Kong HONGKONG STANDARD in English 3 Apr 8/7 p 6 

{Editorial: "China Can Make This Gesture of Trust”] 

[Text] What sort of political review are we headed for? 

This question is not mew. Hong Kong people have been asking it in one form or another 
since the signing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration two years ago. That was when 
th.s review was promised. 

The expectation had been there would be some advance on the indirect polls to tlw 

Legislative Cowncil introduced two years ago. China has since made clear its 

opposition to the introduction of wniversal franchise in any reform for | 988 when sew 
elections are due. It is silent on elections thereafter. 

The British wanted some form of limited direct elections in 1988. “Most of the wos 

pressure groups and many highly articulate professional people are for it, too. S is 
a wide section of the media. But surveys show that less than 50 peicent of the peop: 

are with them, 

On Wednesday Mr Li How very carefully set out the position to Hong Kong cewemen in 
Beijing. Direct elections are sossible before 1997 when sovereignty over Hone Fong 

returns to Beijing, he says. 
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Giwen renewed Sino-British agreement sot to comment on this isswe and to let the 

political rewiew take its course, Mr Li's comments appear to confirm speculations that 

some agreement was reached between the Chinese Foreign Minister, Mr Su Kuegian, and his 

British couaterpart, Sir Geoffrey Howe when they met recently. 

Im particular, Mr Li says it is “a misunderstanding” for some Hong Kong people to 

bellewe that if there are no direct elections before 1990, there would be sone 

thereafter. 

Thies is «a much more positive statement from Mr Li than all his previous, sutet imes 
blunt, declarations on the subject. As deputy head of Beijing's Hong Kong and Macao 

Office, Mr Li speaks with a great deal of authority. 

Elections to the Legislative Cowncil are held every three years. If there are to be no 

direct elections in 1988, there should be at least two others before sovereignty 

reverts to China. 

This would make it imperative that another review be made by 1990 to coincide with the 
promulgation of the Basic Law. Perhaps a more definitive ome than the revie , we are 
about to see. 

But this leaves unanswered the question: What sort of review are we headed for in 

coming months? 

The mechanics of the whole business have been worked out. People have resigned 

themselves to the status quo, so matter what campaigns various pressure groups or 

individual legislators are planning to mownt in the next few months. Cynics see it all 

as merely another example of the British and Hong Kong Governments knuckling under to 

Chinese pressure. 

Nothing so much gives the public the impression of a “lame duck” government as this. 
Aed they take the cue from there, sothwithstanding protests to the contrary from the 
highest officials in the administration. 

with LO years te go before the reversion of sovereignty, this is clearly an unhealthy 

way of going about reforming our political structure. 

Instead of allowing this controversy to simmer, to the detriment of all three 

governments involved, why not let the Joint Liaison Growp thrash this owt, set a 

definite date for the introduction of whiversal franchise, and let everyone know about 

it? 

China is mot against direct elections per se. Wor is it against direct elections 

before 1997. Should it, then, persist in being coy? 

Lach time something controversial crops up, the “lame duck” label is stuck on the 

administration. These are early days yet, so the label can still be shrugged off. 

Some officials even laugh it off. 

but ae we get closer to 1997, the effects of such a view ~~ mo matter how wrong it may 

be «= will be acutely felt. It may even hamper efficiency and tarnish the integrity of 

this administration. 

Direct elections will be good for ws. It will be a logical next step in the political 

reforms begun several years ago. It does mot go against China's own national policies; 

local elections are conducted on the basis of wniversal franchise. 
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Just as “r Li says it is “a @isunderstanding™ for some Hong Kong people to believe that 

no direct elections does sot mean no universal tramchise thereafter, it should be 

poiated owt that there is 4 misunderstanding among some Chinese leaders that Hong Long 

people want to secede. 

There is mo separatist movement of any sort here. Hom Kong people, | ike bs iene 

elsewhere, look forward to reunification. As Chinese, they want to see China as « 

whole piece once again. 

Setting a definite date before 1997 for direct elections will be a gesture of trust 

omg Kong people deserve that. 

MACAO 

ZHOU NAN COMMENTS ON SINO-PORTUCUESE DECLARATION 

HKO20059 Homg Kong LIAOWANG OVERSEAS EDITION in Chimese No 13, 30 Mar 87 pp 1-4 

[Article by LIAOWANC reporter Lin Hai (2651 3189): “The Macao Ieewe Has Been Resolved 

Satistactorily, Imdicating Omce Again the Stromg Vitality of the ‘Ome Cowntry, Two 

Systems’ Comcept -- an Interview With Chinese Vice Foreiza Minister Zhow Nan” | 

{Text | The Sino-Portuguese talks om the “Macao isswe have ended with swecess. 

26 March the Chinese and Portuguese Governments in Bei jing initialed t te 

“Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration on the Macao Isewe.” In this “Joint Declaration,” 

both sides affirmed that Macao is Chinese territory and the government of the PRO wil! 

f.sume sovereignty over Macao effective 20 December 1999, 

This is another historic event for rejoicing tollowing the signing of the “Simo Britich 

Joint Declaration on the Hong Kong Iasue.” It resolved a Sino-Portuguese question ‘eft 

over by history, enabled China to make another step forward in eliminating sat ione! 

shame and in the great cause of rewnifying the motherland, and provided favoralh! 

conditions for further developing friendly relations and cooperation between China end 

Portugal. 

The “Joint Declaration” was well received and spoken highly of by people in variow 
circles after it was promulgated. In order to know more about the details of thy 

settlement of the Macao question this reporter had a special interview with Zhou Non, 

Chinese vice toreign minister and head of the Chinese delegation. 

Zhou Nan said that the satisfactory settlement of the Macao question indicates om 

again the great vitality of the “one country, two systems” concept. 

He said that the scientific concept of “one country, two systems” is an imports 

police decision proposed by Chairman Deng Kiaoping. It is the only correct policy | 

the rewnification of the motherland, which is based on the ideological line of seeking 

truth from facts and proceeding in all cases from reality, and which combines °¢! 

whiversal truth of Marxism-Leniniem with the reality of the Chinese revolution, 

Practice has proved, end will continue to prove, that this policy is entirely 
reasonable and practical. Talks between the Chinese and Portuguese Governments on th 

Macao question were held on the basis of this guiding ideology. 
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According to the “Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration on the Macao Ieswe,” after the 

goveramest of the PRC resumes the cxcercise of sovereignty ower Macao, Mecao’s 

capitalist -system will remain uemchanged for WO years and Macao will becom a special 

admir istrative region of China run by the people of Macao. The Macao Special 

Admix. iterative Region will enjoy a high degree of autonomy, but the central government 

will be directly responsible for Mecao’s foreign and defense affairs. Various policies 

and priaciples on the Macao issue which have been formulated in accordance with the 

concept of “one country, two systems” and in light of the history and reality of Macao 

have taken into consideration both the basic similarities in nature between the Hong 

Kong and Macao issues and certain differences between them in the current situation. 

Therefore, they are in conformity with the reality of Macao and are reliable guarantees 

for the stability and development of Macao in the future. 

thou Nan alse pointed out that t © questions left over by history and disputes between 

varicus countries over territories and sovereignty are usually regarded as tnotty 

problems and often in history two countries become hostile to each other or enter into 

armed conflicts due to such problems. However, by implementing the policy of “one 

country, two systems” and through peaceful negotiations China has successfully resolved 

the Hong Kong and Macao questions in less than 3} years. All sides concerned are 

satisfied with the results and their mutual understanding and friendship have also been 

strengthened. This is mot only in conformity with the owerall interests of the Chinese 

people, including the compatriots in Hong Kong and Macao, but is also advantageous to 
sateguarding stability and peace in Asia and the world. This experience may also serve 

as a reference for some other countries io resolving their disputes. When asked to say 

something about the details of and developments in the Sino-Portugal established 

diplomatic relations in 1979. At that time, both sides reached an understanding on the 

question that Macao is Chinese territory and that China and Portugal agreed to hold 

talks when conditions were ripe on the isswe of China resuming the sovereignty over 

Macao. In May 1985, when Mr Eanes, then the president of Portugal, was visiting China, 
Premier Zhao Ziyang had a discussion with him on the Macao issue. Both sides then 

agreed that the two governments would begin their talks on this isewe in the first half 

of i986. Thus, in June 1986 the Chinese and Portuguene Governments began their first 

rownd of talks om the Macao isswe. Although this problem had remained unresolved for 

more then 400 years, after only four rownds of talks, which took 9 months, both sides 

resolved it wuccessftully. We show!d say that the progress was quite smooth. At the 

very begionirg of the talks we emphasized that these talks would be between friends 

rather than between enemies. The atmosphere at the talks was good and friendly from 

begioning te end. Although there were also some disputes during the talks they were 

disputes between friends. Since both sides were discussing the matter in a friendly 

moner and in the spirit of putting the gemeral interest first and the spirit of mutual 

wnderstanding and accommodation, their difterences were eliminated very soon amd the 

problem was resolved quickly and satisfactorily. 

thou Nan said: When the concept of “ome country, two systems” was first promulgated 

meny people in diplomatic circles expressed dowbhts about its feasibility, saying that 

it might not be applicable because there had never been such a thing in tuman history. 

Now, the number of people holding this view is decreasing. More and more people have 

understood that “one country, two systems” is a realistic and feasible policy. The 

nature of the Hong Kong and Macao isswes is different from that of the Taiwan iseue. 

However, the guiding ideology of “one country, two systems” is also entirely applicable 

in the Taiwan isewe. [paragraph continues! 
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Now that the Hong Kong and Macao problems have been resolwed we believe that the peop): 

of Taiwan will be more eager to reunify with compatriots on the mainland and in Hong 

Kong and Macao and for the great cause of the rewnification of the motherland and tl» 

rejuvenation of China. 

When asked about the work after initialing the “Joint Declaration,” Zhou Nan said that 

there is still a great deal of work to do. First, ‘se Joint Declaration” has to & 

formally signed by the premiers of the two countries and go through due formalitics fox 

approval. Then Chima’s NPC must work out a Macao basic law and affirm the principle of 

“one country, two systems” and the spirit of the “Joint Declaration” in the fore of 

lew. The Chinese Government and the Portuguese Government will also form a« 

Sino-Portuguese joint liaison group to discuss relevant matters comcerning§ the 

‘mplementation of the “Joint Declaration” during the transitional period and the 

handing over of political power in 1999. 

Zhou Nan said: We beliewe that after the agreement has gone isto effect both the 

Thimese and Portuguese sides will honor their own promises to implement the “Joint 
Declaration” in an all-round way and in the spirit of mutual understanding and wil! 
closely cooperate with each other in promoting work in wariows spheres. We be! lieve 

that the compatriots in various circles in Macao will comtinwe to regard themselves as 

masters of their own houses and, with their wiedom and hard work, make new 

contributions to the stability and development of Macao. 

Finally, Zhou Nan told this reporter that with the Macao isswe resolved, «a new chapter 

im the annals of friendly relations between China and Portugal has been opened. The 

Portuguese prime minister will soom visit Chima to formally sign the “Joint 

Declaration.” The Chinese Government and people are eagerly looking forward to his 

visit. 
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